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F 723 Brian Gable - Regina Leader-Post fonds

Summary information

Repository: Provincial Archives of Saskatchewan

Title: Brian Gable - Regina Leader-Post fonds

ID: F 723

Date: ca. 1978-1987 (date of creation)

Physical description: 1335 drawings : pen and ink, pencil
4 drawings : pencil
29 drawings : photocopies, photographic copies, newsprint,
photographic negative
0.003 m of textual records

Language: English

Dates of creation,
revision and deletion:

Note
[sourcesDescription]: Content of the fonds.

Administrative history / Biographical sketch

Note

Brian Gable was born in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan in 1949. As a young child, he lived on a farm near
Rosthern before moving to Saskatoon with his family in 1960. He attended Holliston School and Walter
Murray Collegiate. Gable earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree from the University of Saskatchewan
in 1970. While a student at the University of Saskatchewan, Gable contributed cartoons to the student
newspaper, The Sheaf. Gable later earned a Bachelor of Education degree from the University of Toronto
(1971). He then commenced a nine-year career as a high school art teacher in Brockville, Ontario. As a
freelance cartoonist, Gable contributed cartoons to the Brockville Recorder and Times newspaper between
1976 and 1980.
In 1980, Gable was hired as a full-time editorial cartoonist with The Leader-Post newspaper in Regina.
His first cartoon was published in the August 28, 1980 edition of the newspaper. Gable continued
employment with The Leader-Post until 1987 when he was hired with The Globe and Mail newspaper in
Toronto. Throughout his career, Gable has received seven National Newspaper Awards in the Editorial
Cartoon-Caricature category (1986, 1995, 2001, 2005, 2009, 2010, 2016). A collection of Gable's
work was published in the compilation entitled, Gable: The Editorial Cartoons of Brian Gable (1987).
Additionally, Gable has contributed as an illustrator to several children's book series published by
Millbrook Press.
Other honours bestowed on Gable include an honorary Doctor of Letters degree from the University of
Saskatchewan (2015) and an appointment as a Member of the Order of Canada (2017).
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F 723 Brian Gable - Regina Leader-Post fonds

Gable continues (2018) his employment with The Globe and Mail in Toronto.

Custodial history
Brian Gable donated these records to the Regina office, Provincial Archives of Saskatchewan in five
accessions between 1986 and 2015: R86-611 (December 30, 1986); R88-415 (December 22, 1988);
R89-445 (December 22, 1989); R90-327 (December 21, 1990); and 2015-056 (May 5, 2015).

Scope and content

This fonds consists of editorial cartoons created by Brian Gable in his employment between 1980 and
1987 with The Leader-Post, a daily newspaper in Regina, Saskatchewan. The cartoon drawings, primarily
pen and ink on stock, depict and are relevant to local, provincial, national and international issues and
events during the 1980s. A small volume of records are drawings that Gable created to accompany news
articles published in The Leader-Post's weekender, lifestyles, and entertainment sections, and draft
sketches of cartoons. Textual records consist of order sheets relating to the publishing of Gable's cartoons,
and a submission letter by Gable to the jury for the 1986 Premier's Award of Excellence in Design.
As well, a small volume of records are editorial cartoons that Gable contributed to the Brockville
Recorder and Times newspaper between 1976 and 1980.
No series have been identified in this fonds.

Notes

Title notes

Physical condition
Records are in good physical condition.

Arrangement
Arrangement reflects both original order and archival intervention.

Restrictions on access
Records are open for research use.

Conditions governing use
Use, publication and/or reproduction of records is subject to terms and conditions of the Copyright Act.
Please consult reference archivist for assistance.
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Finding aids
SAFA 705 (old guide GR 445) consists of a fonds description and item descriptions for graphic
materials.

Accruals
No further accruals are expected.

Other notes
• Publication status: published
• Status description: Final
• Description identifier: F 723
• Conservation: Archival staff interleaved acid-free tissue between drawings.
• Alpha-numeric designations: Drawings: R-D2125 (1-230); GM-DA-29 to GM-DA-1166

Access points

• Gable, Brian, 1949-
• Graphic material (documentary form)
• Textual record (documentary form)
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Provincial Archives of Saskatchewan 
Authority Record 

 
 

Gable, Brian, 1949- 
 
Type of entity Person  
  
Identifier PA 572 
 
Authorized form of name Gable, Brian, 1949- 
 
History Brian Gable was born in Saskatoon, Saskatchewan in 1949. As a 

young child, he lived on a farm near Rosthern before moving to 
Saskatoon with his family in 1960. He attended Holliston School 
and Walter Murray Collegiate. Gable earned a Bachelor of Fine 
Arts degree from the University of Saskatchewan in 1970. While a 
student at the University of Saskatchewan, Gable contributed 
cartoons to the student newspaper, The Sheaf. Gable later earned 
a Bachelor of Education degree from the University of Toronto 
(1971). He then commenced a nine-year career as a high school 
art teacher in Brockville, Ontario. As a freelance cartoonist, Gable 
contributed cartoons to the Brockville Recorder and Times 
newspaper between 1976 and 1980. In 1980, Gable was hired as 
a full-time editorial cartoonist with The Leader-Post newspaper in 
Regina. His first cartoon was published in the August 28, 1980 
edition of the newspaper. Gable continued employment with The 
Leader-Post until 1987 when he was hired with The Globe and 
Mail newspaper in Toronto. Throughout his career, Gable has 
received seven National Newspaper Awards in the Editorial 
Cartoon-Caricature category (1986, 1995, 2001, 2005, 2009, 
2010, 2016). A collection of Gable's work was published in the 
compilation entitled, Gable: The Editorial Cartoons of Brian Gable 
(1987). Additionally, Gable has contributed as an illustrator to 
several children's book series published by Millbrook Press. 
 

 Other honours bestowed on Gable include an honorary Doctor of 
Letters degree from the University of Saskatchewan (2015) and 
an appointment as a Member of the Order of Canada (2017). 

  
 Gable continues (2018) his employment with The Globe and Mail 

in Toronto. 
 
Rules Rules for Archival Description (RAD)  
 
Sources AMICUS Authorities - February 22, 1985 
  

 Introduction to old guide GR 445 
 

 Various internet sites 
 

 Content of the fonds 



 
 
 
 
 
 

OLD GUIDE 
 

GR 445 
 



AN INVENTORY 
OF THE EDITORIAL CARTOONS OF 

BRIAN GABLE 

Saskatchewan Archives Board, Regina 
1989 



Introduction 

A native of Saskatoon~ Brian Gable attended Walter Murray 

Collegiate and the University of Saskatchewan from which he graduated 

with an advanced degree in fine arts in 1971. During his 

undergraduate years~ he drew cartoons for the student newspaper, The 

Sheaf~ After obtaining an education degree from the University of 

Toronto, he taught high school in Brockville, Ontario~ for several 

years. In 1976 Gable returned to drawing cartoons and began to submit 

cartoons to the editor of the weekly, Brockville Recorder and Times~ 

After sending a sample of his work to a number of Canadian newspapers~ 

he was hired by the Regina Leader-Post in 1980. Having worked for the 

daily for seven years, Gable moved to Toronto in 1987 after being 

offered a position with The Globe and Mail. His editorial cartoons 

appear irregularly in major newspapers across Ontario, Manitoba, 

Alberta, British Columbia, as well as Saskatchewan~ During 1986 a 

Regina art gallery offered a one-man show of his cartoons and he is 

currently negotiating with a publisher. 

The 55 original works included in this acquisition were for the 

most part created during 1980-1983 and 1986. They represent 

international, national~ provincial and local subject matter and have 

been selected as the best of Gable's work during those years. The 

Brian Gable Collection is protected by copyright. All commercial 

and/or publication rights are reserved for the Donor and his heirs. 

Anyone wishing to copy or duplicate these editorial cartoons for the 

purposes of private study and research must sign a statement affirming 

that the copy will be used only for private study and research and is 



ii 

not for display or publication. An agreement was signed between Mr. 

Gable and the Saskatchewan Archives Board in 1986 and this particular 

acquisition has been accessioned as R86-6ll: 



No. 

2~ 

3. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Brian Gable Editorial Cartoons 

Desc ri pti on 

"A needy supplicant before the department 
of culture and youth Culture Talks paneL" 
Leader-Post n.d. 

"1980 Marches On 
Leader-Post 1980. 

"My next song traces 
Saskatche'\lan culture 
with guitar] 
Leader-Post 1980~ 

the evolution of 
["Beatni k" 

" ••• Your image 
getti ng worse!!" 
as a hawk] 
Leader-Post Oct. 

problem!! ;. ~ it's 
fRonald Reagan depicted 

28, 1980. 

" ••• So then I sai d ••• "Hey Comrade 
Brezhnev!!! .~. did you hear the latest 
Polish joke?"" [Siberian prison camp] 
Leader-Post Sept; 15; 1980; 

"Welcome back Mr. Devine! •.. I saved 
you a seat!: .... [Mr. Devine parachuting 
into visitors' gallery] 
Leader-Post Nov. 29, 1980. 

"I'm Late! I'm Late!" [Pierre Trudeau 
running late with the Constitution] 
Leader-Post 1981. 

"Day Two of the Regina Anti-Smoking 
Bylaw." [Smoker on ledge] 
Leader-Post 1981. 

[Pierre Trudeau attempting to catch 
Constitution "football"] 
Leader-Post 1981. 

[Petro-Canada beaver downing Petrofina 
sign] 
Leader-Post 1981. 

" •• sometimes it's a lonely feeling!" 
[Headline: Chimp can reason] 
Leader-Post Jan; 31, 1981. 

Size 

39; 5 x 31. 5 cm 

30;5 x 43;5 cm 

30 ~ 5 x 30. 5 cm 

30.5 x 32;0 cm 

30.5 x 35.0 cm 

3L5 x 34.5 cm 

27.0 x 30;0 cm 

29.5 x 45.0 cm 

30.5 x 45.0 cm 

24.5 x 30.0 cm 

30.5 x 44.5 cm 



13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18 •. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 
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"it's really amazing how the Regina 
skyli ne has changed over the years ..... 
rSGI office towers] 
Leader-Post May 2, 1981. 

"Brothers and si sters of the Thi rd l-lorld 
~ •. - I've been saved and you can be too:!" 
rRona1d Reagan preaching free enterprise] 
Leader-Post Oct. 23; 1981. 

"Sir ~.~ what's I~B~N.C~? Itsy Bitsy 
Nuclear Conflagration!" 
Leader-Post Oct. 24, 1981. 

~:: "The National Dream" [Transport 
Minister Jean-Luc Pepin tied to railway 
track] 
Leader-Post Nov. 12, 1981. 

[Finance Minister Allan MacEachen with 
"Budget· Monster"] 
Leader-Post Dec. 12, 1981. 

" ••• I said 'don't hold lunch, I'm going 
to Manitoba to bring back the farm!'" 
[Farmer with shovel] 
Leader-Post April 21, 1981. 

.. ••• look! We send in a few advisors ••• " 
[Ronald Reagan with map of E1 Salvador] 
Leader-Post 1982. 

" •. : we ei ther woke up 4 months early or 
there's an election on!" 
Leader-Post April 14, 1982. 

[Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin 
treading mud over Israeli flag] 
Leader-Post 1982. 

" ••• Musical ehai rs" [Finance 
Minister's electric chair] 
Leader-Post Sept. 14, 1982. 

.. ••• I wish they'd hurry up and invent 
hockey! " [Roman gladi ators ] 
Leader-Post April 20, 1982. 

"One day, son .•• this will all be 
yours!!" [Farmer and son] 
Leader-Post March 4, 1982. 

30~0 x 45~0 cm 

30.5 x 44.5 cm 

30~0 x 45.0 cm 

29~5 x 30.5 cm 

32.5 x 44.5 cm 

29.0 x 28. 5 cm 

31. 5 x 41. 5 cm 

29~5 x 45.0 cm 

30.0 x 44.5 cm 

29 • 0 x 45. 0 cm 

29.5 x 45.0 cm 

30.0 x 44.5 cm 



24. 

25. 

26. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

31. 

32. 

33. 

34. 

35. 

3 

"For the greater glory of the Iri sh 
People .•• Charge!" [IRA bomber] 
Leader-Post 1982. 

[British soldiers raising Union Jack 
over Falkland Islands.] 
Leader-Post June 5, 1982. 

" .: ~ sometimes I'm astounded at the 
advances in technology that I've 
witnessed in my lifetime!" [Russian 
women and missile transport] 
Leader-Post Nov. 20~ 1982. 

" ••• Cheers!" [Drunkard driving with 
Death] 
Leader-Post Dec. 9, 1982~ 

" •• ~ Security!" [Queen Elizabeth 
discovering elephant in Buckingham Palace] 
Leader-Post Dec. 27, 1982. 

" •.. you don't suppose it too subtle?" 
[Saskatchewan is "Open For Business"} 
Leader-Post Dec. 27, 1982. 

[P.C. Transition HeadQuarters -
interrogation of government employee} 
Leader-Post Dec. 27, 1982. 

.. ••• know what I love about a holy 
war? ... bringing religion to people!!" 
[Ayatollah Khomeini} 
Leader-Post July 28, 1982. 

"Look! Free enterprise, •• that's 
encouraging" [Ronald Reagan and dictator) 
Leader-Post Dec. 17, 1982. 

[Federal Cultural Policy Review bursting 
CBC balloon] 
Leader-Post Nov. 18, 1982. 

"Lebanon. " 
Leader-Post 1982. 

..... lunatic fringe" 
of the Unionest Party 
Canada Concept} 
Leader-Post March 11, 

[Dick Collver 
ridiculing Western 

1982. 

29~5 x 45;0 cm 

29.5 x 44.5 em 

3L 5 x 44 ~5 em 

30:0 x 44.5 em 

29;5 x 45;0 cm 

29.5 x 45.0 em 

29.5 x 45.0 em 

31. 5 x 45.0 cm 

30.0 x 44.5 cm 

30.0 x 45.0 cm 

30.0 x 44.5 cm 

31.5 x 45.0 cm 



36. 

37 ~ 

38~ 

39~ 

40~ 

41. 

42. 

43. 

44. 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 
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[Canadian rollerskater stalled behind 
U.S. economy] 
Leader-Post July l5~ 1982. 

[Energy Minister Marc Lalonde and 
Alsands boat stranded by low oil prices] 
Leader-Post March l8~ 1982~ 

"Repeat after me one more time 
"Take off ~ eh!.... [Canadian covert 
operations] 
Leader-Post May 22~ 1982. 

[NATO tank] 
Leader-Post Jan. 27, 1982. 

[Funeral for Alsands oil project] 
Leader-Post May 11, 1982. 

[Western Canada Concept party "fizzling 
out"] 
Leader-Post April 29, 1982. 

[Regina Mayor Larry Schneider winning 
election race] 
Leader-Post 1982. 

" .• ~ it just doesn't seem to want to 
take off!" [Premier Blakeney with 
Crow Issue] 
Leader-Post 1982. 

[Grits and NDP train careening off bridge] 
Leader-Post Dec. 27, 1983. 

"Quebec antiques [butter churn, 
hockey sweater, separatist Rene Levesque] 
Leader-Post Nov. 16, 1983 • 

.. •• ~ play it again, Sterling:" 
[Rene Levesque and Manitoba Premier 
S te rli ng Lyon] 
Leader-Post Sept. 30, 1983. 

"Mom! ~~ Dad! •. ~ .• You're home early!" 
[Prince Andrew in bed] 
Leader-Post March 12, 1983. 

.... , let's not oversimplify the issues" 
[Ronald Reagan descri bing the "enemy" 
Russian bear in Central America] 
Leader-Post Dec. 27, 1983. 

30.5 x 44.5 cm 

31. 5 x 45. 0 cm 

30.0 x 45~0 cm 

30~0 x 44.5 em 

31.0 x 45~0 cm 

31.5 x 45.0 em 

30.0 x 45.0 cm 

31. 0 x 45.0 em 

31. 0 x 44.5 em 

30.0 x 44~5 cm 

29 , 5 x 36. 0 em 

31.0 x 45,0 em 

29.5 x 45.0 em 



49. 

50. 

51. 

54. 

55. 

5 

"The Rural Vote" [Farmer and Premier 
Gra nt Devi ne] 
Leader-Post 1986 • 

.. ~ ~. Saskatchewan Economic Forecast .... 
[Premier Grant Devine and commodity prices] 
Leader-Post 1986~ 

"More bad news ~ Martha ... they've 
di scovered oil on our farm!!" 
Leader-Post 1986~ 

"So ••. what's all the fuss?" 
[Richard Nixon] 
Leader-Post 1986~ 

[Devine Summer '86 Provincial Tour 
Balloon] 
Leader-Post 1986 

.... F ... U.~R .. T .. H .. E .. R .. S .. T .. U .. D .. Y ..... 
[Ronald Reagan, Brian Mulroney and 
the acid rain issue] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

"Expo 86 •.• Man in Motion" 
[Expo profiteers] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

28.5 x 40.0 cm 

30~0 x 45:0 cm 

30~0 x 45:0 cm 

31. 0 x 45: 0 cm 

30:0 x 45.0 cm 

31. 5 x 44.5 cm 



AN INVENTORY 
OF THE EDITORIAL CARTOONS OF 

BRIAN GABLE 

Saskatchewan Archives Board, Regina 
1989 



Introduction 

A native of Saskatoon, Brian Gable attended Walter Murray 

Collegiate and the University of Saskatchewan from which he graduated 

with an advanced degree in fine arts in 1971; During his 

undergraduate years, he drew cartoons for the student newspaper, The 

Sheaf. After obtaining an education degree from the University of 

Toronto, he taught high school in Brockville, Ontario, for several 

years. In 1976 Gable returned to drawing cartoons and began to submit 

cartoons to the editor of the weekly; Brockville Recorder and Times; 

After sending a sample of his work to a number of Canadlan newspapers, 

he was hired by the Regina Leader-Post in 1980; Having worked for the 

daily for seven years, Gable moved to Toronto in 1987 after being 

offered a position with The Globe and Mail; His editorial cartoons 

appear irregularly in major newspapers across Ontario, Manitoba, 

Alberta, British Columbia, as well as Saskatchewan; During 1986 a 

Regina art gallery offered a one-man show of his cartoons and he was 

awarded the 1986 National Newspaper Award for Editorial Cartooning, 

the only national award of its kind. Mr. Gable has had a selection of 

his work published in Gable: The Editorial Cartoons of Brian Gable 

(Western Producer Prairie Books, 1987.) 

The 55 original works included in this acquisition were for the 

most part created from 1980 to 1986. They represent international, 

national, provincial and local subject matter and have been selected 

as the best of Gable's work during those years. The Brian Gable 

Collection is protected by copyright. All commercial and/or 

publication rights are reserved for the Donor and his heirs. Anyone 



ii 

wishing to copy or duplicate these editorial cartoons for the purposes 

of private study or research must sign a statement affirming that the 

copy will be used only for private study and research and is not for 

display or publication~ An agreement was signed between Mr~ Gable and 

the Saskatchewan Archives Board in 1986 and this particular 

acquisition has been accessioned as R88-4l5~ 



No 

56. 

57. 

Brian Gable Editorial Cartoons 

. 'Description 

"Revival" [Saskatchewan Roughriders football 
player inflated with helium] n.d. 

[Magi following Star of Bethlehem through to 
debris of modern desert war] 
Leader-Post n.d. 

30.0 x 41.0 cm 

31.0 x 27.0 cm 

58. "Jimminy! This'd be a great story for page one!" 31.0x 45.0 cm 
[Leader-Post photographer covering story about 
geese while ignoring attack from outer space] 
Leader-Post n.d. 

59. " ... Fellow Polish workers management has just 30.0 x 44.5 cm 
informed me that we will shortly be dealing 
with a new negotiating team!!" [Soviet tanks 
threaten Polish factory] 
Leader-Post 1980 

60. "New Democratic Party" [Premier Allan Blakeney 30.0 x 31.5 cm 
attempting to "re-new' the party] 
Leader-Post 1980 

61. "The Presidency of the United States of America 30.0 x 29.5 cm 
Take I" [President Ronald Reagan] 
Leader-Post 1980 

62. "I never said they were gentlemen!!" [Prime 20.5 x 45.5 cm 
Minister Trudeau defending his remarks about 
the premiers] 
Leader-Post Sept. 13, 1980 

63. "I told you we'd be wasting our time ... he's 24.5'x 31.0 cm 
only carrying Canadian currency!" [Thieves 
robbing Canadian tourist] 
Leader-Post Dec. 18, 1980 

64. "Nice to see you're actively fighting your 31.5 x 45.5 cm 
centralist image" [Pierre Trudeau dressed as 
awes terner] , 
Leader-Post 1981 

65. [Scuba divers discussing environmental 22.5 x 30.5 cm 
feasibility studies for Poplar River Project] 
Leader-Post 1981 

66. [Rene Levesque and premiers perched as birds 28.5 x 29.0 cm 
on separate tree limbs] 
Leader-Post Nov. 7, 1981 
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67. [Scales of Justice weighing $100,000.00 cheque 25.5 x 38.5 cm 
for serial murderer Clifford Olson] 
Leader-Post Jan. 19, 1981 

68. [Joe Clark pondering election hurdle] 30.5 x 30.5 cm 
Leader-Post March 3, 1981 

69. [Transformation of Canada Post into Canada 30.5 x 45.0 cm 
Post Corporation] 
Leader-Post Oct. 22, 1981 

70. [North Batt1eford Chamber of Commerce taking 45.0 x 29.0 cm 
aim at Moose Jaw Oil Upgrader] 
Leader-Post Dec. 19, 1981 

71. [Farmer pondering new Crow Rate structure] 30.5 x 45.0 cm 
Leader-Post July 2, 1982 

72. " .•. Peter Pock1ington discusses his Political 31.5 x 45.0 cm 
Credentials" 
Leader-Post Dec. 7, 1982 

73. 1I ... no hoe in here either ... " [Soviet and 29.5 x 45.5 cm 
American aid to Central America] 
Leader-Post March 13, 1982 

74. "The Winner's Circle" [Grant Devine and 29.5 x 45.0 cm 
Conservatives win 57 seats in provincial election] 
Leader-Post April 27, 1982 

75. [Saskatchewan resident speaking poetically 30.0 x 44.5 cm 
about climate] 
Leader-Post Aug. 28, 1982 

76. "Canadian Industrial Strategy" [Graph and 29.5 x 44.5 cm 
businessman indicating industrial decline] 
Leader-Post Aug. 24, 1982 

77. " ... 1 say! ... thank heavens that beastly 30.0 x 45.0 cm 
Canadian seal hunt is over for another year." 
[English fox hunt] 
Leader-Post Feb. 20, 1981 

78. "The Tory Machine" [Joe Clark in meat grinder] 31.0 x 44.5 cm 
Leader-Post Dec. 27, 1983 

79. " ... Election Strategy" [Brian Mulroney with 30.5 x 45.0 cm 
zippered mouth] 
Leader-Post Aug. 13, 1983 



80. 

3 

"The Ne\17 Crow" [Transport Minister Jean Luc 
Pepin and western farmer] 
Leader-Post Feb. 4, 1983 

30.0 x 45.0 cm 

81. " ... General Pinochet! I think the common people 31.0 x 44.5 cm 

82. 

83. 

84. 

85. 

86. 

87. 

88. 

89. 

90. 

91. 

are revolting!!" liMy 
Leader-Post Sept. 12, 1983 

exactly." 

[Aliens from outer space leaving Regina City 
Council meeting] 
Leader-Post July 9, 1983 

"The Left. The Right. The Rest." 
[Conflict in Central America] 
Leader-Post 1984 

"The Rainmaker. The Reignmaker" 
[Keith Davey and Brian Mulroney] 
Leader-Post Sept. 6, 1984 

" ... Philip bagged it near Balmoral" 
[Queen Elizabeth commenting on press 
photographer] 
Leader-Post Jan. 11, 1984 

"Red Ink" [Tank of red ink supplying 
Saskatchewan Legislative Building] 
Leader-Post Dec. 26, 1984 

" •.. guess that 'bout wraps up Regina's 
water problems". [Fluoridation issue] 
Leader-Post Dec. 26, 1984. 

"Hello ... news director here ..• " 
[King Kong attacking Regina Airport] 
Leader-Post 1985 

" .•. says here we should be updated." 
[Early Warning System] 
Leader-Post 1985 

"As your leader may I say how gratified I am 
to know you'll all be sticking with me 
through these hard times ahead ••. " 
[P.C. Party of Ontario "evacuation"] 
Leader-Post 1985 

" ••• Make my day!!" [International Terrorism] 
Leader-Post 1985 

31.5 x 43.5 cm 

31. 0 x 44. 5 cm 

31. 0 x 44. 5 cm 

29.5 x 37.5 cm 

29.5 x 44.5 cm 

31. 5 x 44. 5 cm 

31.5 x 45.0 cm 

30.0 x 44.5 cm 

30.0 x 45.0 cm 

31.5 x 44.5 cm 



92. 

93. 

94. 

95. 

96. 

97. 

98. 

99. 

100. 

101. 

102. 

103. 

104. 

4 

"Goin' for the Rural Vote" 
[Premier Grant Devine and Eric Berntson] 
Leader-Post 1985 

"Granny ... what a striking resemblance to the 
Tory Welfare Minister you have ••• " 
[Little Red Riding Hood and Welfare Minister 
Jake Epp in disguise] 
Leader-Post 1985 

"Status Symbols" [Fashionable woman with 
"Stamp by Canada Post"] 
Leader-Post 1985 

"Aids" [Allegorial figure of Death burying 
the Sexual Revolution] 
Leader-Post 

"How Gas Prices Are Lowered .•• " 
Leader-Post 1986 

"Farm Economy" [Farmer and sinking combine] 
Leader-Post 1986 

" ••. the Roping Event" [Regina Mayor Larry 
Schneider roped by Regina taxes bull] 
Leader-Post 1986 

[Canadian worried by budget news ignoring 
African famine victim] 
Leader-Post 1986 

"The Evolution of Ballistics. The Evolution 
of Diplomacy". 
Leader-Post 1986 

", •• a solid alibi-" [Ronald Reagan and'Santa 
Claus] 
Leader-Post Dec. 4, 1986 

" ... now they're upset that we took a few 
souvenirs." [Ferdinand Marcos absconding 
with Philippine Treasury] 
Leader-Post 1986 

"The Law 1881-1981" [Early NWMP on the frontier 
and contemporary RCMP constable with 
listening devices] 
Leader-Post 1981 

"Architectural Styles" [Saskatchewan 
construction strike] 
Leader-Post Aug. 5, 1982 

31. 5 x 44.5 cm 

31. 5 x 44. 5 cm 

29.0 x 44.5 cm 

31. 5 x 44. 5 cm 

30.0 x 44.5 cm 

31.0 x 45.0 cm 

31. 5 x 45.0 cm 

30.0 x 44.5 cm 

31.0 x 45.0 cm 

30.0 x 44.5 cm 

31.0 x 45.0 cm 

30.0 x 27.5 cm 

30.0 x 45.0 cm 



105. 

106. 

107. 

108. 

109. 

110. 

5 

"Great Moments in History: The Founding of 
Regina" [Surveyors tasting local water] 
Leader-Post Dec. 27, 1982 

"Give me your investors, your heavily 
capitalized businessmen, your synergised 
entrepreneurs •.. " [Premier Grant Devine as 
the Statue of Liberty] 
Leader-Post 1983 

"Economic Recovery" [Boatload of partygoers 
headed for waterfall] 
Leader-Post Oct. 4, 1983 

"So ..• howls our little cold today?,," 
[Soviet President Yuri Andropov and doctor] 
Leader-Post Jan. 27, 1984 

"It's Mu1roney •.• he l s wondering if we could 
sort of lighten up a little., ," [Manitoba 
Conservatives opposing French language ruling] 
Leader-Post Feb. 28, 1984 

" .•. say! Did you hear the one about the ~ 

200 million nuked Russians?" 
[Ronald Reagan with microphone] 
Leader-Post Aug. 15, 1984 

29.5 x 45.0 cm 

31.0 x 40.0 cm 

29.5 x 45.0 cm 

31. 5 x 45.0 cm 

31.0 x 45.0 cm 

31. 5 x 44. 5 cm 
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Introduction 

A native of Saskatoon, Brian Gable attended Walter Murray Collegiate 

and the University of Saskatchewan from which he graduated with an 

advanced degree in fine arts in 1971. During his undergraduate years, he 

drew cartoons for the student newspaper, The Sheaf. After obtaining an 

education degree from the University of Toronto, he taught high school in 

Brockvi11e, Ontario, for several years. -In 1976 Gable returned to drawing 

cartoons and began to submit cartoons to the editor of the weekly, 

Brockvi11eRecorder and Times. After sending a sample of his work to a 

number of Canadian newspapers, he was hired by the Regina Leader-Post in 

1980. Having worked for the daily for seven years, Gable moved to Toronto 
, 

in 1987 after being offered a position with The Globe and Mail. His 

editorial cartoon~ appear irregularly in major newspapers across Ontario, 

Manitoba, Alberta, British Columbia, as well as Saskatchewan. During 1986 

a Regina art gallery offered a one-man show of his cartoons and he was 

awarded the 1986 National Newspaper Award for Editorial Cartooning, the 

only national award of its kind. Mr. Gable has had a selection of his 

work published in Gable: The Editorial Cartoons of Brian Gable (Western 

Producer Prairie Books, 1987.) 

The 55 original works included in this acquisition were for the most 

part created from 1980 to 1986, although a selection from the Brockvi11e 

Recorder and Times are included. They represent international, national, 

provincial and local subject matter and have been selected as the best of 

Gable's work during those years. The Brian Gable Collection is protected 

by copyright. All commercial and/or publication rights are reserved for 

the Donor and his heirs. Anyone wishing to copy or duplicate these 



editorial cartoons for the purposes of private study or research must sign 

a statement affirming that the copy will be used for only private study 

and research and is not for display or publication. An agreement was 

signed between Mr. Gable and the Saskatchewan Archives in 1986 and this 

particular acquisition has been accessioned as R89-445. 



111. 

112. 

113. 

114. 

115. 

116. 

117. 

118. 

119. 

120. 

121. 

122. 

Brian Gable Editorial Cartoons 

Description 

[Sketch of New Year's Baby] n.d. 

[North Wind blowing] n.d. 

"Well J. B. ... no longer promoting fruit 
futures I see ... II [Brokers selling apples 
and pencils on Toronto street corner] 
Brockville Recorder and Times n.d. 

"So what happened to set ... ready hike?" 
[Jimmy Carter and Western allies team] 
Brockville Recorder and Times n.d. 

" ... still fit sire? ... " [Pierre Trudeau 
and crown] 
Brockville Recorder and Times n.d. 

[Soviet troops outside White House] 
Brockville Recorder and Times n.d. 

"Sgt. Preston here ... just captured two more 
Russians attempting to infiltrate the force!!11 
[RCMP constable and Russians disguised as horse] 
Feb. 11, 1978. 

"Preparations in order? ... the tar, the 
feathers?" [Manitoba Conservatives Welcome 
Brian Mulroney] n.d. 

"Yes he did buy the bazooka here ... but he 
assured me it was only to shoot starlings!" 
Leader-Post April 8, 1981. 

"Seriously ... how are you ever going to enforce 
something like an anti-smoking bylaw?" [Patron 
speaking to waiter with water bucket] 
Leader-Post 1980. 

[Allan Blakeney walking tightrope between 
Alberta and Ottawa] 
Leader-Post 1980. 

"Lest We Forget ... considering the state of 
world affairs I guess a lot of people forgot!!" 
Leader-Post 1980. 

17.5 x 15.0 cm 

15.5 x 32.5 cm 

25.5 x 36.0 em 

31. 5 x 44. 0 em 

30.0 x 44.5 cm 

30. 5 x 44. 5 cm 

27.5 x 29.0 cm 

29.5 x 44.5 cm 

45.0 x 30.5 cm 

24.5 x 31. 5 cm 

30.5 x 45.0 cm 

30.5 x 29.0 cm 
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125. 

126. 

127. 

128. 

129. 

130. 

131, 

133. 

134. 

135. 
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" ... I understand you two have already metl ll 
[Hazen Argue, Uncle Sam and Chinese] 
Leader-Post 1980. 

"I'd Like to Make a peace deal with Iraq ... but 
the country is run by a raving lunatic!!" 
[Ayota11ah Khomeini] 
Leader-Post 1980. 

"Sadatll [Olive branch falling from hand] 
Leader-Post 1981. 

"The Reagan Budget Cuts ... Before ... After" 
[Military and poor] 
Leader-Post Sept. 25, 1981. 

"Judging by its density I'd say the algae 
problem is even worse than last year!!" 
[Boaters walking on water] 
Leader-Post 1981. 

"Endangered Species" [Manitoba Premier 
Sterling Lyon] 
Leader-Post Nov. 19, 1981. 

IIGreat Scott Martha! .. I do believe it is 
starting to lean to the left! III [Eiffe1 Tower] 
Leader-Post May 13, 1981. 

"'What's a "Hansard" ??" [Foreign dock workers 
opening a box marked "Fertilizer"] 
Leader-Post May 21, 1981. 

[Developer visualizing parking lot in place of 
house] 
Leader-Post 1981. 

[Pierre Trudeau portrayed as a king with deep 
roots] 
Leader-Post Nov. 12, 1982. 

" ... peace." [Family perched on ballistic 
missiles] 
Leader-Post June 19, 1982. 

IIJustice for aborigines now 
Games '82 kangaroo] 
Leader-Post Oct. 6, 1982. 

" [Commonwealth 

[Soviet Embassy and British Secret Service 
eavesdropping on each other] 
Leader-Post Dec. 1, 1982. 

29.5 x 44.5 cm 

30.0 x 29.0 cm 

21. 5 x 26.5 em 

30.0 x 44.5 cm 

26.5 x 31.0 em 

27.0 x 29.0 em 

44.5 x 29.5 em 

26.5 x 29.5 cm 

29.5 x 44.5 em 

30.0 x 44.5 em 

29.5 x 44.5 em 

30.5 x 44.0 cm 

29.5 x 44.5 cm 
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136. "Downtown Regina: 2000 A.D. (artist's 29.5 x 44.5 cm 
conception)." 
Leader-Post Jan. 22, 1982. 

137. "The evolution of farming in Saskatchewan." 29.5 x 45.0 cm 
[Saskatchewan farm in 1932 and 1982] 
Leader-Post Oct. 21, 1982~ 

138. " don't forget to write." [Robert Bourassa 30.0 x 44.5 cm ... 
and Richard Nixon] 
Leader-Post 1983. 

139. [Successful graduate of 1953; unemployed graduate 30.0 x 44.5 cm 
of 1983] 
Leader-Post March 24, 1983. 

140. "Four Horsemen and friend." [Four Horsemen of 30.0 x 44.5 cm 
of the Apocalypse and drunk driver1 
Leader-Post Dec. 20, 1983. 

141. [Cabinet Minister Bob Andrew and throne speech] 31.0 x 44.5 cm 
Leader-Post Nov. 18, 1983. 

142. "Relax .. a little landscaping and it'll blend 32.0 x 44.5 cm 
right in!" [Neighbour with satellite dish antenna] 
Leader-Post 1983. 

143. II ••• sadly, reports of recruiting irregularities 32.0 x 44.5 cm 
persist ... " [Cow, chicken and child attending 
Conservative Riding Association meeting1 
Leader-Post April 6, 1983. 

144. "Actually ... when Mr. Androprov said I was to 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
talk with one of his staff members about my 
peace proposals, I'd hoped he'd meant someone a 
bit closer to the issues." [Pierre Trudeau with 
Kremlin janitor] 
Leader-Post Dec. 17, 1983. 

145. [Hollywood "natives" longing for return to normal 31.0 x 44.5 cm 
after the Olympics] 

146. 

147. 

Leader-Post Aug. 2, 1984. 

"History of the World by Jim Keegstra" [Trash
filled book1 
Leader-Post 1984. 

"Then again ... I've gotten this far on my 
looks." [Eugene Whelan pondering Liberal 
leadership bid] 
Leader-Post March 7, 1984. 

30.0 x 44.5 cm 

30.0 x 44.5 cm 
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148. [Rats lamenting potential move of Regina's 31.5 x 45.0 cm 
city dump] 
Leader-Post Jan. 28, 1984. 

149. [Ronald Reagan and Andrei Gromyko perceiving 29.5 x 44.0 cm 
each other as Darth Vadar and Bonzo the Chimp] 
Leader-Post Sept. 29, 1984. 

150. [Democracy "baby" held by El Salvadoran military] 30.0 x 44.0 cm 
Leader-Post May 9, 1984. 

151. "that's nice ... we're being enticed to start 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
playing with our venture capital .. " 
[Impoverished Saskatchewan couple pondering 
provincial budget] 
Leader-Post March 23, 1984. 

152. [Thunder Creek byelection] 31. 0 x 44.5 cm 
Leader-Post 1985. 

153. "Liberal Solidarity" 29.5 x 44.0 cm 
Leader-Post 1985. 

154. "Help!! Runaway!" [South African reform 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
portrayed as a snail] 
Leader-Post 1985. 

155. " ... the Iron Lady." [Margaret Thatcher 31. 5 x 45.0 cm 

156. 

157. 

158. 

159. 

160. 

stepping down in the polls] 
Leader-Post 1985. 

"Fall Session '85." 
as Napoleon with his 
from Ottawa] 
Leader-Post 1985. 

[Brian Mulroney portrayed 
Tory troops retreating 

"Cartoonists for Africa." 
Leader-Post 1985. 

"More Constructive Use of Taylor Field 
. .. Proposal Ill" [Cattle grazing] 
Leader-Post 1985. 

[Brian Mulroney commenting on Stevens Affair 
fallout] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

"What's up, ... doc?" [Jean-Claude "Baby Doc" 
Duvalier fleeing Haiti] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

29.5 x 44.5 cm 

29.5 x 44.5 cm 

31. 5 x 45. 0 cm 

31.5 x 45.0 cm 

30.0 x 44.5 cm 

161. "if Baffin Island had 75 parliamentary seats ... " 31.0 x 45.0 cm 
[CF-18 maintenance depot] . 
Leader-Post 1986. 



162. 

163. 

164. 

165. 
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"Hello ... Ghostbusters?" [Dalton Camp haunted 
by ghost of John Diefenbaker] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

" ... Step 1 ... they extended their shopping 
hours! ... II [Mayor Larry Schneider with "The 
Fall of the Roman Empire"] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

"The wolf's at the door!! ... tell him to take 
a number." [Farmer plagued by bill collector, 
tax collector, banker, etc.] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

IIHere at Chernoby1 things are returning to 
normal .... " [Reporter with gigantic bird] 
Leader-Post May 26, 1986. 

29.5 x 45.0 cm 

29.5 x 45.0 cm 

31. 5 x 45.0 cm 

31. 5 x 44.5 cm 
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Introduction 

The 65 original works in this acquisition were created from 1984 

to 1987 for the Regina Leader-Post and have been accessioned as R90-327. 

The bulk of these drawings have been published in Gable: The Editorial 

Cartoons of Brian Gable. (Western Producer Prairie Books, 1987). All 

cartoons in the Brian Gable Collection are protected by copyright. The 

agreement of 1986 between Mr. Gable and the Saskatchewan Archives Board, 

covers this accession. 



166. 

167. 

168. 

169. 

170. 

171. 

172. 

173. 

174. 

175. 

176. 

Brian Gable Editorial Cartoons 

Description 

"Earning Power 1984" 
Leader-Post 1984. 

IIHere corne the new uniforms sir! ... " 
[Canadian naval ship] 
Leader-Post July 2, 1985. 

"Word's out we're developing an image 
problem ... " [MPs as Pinnochios] 
Leader-Post 1985. 

"Just out of curiosity ... when do you expect 
to have your faith restored in the Canadian 
banking system? ... " [Married couple and 
money stuffed under mattress] 
Leader-Post 1985. 

"And now a few words about the state of the 
sovereign nation of Great Britain ... We're 
broke." [Queen Elizabeth II reading Christmas 
Message] 
Leader-Post 1985. 

"Some people have all the fun!!" 
[Ayatollah Khomeini] 
Leader-Post 1985. 

" ... Poof!!! .. you're the savior of the 
nation!!" [Prime Minister Mulroney and the 
private sector}. 
Leader-Post 1985. 

"Granted ... we still have to do some 
streamlining ... " [Canada Post vehicle] 
Leader-Post 1985. 

"What!?! .. you've got no religion" 
[Lebanese militiaman and peace advocate] 
Leader-Post 1985. 

.. ... wonder what's gonna go wrong this year?" 
[Giant grasshopper threatening farm] 
Leader-Post 1985. 

"A cheeky little wine .. dulcet yet pert ... 
containing several additives ... whose (urp!) 
effect upon living organisms has .. yet ... 
to be ... scientifically determined. (urp!)" 
[Man transformed into werewolf] 
Leader-Post 1985. 

31. 0 x 44. 5 cm 

29.5 x 44.5 cm 

32.0 x 44.5 cm 

31. 5 x 44. 5 cm 

29.5 x 44.5 cm 

31. 5 x 45.0 cm 

30.0 x 44.5 cm 

29.5 x 44.5 cm 

31. 0 x 44. 5 cm 

31. 5 x 44. 5 cm 

31. 5 x 44. 5 cm 
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177. "This article describes my latest record as a 29.5 x 44.5 cm 
new low in moral degeneracy and a prime example of 
putrid rot . . .. I love a rave review!" 
[Rock musician] 
Leader-Post 1985. 

178. "As you can see comrades ... statistics indicate 31.0 x 44.0 cm 
that the alcohol abuse problem affects one 
out of four workers "[Soviet officials] 
Leader-Post 1985. 

179. "Here's the plan ... we mine their harbour .. 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
support their enemies and starve'em with an 
embargo ... pretty soon the Nicaraguans will 
start to like democracy and they'll have free 
elections and stuff!! You just have to use a 
little common sense." [Ronald Reagan] 
Leader-Post 1985. 

180. II WJ OK , the voice of in-depth American sports 29.5 x 45.0 cm 
analysis presents 'Super Stumper Baseball 
Trivia Quiz'!!! Today's question ... 'in 
which hemisphere would you expect to find 
Toronto, Canada'?" [Sports announcer] 
Leader-Post 1985. 

181. "All Aboard: No particular rush, mind you ... " 31. 5 x 44.5 cm 
[VIA Rail snail] 
Leader-Post 1985. 

182. "Furthermore, I deny your accusations of corrupt 29.5 x 38.5 cm 
contract granting ... and hiring practices 
throughout all levels of our government. 
yours truly ... etc. Thanks Mom." 
Leader-Post 1985. 

183. "We believe Canadians will react to the Arts 31.0 x 44.5 cm 
Funding Crisis ... " [Man watching television] 
Leader-Post July 3, 1985. 

184. "'What do you make of this research that indicates 31.5 x 45.0 cm 
prolonged exposure to Canadian winters can 
cause fits of irritability? \I 

Leader-Post 1986. 

185. "Well then ... if everyone is ready, shall we 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
proceed with conversion of Mr. Farnsworth's 
Canadian currency to American dollars" ... 
Leader-Post 1986. 
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186 ...... VROOOM." [Ronald Reagan and Foreign Policy] 30.0 x 44.5 cm 
Leader-Post 1986. 

187. ". .. YooHoo!! II [Ronald Reagan offering aid to 30.0 x 44.5 cm 
the Contras while ignoring the destitute] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

188. "Philosophical Milestones ... I think, therefore 31.0 x 44.5 cm 
I am! ... I shop, therefore I am!" [17th century 

189. 

philosopher, 20th century shopper] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

" ... Read all about it!" [South African police 
censors] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

31. 0 x 44. 5 cm 

190. "If I may say so Mr. Prime Minister ... your 31. 0 x 44.5 cm 
restraint speech tonight was a real barnburner!" 
[Prime Minister Mulroney's media props] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

191. "And now ... the Canada Post ' Efficiency Award of 26.0 x 44.5 cm 
the Week' ... may I have the envelope please ... " 
Leader-Post 1986. 

192. "Of course we can't reform all the arts at once 31. 5 x 45.0 cm 
... we'll start with music!" [Flora MacDonald, 
Minister of Communications] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

193. "Remember when we thought this'd be a cakewalk?" 29.8 x 44.5 cm 
[Ronald Reagan and Brian Mulroney on Free Trade 
tightrope] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

194. "You bet the death penalty is a deterrent!! 31.0 x 45.0 cm 
Listen! ... no sane person would do anything 
... which could result in his own death! ... 
Got a light" [Smoker] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

195. [Canadian Culture and task force reports]. 29.5 x 45.0 cm 
Leader-Post 1986. 

196. "1986, and all is well! ... in here anyway 31. 0 x 44.5 cm 

197. 

" [Central Canada fortress] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

"Generally, it's a short future 
[Fortune teller and farmer] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

" 30.0 x 45.0 cm 
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200. 

201. 

202. 

203. 

204. 

205. 

206. 

207. 
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"Did you give'er snoose? [Premier Grant 
Devine and 'sick' Saskatchewan Credit Rating] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

"Escalating Trade War" [Brian Mulroney 
announcing on television that the government 
has imposed a total ban on the export of all 
Anne Murray records]. 
Leader-Post 1986. 

" '" When Pollsters Die" [Devil reading 
results of poll to pollster] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

"Gentlemen ... our recent manual on navy 
etiquette has been ridiculed as sexist! 
Consequently, please insert this updated 
chapter ... 'The Changing Status of Chicks in 
the Eighties'" [Naval officer] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

[Television announcer introducing Canadian 
content on Pay-TV] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

"I can just feel it! This is gonna be a 
record-breaking season!!." [Cocaine 
smugglers anticipating a drug epidemic in 
major-league sports] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

" ... so then the ticket guy says 
smoking or non-smoking?" " 
seated on wing of airplane] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

"You want 
[Passengers 

"Margaret ... about our little quarrel over 
sanctions ... I've consulted my advisers as to 
the traditional British method for resolving 
disputes with the Crown ... \I [Queen Elizabeth 
and executioner] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

"The Kurt Wa1dheim Story ... " [Former U.N. 
Secretary-General Kurt Wa1dheim at typewriter] 
Leader-Post 1986. 

" ... I shall go to the West and lift their 
spirits by clarifying our plans and proposals 
here in Ottawa! ... Now, just off our master 
bedroom we're proposing a mauve silk brocade 
[Brian Mulroney with western farmers] 
Leader-Post 1987. 

31.0 x 44.5 cm 

31. 5 x 45.0 cm 

29.5 x 44.5 cm 

31. 5 x 44. 5 cm 

30.5 x 44.5 cm 

29.8 x 44.5 cm 

31. 5 x 44. 5 cm 

29.8 x 45.0 cm 

31. 5 x 45.0 cm 

30.0 x 45.0 cm 

" 
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" ... it's worse than we thought '" his test 
results indicate a strong aptitude for ... 
politics I ... " [Family counsellor with mother 
and 'punk' child] 
Leader-Post 1987. 

" ... this 'Privacy Invasion' by the Canadian 
Security Intelligence Service is enough to make 
one feel ... sort of ... what's the word ... 
Paranoid?" [Married couple in bed reading 
newspaper] 
Leader-Post 1987. 

" ... and who among us 
complex moral, ethical 
of capital punishment? 
speaking in Parliament 
Leader-Post 1987. 

has not wrestled with the 
and spiritual ramifications 

" [Brian Mulroney 
on capitol punishment] 

29.5 x 45.0 cm 

31. 5 x 44. 5 cm 

30.0 x 45.0 cm 

211. " ... lately, when I light a cigarette ... I have 31.5 x 45.0 cm 
this increasing sense of social rejection ... 
what do you think, doc?" 
Leader-Post 1987. 

212. " ... course, this'd look even more impressive 31.5 x 45.0 cm 
if we had a front runner!" [Democrat 
Presidential Hopefuls in donkey costume] 

1987. 

213." if only there were some form of capital 31. 0 x 45.0 cm 
punishment which allowed the victim to guietly, 
~~~~~, and humanely be removed from society. 
- You are hereby appointed to the Senate." 
[Convict appointed to the Senate] 

1987. 

214. "On the other hand, Harold ... most authorities 29.8 x 44.5 cm 
remain convinced that significant portions of the 
ozone layer remain intact "[Sunbathers 
headed for the beach] 
Leader-Post 1987. 

215. " ... Political Machine" [NDP members on 29.8 x 44.5 cm 
conveyor belt] 
~~=-=-~~ March 16, 1987. 

216. " Legislature Legislature ... you 31. 5 x 44.5 cm 
remember! The big room where everybody shouts 
at each other! .. " [Speaker of the House] 

1987. 
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217. " ... Fish Story" [Finance Minister Gary Lane 29.5 x 44.5 cm 
and Deficit 'Fish'] 
LeaderwPost 1987. 

218. .. ... 28% say 'buy the subs' ... 31% say 'don't' 31.5 x 45.0 cm 
... 27% feel you're a bit overwenthusiastic ... II 

[National Defence Minister Perrin Beatty peering 
through periscope]. 
Leader-Post 1987. 

219. .. Parliament? ... no I haven't heard what's 31.5 x 45.0 cm 
going on back in Parliament ... what made you 
think of Parliament? ... " [Brian Mulroney 
seeing monkeys on his African tour] 
LeaderwPost 1987. 

220. !lSask. Economic Outlook." 29.5 x 44.5 cm 
Leader-Post 1987. 

221. " ... we1l then ... if not a ratified 29.5 x 45.0 cm 
constitutional accord, what do you feel forms 

222. 

223. 

the heart and soul of the Canadian psyche? ..... 
[Pollster interviewing dis-interested hockey fan] 
LeaderwPost 1987. 

"Hi ... I'm the Ghost of Impeachments Past 
[Former President Richard Nixon haunting 
President Ronald Reagan] 
Leader-Post 1987. 

..... the sky is depleting !!! n [Headline: 
Concern Grows Over Ozone] 
Leader-Post 1987. 

If 32.0 x 45.0 cm 

31. 5 x 44. 5 cm 

224. " ... released another poll today ... did they, 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
dear?" [NDP leader Ed Broadbent] 
Leader-Post 1987. 

225. "When you think about it ... I've been working 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
on this identity problem a long long time, eh 

226. 

227. 

Doc? ... Doc?" [Canadian beaver and psychiatrist] 
Leader-Post 1987. 

" ... then again ... after hockey, Mounties and 
maple syrup ... it's what makes us Canadian n 

[Postal carrier 'snail' on strike] 
Leader-Post 1987. 

II ••• trust me!" [Ronald Reagan with his Star 
Wars initiative] 
Leader-Post 1987. 

29 . 5 x 44. 5 cm 

31. 5 x 44. 5 cm 
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" ... eat your dinner! ... there's children out 
in the REGIONS who'd be happy for a plate of 
quiche Florentine ... " [Headline: Disparity 
Plagues Canadian Economy] 
Leader-Post 1987. 

"The Blues Brothers." [Ronald Reagan and Brian 
Mulroney as the 'Blues Brothers' reading polls] 
Leader-Post 1987. 

It ••• and this medal here's from the paper 
shredder manufacturers of America ... " 
[Colonel Oliver North] 
Leader-Post 1987. 

31. 5 x 44. 5 em 

29.2 x 44.5 em 

31. 5 x 44. 5 em 
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F 723 - Brian Gable – Regina Leader-Post fonds 

Listing of editorial cartoons that appeared in The Leader-Post, Regina and related graphic materials 

1 

Identifier Description 
 

Date Published Dimensions 

 Box 1   

 1980   

GM-DA-29 “Why take the federal government to court… …When negotiation has a chance” [said by Allan 
Blakeney] “a SNOWBALL’S chance in…” [said by Peter Lougheed; a “CENSORED” label 
over his mouth] 

Oct. 16, 1980 30 x 49 cm 

GM-DA-30 “…And remember we’re behind you on that strike vote!!” [biker gang member said to police 
officer] 

1980 32 x 40 cm 

GM-DA-31 “Stop the projector!!...I’m positive that woman just changed lanes without properly signalling 
her intentions!!” 

Sep. 20, 1980 32 x 49 cm 

GM-DA-32 “Forget the economy he says…the people are much more concentrated about the constitution 
he says…” 

Oct. 9, 1980 29 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-33 “And the estimated wind velocity at 9:00 am is…” [Regina weather office] Sep. 27, 1980 32 x 48 cm 

GM-DA-34 “Now in this shot I want to see REAL terror on your face until the Prime Minister swings in to 
your rescue...” [Pierre Trudeau as Tarzan, “the provinces” as the evil beast stealing Jane] 

Oct. 11, 1980 35 x 44 cm 

GM-DA-35 “You’re POSITIVE this pesticide has been federally approved??” Sep. 23, 1980 40 x 33 cm 

GM-DA-36 “…Forced to watch an endless replay of the Roughriders’ season?!!...surely you go TOO 
FAR!!” 

Sep. 18, 1980 32 x 44 cm 

GM-DA-37 “…And after Saskatoon we’re going on a little jaunt down to Regina…to take the waters of 
course...” 

Oct 20, 1980 31 x 35.5 cm 

GM-DA-38 “According to our map that toxic chemical dump should be quite near!” Oct. 17, 1980 28.5 x 33 cm 

GM-DA-39 “…My essay’s gonna be late. Our typewriter got repossessed!” [Consumer education essay 
due] 

Oct. 14, 1980 32 x 33 cm 

GM-DA-40 “Radio message from Ottawa Admiral…our budget has been increased…we can double our 
order of powder and cannonballs!” 

Nov. 22, 1980 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-41 “Harold…do you envisage protracted federal-provincial litigation…or do you favour the 
chances of a swift patriation bid??” [wife saying to husband who is engrossed in World Series 
baseball game on television] 

Oct. 21, 1980 31 x 45 cm 
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Identifier Description 
 

Date Published Dimensions 

GM-DA-42 “Closure” [Pierre Trudeau, holding a hammer, nailing Closure sign to set of doors] Oct. 25, 1980 31 x 29.5 cm 

GM-DA-43 “We regret to announce the following interruption in your viewing schedule…Please do not 
adjust your set!” [R.C.M.P. officer saying to citizen as he cuts citizen’s television satellite cable 
wire] 

Dec. 8, 1980 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-44 “…With your popular appeal you’d be GUARANTEED a seat in Quebec!...We could even run 
Rudolph in Trois Rivieres!” [Joe Clark said to Santa Claus]  

Dec. 13, 1980 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-45 “…Just exactly WHAT does Imperial Oil want?...We’re giving you $40,000,000 for the Cold 
Lake development!...Okay!! Okay!!...Pretty Please!” [Pierre Trudeau on telephone] 

Nov. 25, 1980 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-46 “Canadian Economic Forecast” [television weatherman rolling black paint over a map of 
Canada] 

Dec. 15, 1980 25.5 x 31 cm 

GM-DA-47 “…Myron’s busy tooling up for Saskatchewan content!” [one woman said to another while an 
artist paints a cloud and a sun on multiple canvases] 

Sep. 6, 1980 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-48 “…Now what’s all this nonsense about a second opinion??” [politician standing bedside, 
wearing surgeon’s apron and goggles, holding a doctor’s bag marked “Budget” equipped with 
saws and ax; frightened man laying in hospital bed with “Economy” patient chart hanging on 
foot of bed] 

1980 31 x 35 cm 

GM-DA-49 [Man observing a glass showcase containing a pair of shoes; signs reading “Energy Show” 
and “Transportation energy savers” overhead] 

Oct. 23, 1980 30.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-50 “We reversed our decision to televise the Constitutional Committee proceedings after we 
finally found a cameraman willing to enter the room!!” [Pierre Trudeau standing outside 
committee room with a flurry of objects flying out of room] 

Nov. 14, 1980 31 x 22 cm 

GM-DA-51 “On your marks…” [toy store employee holding starter’s pistol, readying four adults for race to 
grab the last teddy bear on store shelf] 

Dec. 23, 1980 24 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-52 “…So the last time you saw this guy was just before the Constitutional Conference?!” [police 
detective said to Progressive Conservative Party officials while a missing persons sketch 
artist sketches a portrait of Joe Clark] 

Sep. 25, 1980 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-53 [U.S. President Jimmy Carter standing behind Ayatollah Khomeini. Carter is holding out his 
wrist, looking at his watch while Khomeini holds out a key] 

Nov. 4, 1980 30.5 x 34.5 cm 

GM-DA-54 “Strike or no strike…I still say you should have taken the train!” [woman said to man who is 
about to take-off on a hang-glider] 

Dec. 20, 1980 30.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-55 “Psst!!...Interested in a little bottle of ‘Chateau au Moose Jaw ’79’?...A cheeky little wine with a 
florid bouquet and subtle cadence…Only $87.00…” [man revealing to woman a bottle of 
alcohol concealed in the inside pocket of a trench coat]  

Nov. 21, 1980 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-56 “…Sorry! Your flight to Edmonton has been cancelled…However I do have an economy 
window seat to Kuala Lumpur!” [Air Canada ticket agent said to customer] 

Dec. 12, 1980 31 x 31 cm 

GM-DA-57 [Pierre Trudeau, dressed as a young woman, skipping and tossing roses from a hand-basket 
labelled “Budget”. Peter Lougheed stands near him, tapping an inverted cane on the ground] 

Oct. 29, 1980 30.5 x 34 cm 

GM-DA-58 “…Hold it Al…Our equipment update from the Treasury Board just arrived!” [Air Canada 
ground crewperson calling out into a megaphone” 

Dec. 5, 1980 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-59 [CBC cameraman inspecting a cable that was just cut by a man who is returning to a 
Constitutional Committee meeting room] 

1980 31 x 23 cm 

GM-DA-60 “As pensioners on a fixed income, my wife and I were…quite concerned about the sharp 
increase in home energy costs!...But when she suggested sending away to Ottawa…for 
copies of the budget and related energy policies, I realized……our worries were over! [older 
man wearing coat, mittens and earmuffs while feeding papers into an interior wood stove] 

Nov. 7, 1980 30 x 29.5 cm 

GM-DA-61 “I think you’ll agree gentlemen, that we finally have a proposal that we can all agree upon” 
[man said during a presentation to City of Regina officials, standing next to a model illustration 
of a blimp marked “Assiniboine Flyover” flying in the air, with a car suspended below it] 

Sep. 19, 1980 32.5 x 48.5 cm 

 1981   

GM-DA-62 [Group of people holding Canadian flags, while Quebec Premier René Lévesque stands 
nearby, holding a Quebec flag a half-mast] 

[Dec. 5, 1981] 29 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-63 [Pierre Trudeau posing for a portrait, holding a scroll labelled “Constitution”, with René 
Lévesque standing behind him, holding two fingers behind Trudeau’s head] 

[Nov. 26, 1981] 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-64 [René Lévesque as an artist with a woman, draped in a Canadian flag and a “Patriation” sash, 
modelling. Lévesque’s canvas reads “sovereignty association”]  

[Oct. 10, 1981] 32.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-65 “…We’re going to have to stop meeting like this!!” [Canada Post mail carrier, filing his 
fingernails while leaning against locked mailbox] 

Jul. 2, 1981 44.5 x 32 cm 

GM-DA-66 [1
st
 panel: baseball umpire yelling, “Steerike!”; 2

nd
 panel: umpire standing to the side while 

baseball players walk a picket line; placards read, “Low Pay No Play! Local 612 on Strike” 
and, “Management Unfair”] 

[Jun. 13, 1981] 44.5 x 29.5 cm 
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GM-DA-67 [Pierre Trudeau and Ed Broadbent mountain climbing, with Trudeau holding a “Patriation” 
banner and their safety tether unravelling] 

Mar. 13, 1981 45 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-68 “Mr. Reagan…I understand you’re very close to reaching agreements with a number of 
dictatorships around the world.” “That’s right! We’re just removing a few final obstacles!!” [said 
in the White House and overheard by two labourers removing a Lady Justice statue]  

[Jun. 4, 1981] 24.5 x 35.5 cm 

GM-DA-69 “…Strange…I wonder who ordered the missile launchers installed in the Rose Garden?” [said 
by White House official while looking out the window of Secretary of State, Alexander Haig’s 
office, with Haig dressed in a military uniform, sitting at his desk] 

Apr. 7, 1981 45 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-70 “We’ve come together from different parts of Canada to choose locations for hazardous waste 
disposal…After much debate, we’ve finally chosen which provinces will be used…Theirs!!” 
[said by three provincial officials] 

Apr. 24, 1981 45 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-71 “…So, to conclude today’s Cooking with Pierre…remember to always check the batteries in 
your metric converter” [heard from a television chef by a woman, holding a book entitled, 
“Cooking the Metric Way” and observing an grossly oversized loaf of baked bread] 

Dec. 9, 1981 29 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-72 “Rev. Paisley here…Don’t forget to bless Mommy, Daddy…Attila the Hun…Genghis Khan…” 
[man praying at bedside] 

Nov. 24, 1981 29 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-73 “Don’t worry J.B. …if the technicians’ strike disrupts playoff coverage, management has 
agreed to stage re-enactments of the game highlights!!” [said by a member of CBC 
management, dressed in a Calgary Flames jersey and holding a hockey stick, to colleagues] 

May 5, 1981 45 x 32 cm 

GM-DA-74 “At 30¢ a letter it wasn’t unreasonable, I suppose, to expect improved service…” [said by a 
man to a woman, both walking away from a Canada Post mailbox attended to by a valet] 

Sep. 30, 1981 32.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-75 “For three decades society has worried about the influence of mind-numbing TV 
programming… …Suddenly last night, right in the middle of a ‘Hee Haw’ rerun I found the 
solution” [said by a man, holding an unplugged television cord] 

May 27, 1981 45 x 29.5 cm 

GM-DA-76 “I’d feel better if the majority of his leadership endorsements weren’t from Liberals and 
editorial cartoonists!” [said by one Joe Clark staffer to another] 

Feb. 24, 1981 45 x 31 cm 

GM-DA-77 [Man standing beside his car that has crashed into a tree, holding a gun toward the engine of 
the car; newspaper laying on ground nearby with headline ‘SGI Up 28%’] 

Jan. 9, 1981 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-78 “So what’s the big deal about agricultural chemicals?? We do what the human race has 
always done….We adapt!!” [two frames of farmer; in the third frame, the farmer dons a gas 
mask] 

Aug. 14, 1981 29.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-79 [Front and back views of René Levesque holding his hands above his head with his index and 
middle fingers in a “V” formation on each hand, with front of his shirt reading “Good 
Government” and back reading “Sovereignty-Association”] 

Apr. 15, 1981 44.5 x 31 cm 

GM-DA-80 “…Here we are live at Buckingham Palace where I’ve just been informed recent events have 
necessitated some adjustments in the ceremony surrounding the Royal wedding!” [News 
reporter outside the palace; an extension ladder providing egress from an upper-level window]  

Jul. 28, 1981 44.5 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-81 “I support the idea of television coverage in the Saskatchewan Legislature. What better way to 
keep constituents informed on the subtle nuances of Parliamentary debate… …the clash of 
great minds striving for justice and reform… …as well as the unique skills of some elected 
members!!” [generic MLA speaking for frames 1 to 3; in fourth frame he wears a straw hat, is 
juggling three balls with his right hand and is wearing a puppet on his left hand while 
speaking] 

Apr. 23, 1981 45 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-82 “Peter, how nice of you to call…I’ve just been thinking of you…” [Joe Clark speaking on the 
telephone while throwing darts at a portrait of Peter Lougheed] 

Sep. 9, 1981 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-83 “I’m for settling now…I’m not convinced we’d be able to reason with Reagan” [said by one 
Iranian to another while walking past an anti-American riot and ‘Death to America’ graffiti on a 
building’s wall] 

Jan. 17, 

1981 

27.5 x 31 cm 

GM-DA-84 “So I said ‘You want partriation I’ll give you patriation… …Stop me if I’m boring you… 
…Anyway, there I was, negotiations going nowhere…” [Pierre Trudeau speaking at a state 
dinner; guests have fallen asleep while he is speaking] 

[Oct. 3, 1981] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-85 “Yes Mr. Kent, I did receive a copy of your report…and as the owner of a newspaper chain I 
assure you it will be put to good use!” [newspaper executive speaking on telephone to Tom 
Ken, chairman of the Royal Commission on Newspapers (Kent Commission) when ripping 
pages from the report to line his bird cage] 

Aug. 19, 1981 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-86 “My organization is willing to go to any lengths in restoring the political integrity of our 
homeland… …what’s left of it that is…” [IRA soldier, observing the destruction from bombing] 

Apr. 24, 1981 45 x 31 cm 

GM-DA-87 “She’s definitely our campaign cow, J.B. …that sultry pout…that almost animal 
magnetism…” “News item: Canadian beef producers decide to upgrade their product’s image” 

Jun. 22, 1981 45 x 29.5 cm 

GM-DA-88 “I haven’t the heart to tell him!” [man said to woman while at a ‘Stop acid rain’ rally and 
observing a hippie nearby, holding a ‘Get out of Vietnam’ placard] 

 

[Mar. 14, 1981] 45 x 30.5 cm 
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GM-DA-89 [Overweight man in a leotard with ‘Inflation’ on its front, about to land on one end of a teeter 
totter, while a thinner man in a leotard with ‘Unemployment’ on its front is standing on the 
opposite end] 

[Feb. 26, 1981] 45 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-90 “This international baby formula furor has me stumped! …Do people actually expect 
Republicans to support mothers’ milk over big business?? It just isn’t natural!!” [Ronald 
Reagan] 

May 22, 1981 45 x 32 cm 

GM-DA-91 “The eastern media establishment has often been accused of alienating the west… …Here at 
the CBC we’re doing something about it!... …Only this morning I approved a new sitcom set in 
the mountains of Swift Current, Manitoba!!” 

Jan. 22, 1981 30 x 30.5 cm 

GM-DA-92 “Gittin’ a might uppity these days ain’t yew pardner?” [Ronald Reagan to Pierre Trudeau, 
each riding horseback, dressed as cowboys] 

Sep. 25, 1981 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-93 “…Floats like a butterfly…” [thought by Allan Blakeney, equipped in boxing gear, while 
punching a punching bag with Grant Devine’s name and image on it] 

Nov. 18, 1981 29 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-94 [Ronald Reagan, sitting in a chair and holding a small dog with ‘Economic Policy’ on it while a 
much larger dog with ‘Foreign Policy’ on it lays at his feet chewing on a pile of shoes] 

May 7, 1981 45 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-95 “..It’s a bird!..It’s a plane!..It’s Super Al!!” [1
st
 frame: ‘Super Al’ is noticed by a young woman 

and her children who are standing next to a villainous man holding a foreclosure notice; 2
nd

 
frame: Allan Blakeney, wearing a superhero costume with ‘Home Owners’ Protection Act’ on 
his chest plate, flies in]  

Dec. 11, 1981; 
[May 8, 1982] 

29 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-96 ‘Interesting, isn’t it…how one’s choice of costume may reveal more about one’s inner self than 
he might wish…” [said by Joe Clark, dressed in a clown costume, to Pierre Trudeau, dressed 
as a vampire] 

Oct. 31, 1981 29.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-97 “I see your budget acclaimed across the nation!! I see crowds dancing in jubilation!!...Then 
again…I saw the Yankees taking the series in four straight…” [fortune teller said to federal 
finance minister Allan MacEachen] 

Oct. 29, 1981 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-98 “This next unit was used by a little old lady as a canning cupboard after the Cuban Missile 
Crisis…” [said to a salesman for Al’s Used Fall-out Shelters to his customers] Caption: “The 
Cold War Heats Up” 

Oct. 30, 1981 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-99 “Mind you, thanks to the grainhandlers and our surplus wheat…we won’t have to drive to 
Banff to ski this winter…” [heard from a farmhouse with massive hills of grain piled beside the 
house] 

Sep. 10, 1981 32 x 45 cm 
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GM-DA-100 “…Yesterday one of my employees came up and accused me of grossly underpaying him… 
…He said his lousy salary qualified him as one of the working poor…and demanded that I do 
something! So I did… …I fired him!!” 

Apr. 18, 1981 45 x 30.5 cm 

GM-DA-101 “I must warn you, this is a potentially very risky holiday…There’s the heat, the overcrowding, 
the constant delays, the teeming masses with the ever-present threat of violence!...and 
that’s just at the Regina Airport!!” [travel agent to customer] 

[Jun. 6, 1981] 45 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-102 [Allan Blakeney driving a motor boat away from a sinking ship with ‘Constitution’ on its side] [Feb. 20, 1981] 25 x 30.5 cm 

GM-DA-103 “In view of declining pension fund performance the company has opted for an alternative 
plan…” [said by one company executive to another, with a piggy bank placed on the floor near 
the executive’s desk] 

[Feb. 21, 1981] 23 x 31 cm 

GM-DA-104 “…Exit Stage Left” [Jimmy Carter and Ronald Reagan dressed as Vaudevillian performers; 
Carter is holding a sign reading ‘Hostages Released’ as he dances off the stage] 

Jan. 20, 1981 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-105 “ ‘Relax’ he says. ‘Dmitri knows the shortcut!’ he says” [said by a Soviet naval officer to 
another as a submarine floats on Wascana Lake toward the Saskatchewan Legislative 
Building] 

Nov. 4, 1981 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-106 [1
st
 frame: Alberta Premier Peter Lougheed holding the Oil Price Agreement in left hand and 

forming a ‘V’ with the fingers of his right hand; 2
nd

 frame: Pierre Trudeau shrugging his 
shoulders; 3

rd
 frame: a citizen examining his empty pants’ pockets] 

Sep. 4, 1981 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-107 [Ronald Reagan, dressed as a waiter at a high-end restaurant, serving a cooked pig to an 
army general?] 

Mar. 5, 1981 45 x 30.5 cm 

GM-DA-108 “Madam Speaker…as you know, with every passing day the Canadian public grows more 
frantic over the implications of the constitutional debate!!” [audio from a television while a 
man is sitting nearby, fast asleep] 

Oct. 15, 1981 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-109 “…It’s a nice house…we just don’t like the view!!” [man, standing with his wife and child, 
speaking to another man near a house for sale; next to the house are giant numbers – 18.5 – 
indicative of the mortgage rate] 

May 16, 1981 45 x 32 cm 

GM-DA-110 [Federal agriculture minister Eugene Whelan and transport minister Jean-Luc Pepin singing 
from a songbook entitled, ‘Scrap the Crow’ while Wheat Board minister Hazen Argue stands 
next to them, honking a large horn] Caption: A Rondo in the 3 Parts  

 

Dec. 1, 1981 29.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-111 “…And so, after many days of frenzied activity and hectic negotiations, the labor scene at 
British Leyland has returned to normal” [audio from a radio at a British Leyland plant while one 
employee reads the newspaper and another sleeps] 

Oct. 5, 1981 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-112 “…And that’s the story of the 3 days of creation…Shall we read the one about Joseph and his 
coat of several colors?” [mother reading to child from a book entitled, ‘Reader’s Digest 
Condensed Bible] 

Sep. 19, 1981 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-113 [Delegates walking toward a climatologists’ convention; one is dressed as a deep-sea diver, 
one dressed in a parka and winter boots, one with a raincoat and umbrella, and one in a bush 
jacket, shorts and pith helmet] 

Mar, 21, 1981 26 x 32 cm 

GM-DA-114 [Man and woman in formal wear, with man holding a gift box with ‘Promises’ on its side; René 
Lévesque standing beside them holding a much larger gift box, also with ‘Promises’ on its 
side] 

Apr. 10, 1981 45 x 30.5 cm 

GM-DA-115 “…Frankly Mr. Premier I don’t see much hope of the Feds accepting your proposal to make 
Gretzky a protected resource!!” [Government of Alberta officials counselling Premier Peter 
Lougheed while he admires a large portrait of Wayne Gretzky] 

Apr. 16, 1981 45 x 30.5 cm 

GM-DA-116 “Militant union leaders have confirmed their willingness to continue striking and to press their 
demands for social reform. ‘If necessary’ they are quoted as saying, ‘We will bring down the 
government in order to restore Democracy to the people of… …British Columbia.’ On the 
international scene, the Polish situation has worsened…” [CBC news presenter Knowlton 
Nash during a newscast] 

Feb. 10, 1981 44.5 x 31.5 cm 

GM-DA-117 [1
st
 frame: René Lévesque sobbing, holding a sign reading ‘Minority Rights’; 2

nd
 frame: 

Lévesque met by a man dressed in Scottish kilt, tam o’shanter and sporran, holding bagpipes 
in one hand and a sign reading ‘Repeal Bill 101’ in the other hand; 3

rd
 frame: Lévesque kicks 

the man’s backside, sending him flying in the air; 4
th
 frame: Lévesque sobbing, holding the 

same ‘Minority Rights’ sign] 

Nov. 14, 1981 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-118 [Jean Chrétien writing the Charter of Rights and Freedoms with an oversized pencil; Allan 
Blakeney standing beside him, holding an oversized eraser] 

Jan. 15, 1981; 
[May 8, 1982] 

44.5 x 31.5 cm 

GM-DA-119 [Sickle and hammer atop a pedestal with ‘Poland’ on its side, with two Eastern Bloc 
supporters saluting it and one man, likely Lech Walesa, thumbing his nose at it] 

Dec. 15, 1981 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-120 “That rumbling sound…Tanks?  No…stomachs” [said by Solidarity supporter to Polish worker 
on strike while both are picketing] 

 

Sep. 22, 1981 32.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-121 “The infidel is gone…At last we shall restore some sanity to the Middle East” [Ayatollah 
Khomeini, holding sword, walking with an Iranian gunman and general]  

[Oct. 8, 1981] 28.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-122 [1
st
 frame: photo taken in 1968 of René Lévesque holding a baby who is swathed in a blanket 

with ‘PQ’ on it; 2
nd

 frame: photo taken in 1976 of Lévesque with an overgrown baby wearing a 
diaper with ‘PQ’ on it; 3

rd
 frame: photo taken in 1981 on the overgrown baby, now even larger, 

sitting on Lévesque, squashing him almost completely] 

Dec. 8, 1981 29 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-123 [Man saluting while standing on a sinking ship, its side superimposed with a Revenue Canada 
1980 Federal and Saskatchewan Individual Income Tax Return form] 

Apr. 28, 1981 45 x 32 cm 

GM-DA-124 “…And I want a ‘Neutron Ned’ with matching radiation suit…and a ‘Barbie ‘n Ken Fallout 
Shelter’ with complete survival gear” [little girl telling Santa Claus of her Christmas wish list 
while sitting on his knee] 

Dec. 16, 1981 29 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-125 “I’ve been asked to clarify my policy on China... …To start with I’ve demanded that Nancy put 
a freeze on further acquisitions!!” [Ronald Reagan speaking to the press; in 2

nd
 frame, a 

close-up on a bill for china cups, plates, etc. totalling $200,000.06] 

[Oct. 2, 1981] 29 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-126 [Currency Exchange tellers at three wickets; the U.S. dollar and Chinese yen tellers have 
small amounts of money sitting on the counters in front of them, while the Canadian dollar 
teller is surrounded by large piles of money] 

Jul. 31, 1981 44.5 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-127 “Let’s play house…You be the daddy and I’ll be the lending institution unwilling to renegotiate 
your mortgage due to present market conditions…” 

Sep. 23, 1981 27 x 29 cm 

GM-DA-128 “5 to 10 for frequenting a Regina pinball arcade!...What are you guys in for?” [boy asking 
three adult inmates] 

[Jun. 5, 1981] 27 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-129 “Well Mr. Prime Minister…I think we’ve finally worked the bugs out of your itinerary!...Mr. 
Prime Minister?!” [heard from an airplane on take-off, while Pierre Trudeau has been left 
behind with his luggage] 

Jan. 10, 

1981 

45 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-130 “I suppose my insecurity really started when I learned that as a Regina property owner my 
status might be reduced to mere elector from that of burgess!!” [man dressed in a plumed hat 
and fancy Elizabethan jacket, lying on a psychologist’s couch during a counselling session] 

Jan. 26, 1981 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-131 “The final wedding gift tally just arrived…There’s an Aston Martin, a country estate in 
Oxfordshire, a Rembrandt portrait…Oh No! What’s the problem? Two Toasters!!” [heard 
coming from the HMS Britannia] 

 

Aug. 7, 1981 44.5 x 31 cm 
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GM-DA-132 “…I see you’ve been talking with your stockbroker again!!” [doctor scolding his bed-ridden 
patient; a declining bar graph hangs at the foot of the hospital bed] 

Oct. 1, 1981 29 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-133 “It’s been a great convention…marred perhaps by a subtle sense of growing regionalism…” 
[Allan Blakeney at the national New Democratic Party convention, the only one in the crowd 
dressed in a cowboy hat and shirt and bolo tie] 

Jul. 4, 1981 26.5 x 29 cm 

GM-DA-134 “…Frankly, I thought you’d have felt honored to be right here on the front lines of this nation’s 
struggle against inflation!!” [said by man, holding a notice of foreclosure, to a farmer while 
standing in a farmyard] 

May 26, 1981 45 x 32 cm 

GM-DA-135 “…You’ll notice the score calls for two-part harmony!!” [said by Ed Broadbent to Allan 
Blakeney while the two hold a songbook entitled, ‘NDP Constitutional Two-step’] 

Feb. 13, 1981 22 x 31.5 cm 

GM-DA-136 “…In an effort to dispel fears of monopolistic abuse, our new management has assured me 
that there will be no personnel changes until after renovations!” [heard coming from the Daily 
Times Star Picayune Journal newspaper building while a swinging wrecking ball approaches 
the building] 

1981 26.5 x 30.5 cm 

GM-DA-137 [man and children stand in full shopping mall parking lot, observing a marker that reads 
“Historic Site – This parking lot was once occupied by a group of buildings known as 
‘Downtown Regina’ “] 

Jun. 27, 1981 44.5 x 32 cm 

GM-DA-138 “…Is my economic policy working? I must have a sign…” [said in 1
st
 frame by Peter 

Lougheed; 2
nd

 frame; “Poof!”; 3
rd

 frame: Lougheed surrounded by ‘For Sale’ signs, saying, 
“Very funny”] 

[Oct. 6, 1981] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-139 “Joe…I think you should know that some of us in the party feel you’re taking this new tough-
guy image a bit far…” [Progressive Party member said to Joe Clark, who is dressed as a 
Viking warrior] 

Jan. 20, 1981 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-140 [Officials from Canadian Pacific signing the Crow’s Nest Agreement, 1897, while a crow sits 
atop the photographer’s flash] 

[Mar. 12, 1981] 44.5 x 31 cm 

GM-DA-141 “M. President…it would help your campaign very much if you stopped referring to the voters 
as ‘peasants and curs’!” [said by French official to President Valéry Giscard d’Estaing] 

Apr. 22, 1981 44.5 x 32.5 cm 

GM-DA-142 “…Step right over here and we’ll get you into uniform!” [said by Pierre Trudeau, standing at a 
‘War on Inflation Recruiting’ booth, to a man while pointing to a barrel with shoulder straps 
that the man is expected to wear] 

 

May 12, 1981 44.5 x 29.5 cm 
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GM-DA-143 [Bull approaching a matador who stands in front of two men; one man holds a ‘West Fed’ 
placard, while the other holds a ‘Free the West’ placard and a portrait of Pierre Trudeau] 

Jan. 23, 1981 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-144 “The last time I saw the party in such chaos was when we discussed national unity!” [said by 
a politician amid a group of angry, fighting colleagues; a sheet of paper in the foreground 
reads, ‘Charter of Rights’] 

Jan. 29, 

1981 

25 x 31 cm 

GM-DA-145 “…Now to finish the survey…Are you happy with the frequency of Regina bus service?...Yes, 
no or undecided? No comment?...I’ll put you down as ‘undecided’…” [1

st
 frame: man asking 

survey question; 2
nd

 frame: unresponsive man who has been waiting at a bus stop for 
decades] 

Mar. 19, 1981 44.5 x 32 cm 

GM-DA-146 [Pierre Trudeau skipping over a mob of protestors, some with signs that read ‘Retain 
Subsection 36 (B), ‘Provincial Rights’, and ‘Amend Subsection 36 (B) Part 58 (ixii)’; a 
directional sign with ‘Westminster’ on it points in the direction that Trudeau is travelling] 

Sep. 29, 1981 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-147 “…More cutbacks professor!!?” [said by one professor, pointing to an abacus, to another 
while the two stand in a Computer Science 101 lab] 

Nov. 17, 1981 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-148 “…Hey, I saw you in that movie with the monkey…The monkey looked more intelligent!” 
“Yeah?...well at least I don’t have to trim my eyebrows with sheep shears, fatso!” [Leonid 
Brezhnev and Ronald Reagan arguing, with a diminutive man wearing  ‘Western Europe’ on 
his sweater, standing between them] 

Nov. 21, 1981 32.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-149 “Special Delivery…two packages from Canada!!” [said by an English mail carrier to someone 
at 10 Downing St.; mail carrier holds an envelope that reads, ‘Constitution’, with a large, over-
stuffed parcel behind him that reads, ‘Amending Formula’] 

Nov. 6, 1981 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-150 “Looks like he’s coming from a less flexible bargaining position than we’d anticipated…” [said 
by a striking air traffic controller while Ronald Reagan stands on an airport runway, directing 
the flight paths of several airplanes] 

Aug. 5, 1981 44.5 x 29.5 cm 

GM-DA-151 “Great Ideas in History * [1
st
 frame] Icarus: Man-powered flight [2

nd
 frame] Thomas Andrews: 

The first unsinkable ship [3
rd

 frame] Regina City Council: [a sign that reads, ‘Site of the New 
Carbon Filtration Plant’]” “* That never quite made it” 

Jul. 9, 1981 30 x 30.5 cm 

GM-DA-152 “Did you ever wonder comrade…why the Soviet peoples are having such rotten luck with their 
agricultural programs?” [heard coming from the Heroic Minsk Tractor Works building, adjacent 
to a much larger Minsk Tank Works building] 

Jan. 28, 

1981 

26 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-153 “…Today’s universal non-denominational ecumenical prayer has been cancelled due to the 
fact that someone stole the prayer book…” 

Feb. 3, 1981 45 x 30.5 cm 
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GM-DA-154 [Large ship with ‘Constitution’ on its stern; at the far end of a plank extending from the ship 
stands Pierre Trudeau, looking downward at the water] 

Feb. 5, 1981 26.5 x 30.5 cm 

GM-DA-155  [Man and woman, standing in a garden with grossly over-sized flowers growing; the published 
caption (not included on original) that accompanied read, “…You don’t suppose there’s any 
substance to the rumor about our property once being the site of a chemical dump?”] 

Sep. 15, 1981 45 x 29.5 cm 

GM-DA-156 “North/South Dialogue” [A stout man holding pieces of paper, one of which reads, ‘Promises’, 
and tossing papers about; a frail woman below and to the side of the man, eating the paper, 
saying, “Pass the salt”] 

Oct. 21, 1981 24 x 30.5 cm 

GM-DA-157 “The pristine wilds…so far removed from the strife and chaos in our own society…” [said by 
a man to his wife while a rabbit jumps past them, holding a placard that reads, ‘Forest 
Animals Local 614 On Strike’] 

Aug. 1, 1981 45 x 31.5 cm 

GM-DA-158 “…Great you guys could make it over here…I hope you don’t mind the budget cutting 
measures!” [Ronald Reagan to Leonid Brezhnev while they sit in a café. An Associated Press 
news clipping from Moscow appears in the lower left corner of the cartoon with the following: 
‘President Leonid Brezhnev made a major overture to the new U.S. administration today, 
calling for a summit meeting with President Reagan and a resumption of U.S.-Soviet 
negotiations to limit nuclear arms.’] 

Feb. 25, 1981 45 x 30.5 cm 

GM-DA-159 “A Brief History of Travel in Canada” [1
st
 frame: a man dressed in a business attire, with his 

luggage and a VIA Rail ticket – the caption reads, ‘Before Pepin’; 2
nd

 frame: same man in a 
lumberjack jacket, toque, carrying a backpack, and hitch-hiking – the caption reads ‘After 
Pepin’] 

Oct. 16, 1981 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-160 “Fool!!...You took the wrong list!” [caption reads, ‘News Item: Libya’s Khadafy dispatches 
terrorists with international “hit list”; terrorist that Khadafy is scolding is holding groceries and 
a grocery list] 

Nov. 28, 1981 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-161 “The decision to destroy the Iraqi Nuclear Power Station... …was based on two significant 
pieces of intelligence. One: the Iraqis could potentially build a bomb. Two:  my election 
campaign could use the boost!” [Israel president Menachem Begin] 

[Jun. 11, 1981] 44.5 x 32 cm 

GM-DA-162 “…I’d just like to remind you that there will be a nurse on hand at all times while we calculate 
your monthly payments…” [employee of the Mortifying Mortgage and Loan company to his 
clients] 

May 6, 1981 44.5 x 29.5 cm 

GM-DA-163 “Our revolutionary government’s program of social change is moving along right on 
schedule… …By year’s end we should be well back into the sixth century!” [Ayatollah 
Khomeini] 

May 23, 1981 44.5 x 32 cm 
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GM-DA-164 [An artist, standing beside a statue of Pierre Trudeau portrayed as Lady Liberty that he 
carved, looking surprised after seeing that the shadow of the statue reveals a coffee cup in 
Trudeau’s hand rather than a torch] 

Aug. 25, 1981 30.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-165 “We are standing outside the senate chambers…scene of the final…raging constitutional 
debate…at one point virtually all…the Hon. Members were simultaneously awake!!” [news 
reporter] 

Dec. 4, 1981 45 x 32 cm 

GM-DA-166 “…She’s all yours!” [car salesman handing the keys to a junked Sask. Liberal Party car to 
Ralph Goodale] 

May 9, 1981 44.5 x 32 cm 

GM-DA-167 “It’s a crazy idea…but it just might work!” [a duck responding to another duck who is wearing 
a t-shirt that reads, ‘Don’t shoot! I’m from Montana!’] 

Sep. 17, 1981 44.5 x 29 cm 

GM-DA-168 [Federal finance minister Allan MacEachen portrayed as a circus lion roaring, “Grrr!” while a 
lion, portrayed as a circus lion tamer, has ‘The Economy’ written on its chest] 

Nov. 13, 1981 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-169 “…More complications…Begin’s just annexed Rhode Island!!” [said by United States 
Government official to president Ronald Reagan re: Israeli president Menachem Begin] 

Dec. 22, 1981 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-170 [Federal finance minister Allan MacEachen in the finance office with a wizard, a late-19
th
 

century general and a child-like man.] [Caption (published and not on original drawing) reads, 
“Gentlemen…I think you should know there are critics out there who are saying that Canada 
lacks a coherent economic policy”]  

Aug. 6, 1981 45 x 32 cm 

GM-DA-171 “…Just received a letter from another sponsor who wants to drop my program!! He says he’s 
sick and tired of the violence, immorality and stupidity! It’s getting real hard to find a sponsor 
for the evening news.” [television news executive] 

Jun. 24, 1981 45 x 32 cm 

 Box 2   

GM-DA-172 “For a long time after I came to live in Canada I was really concerned about becoming 
‘Canadian’…It was only when I visited the old country and everyone thought I was 
American… …that I knew I had finally succeeded!!” 

May 14, 1981 27 x 41.5 cm 

GM-DA-173 “Menachem Begin!!! Whatever is going to become of you??” [said by teacher to a young 
Begin, holding a slingshot] 

Jul. 23, 1981 45 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-174 “I’m led to believe that fishery negotiations are high priority on your agenda.” [said by Pierre 
Trudeau while shaking the hand of Ronald Reagan, dressed as a fisherman, standing beside 
other fishermen] 

[Mar. 10, 1981] 45 x 31 cm 
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GM-DA-175 “…so then the nasty government ogre said ‘No, No, No…You can have no more daycare 
funding!’” [said by daycare leader to a group of children during story time] 

Mar. 18, 1981 45 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-176 “Quiz: Which T.V. show is this family watching? 1) Gidget Goes to Monster Beach; 2) Invasion 
of the Giant Turnips; 3) 1981 News Wrap-Up” [family members watching television with 
scared expressions on their faces] 

Dec. 30, 1981 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-177 “Don’t forget…we always have the option of totally cutting our ties!!” [said by one passenger 
to another while riding a ‘U.S. Economy’ hot air balloon with a Canadian flag symbol around 
the basket] 

May 20, 1981 45 x 29.5 cm 

GM-DA-178 “…and in Canada today Ottawa officials expressed concern that the lack of an oil pricing 
agreement with Alberta will jeopardize domestic supplies…” [audio from a television being 
watched by two Arabians] 

Aug. 8, 1981 44.5 x 30.5 cm 

GM-DA-179 “Of course we always have our final deterrent!...A hockey boycott of the entire Soviet Bloc!” 
[said by a Soviet military official during a strategy session] 

Apr. 3, 1981 45 x 31.5 cm 

GM-DA-180 “…sure, it would be great public relations, but we’ve already got somebody out in left field!!” 
[said by a Montreal Expos manager to Joe Clark, dressed in a team uniform] 

Oct. 17, 1981 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-181 “…Looks like beef’s going up again!!” [said by one person to another while walking past two 
steers being chauffeured in a convertible; next to the people is Ed’s Butcher Shop, with a 
‘loans available’ sign in the window] 

[Jan. 13, 1981] 45 x 31.5 cm 

GM-DA-182 “…First of all, let me say how pleased and surprised I am to be re-elected to the Politburo…” 
[said by Leonid Brezhnev while address a Soviet audience, with a line of armed guards in 
front of the podium] 

Mar. 4, 1981 45 x 31 cm 

GM-DA-183 “…Why are you leaving?...All I said was ‘Drinks all around to celebrate Trudeau’s anniversary 
in power!” [said by a man, dressed in a suit and bowtie, while standing in a western saloon-
like bar] 

Feb. 18, 1981 23 x 31 cm 

GM-DA-184 “It’s a good sign I suppose that the only place where there’s less coverage of the Afghanistan 
War in the Western press…is the Soviet press” [said by an Afghan soldier while reading a 
newspaper on the battle field] 

Aug. 18, 1981 44.5 x 31 cm 

GM-DA-185 “…Harold!...Just tell them you believe there’s been no price fixing and let’s get out of here!!” 
[said by a wife to her husband while sitting in their car at a gas station, with oil executives with 
graphs and reports, impeding their progress]  

 

Mar. 18, 1981 45 x 29.5 cm 
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GM-DA-186 “Grampa…tell the one again about when you were a boy and there was something called 
‘Postal Service’!” [said by a boy to his grandfather, who has a newspaper draped over his 
knees; the newspaper headline reads “Mail Strike Continues”] 

Jul. 24, 1981 45 x 31.5 cm 

GM-DA-187 “…and DID or DID NOT the accused proceed, on the afternoon of August 15, 1981, to willfully 
and knowingly fasten his bicycle to the aforementioned City of Regina fire hydrant, marked 
Exhibit C…?!” [said by a prosecutor about a young boy defendant during a court case] 

Sep. 3, 1981 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-188 “Raindrops keep falling on my head…” [A skeleton, dressed in a raincoat, holding in one hand 
an umbrella with a missing canopy, and in the other hand a newspaper with the headline 
“Acid Rain Increases”] 

[Oct. 14, 1981] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-189 1
st
 frame: “The census is here…so everybody Stand Up and be counted!” [said by federal 

civil servant] 2
nd

 frame: “…I’m not even sure if you could get him to Wake Up and be 
counted!!” [said by a woman to the civil servant, pointing to her husband, asleep in a 
hammock] 

May 30, 1981 45 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-190 “Saskatchewan and B.C. will not be taking part in these energy talks…I understand they will 
be closely monitoring our progress…´[Alberta government officials sitting at a conference 
table while Saskatchewan and B.C. officials, posing as window washers, eavesdrop outside 
the building] 

Apr. 11, 1981 45 x 31 cm 

GM-DA-191 “Don’t mind me…I’m just an interested observer!” [said by the Grim Reaper while lurking 
behind United States and Soviet officials engaged in missile reduction talks] 

Dec. 17, 1981 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-192 [Three men, handcuffed and linked by ankle shackles, walking while being led by a Polish 
military guard; above them is an inset of an issue of Pravda, with a headline that reads 
“Solidarity Leaders Fall into Step with Gov’t Demands”] 

Dec. 18, 1981 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-193 1
st
 frame: “Economic Theory in the 20

th
 Century, Lesson 1”; 2

nd
 frame: “Keynesian Fiscal 

Manipulation” [below, a government official holding charts and a pointer]; 3
rd

 frame: “Reagan 
Budgetary Adjustment” [below, Ronald Reagan holding an ax]; 4

th
 frame: “The Universe 

Unfolding as it Should…” [below, Pierre Trudeau, dressed in a Hawaiian shirt, throwing a 
paper airplane] 

Aug. 15, 1981 22 x 39 cm 

GM-DA-194 “I suppose you’re overjoyed now that women’s rights are securely entrenched in the 
constitution…” [said by a husband, relaxing in a living room while reading a newspaper to his 
wife, surrounded by children and chores, cooking in the kitchen] 

Nov. 27, 1981 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-195 “Excuse me Mr. Prime Minister…The British response to your latest constitutional proposal 
has just arrived!!” [overheard from Parliament Hill while a fleet of 18

th
 or 19

th
 Century British 

soldiers patrol the waters below] [photocopy] 

Feb. 11, 1981 18.5 x 19 cm 
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GM-DA-196 1
st
 frame: “This election is running extremely close. I must take decisive action!!; 2

nd
 frame: 

“Let’s pre-emptively bomb something!” [said by Israeli president Menachem Begin] 
[photocopy] 

[Jul. 18, 1981] 23.5 x 27 cm 

GM-DA-197 “I really wish I knew the name of the rat who complained about an innocent child practising 
his violin!!`` [said by a woman, possibly the boy’s mother, to her husband who holds a pair of 
ear muffs and appears pleased; the boy is handcuffed to a police officer] [photocopy] 

[Jul. 22, 1981] 28 x 43 cm 

GM-DA-198 “Heel!!” [said by Pierre Trudeau while holding the leash that guides an elephant with “Federal 
Spending” written on its side] [photocopy] 

[Feb. 28, 1981] 28 x 43 cm 

GM-DA-199 “OK…Smile!!” [said by a photographer to Pierre Trudeau, holding a large fish with 
“Constitution” written on its side; the boat that they’re in is atop a huge fish with “Inflation” 
written on its side] [photocopy] 

[May 8, 1981] 28 x 43 cm 

GM-DA-200 “…Look, I’m sorry I won’t be in town to accept the Newsmaker Award…I got this special 
meeting with the Premier to discuss constitutional implications!...Why don’t you just send it…” 
[at the other end of the phone conversation] “To the Honolulu Hilton…” [photocopy] 

1981 43 x 28 cm 

GM-DA-201 “I love England’s sense of enduring history…Big Ben, the Changing of the Guard, Canadian 
Premiers petitioning Westminster…” [said by one tourist to another] [photocopy] 

[Jun. 12, 1981] 24 x 28 cm 

GM-DA-202 “…I find it’s helpful if you just pretend it isn’t there!” [said by Pierre Trudeau, holding a 
constitution scroll while a bull, with “Western alienation” written on its side, approaches him 
from behind] [photocopy] 

1981 28 x 43 cm 

GM-DA-203 [A Godzilla-like giant beaver, wearing a Petro-Canada t-shirt, storming a street; beaver is 
holding an Esso sign in one paw and a Gulf sign in the other hand; overheard from the 
distance “He was such a cute baby.”] [photocopy] 

Jun. 25, 1981 28 x 29 cm 

GM-DA-204 “Look…I realize it’s gonna be a big convention…Just be sure you’ve got enough arrows!” 
[said by an official to a cupid] [photocopy] 

1981 43 x 28 cm 

GM-DA-205 “Look on the bright side…Without the glorious revolution you very well might have been 
executed by the Shah!!” [said by an Iranian official to three men in a firing line] 

[Aug. 22, 1981] 45 x 31 cm 

GM-DA-206 “Say what you will about the mayor…He sure knows how to get the grants!!” [overheard from 
a rural business which adjacent to an office tower] 

 

 

Sep. 11, 1981 41 x 51 cm 
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GM-DA-207 “We’re not having a recession…We’re having a growth cycle slowdown” [said by Ronald 
Reagan]; “We’re not having a recession…We’re having cyclical readjustment” [said by 
Margaret Thatcher]; “What’s a name for economic chaos?” [said by Allan MacEachen while 
reading a Canadian budget report] 

Nov. 25, 1981 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-208 “…You kind of wonder in these hard times of anybody is making a go of it…” [overheard from 
a residence while a large bank office tower is being constructed] 

Dec. 2, 1981 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-209 “…Schmidt, O’Hara…Try and draw the mayor’s fire…We’re coming in for another 
measurement!!” [said by a tax assessment officer over a walkie-talkie; a residence, bordered 
with barbed-wire and guarded by a machine gun appears in the background] 

Nov. 20, 1981 41 x 51 cm 

 1982   

GM-DA-210 [1
st
  of 3 frames said by  a priest:] “The average Canadian is frugal, diligent and 

hardworking…” [2
nd

 frame:] “…He will reject the idea of a sports pool out of hand!...” [3
rd

 
frame:] “…5 will get you 10 it never gets past first reading!!”  

Sep. 18, 1981 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-211 “Everyone else I know just plans on singing O Canada!” [said by a woman to her husband 
who has equipped himself with a one-man band and erected a large billboard that reads ‘At 
noon let’s sing O Canada’] 

Jun. 30, 1981 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-212 “…Oh, Oh…Al, I think we’ve got a problem with the new ‘Anti-Leak’ Strategy!” “What is it?” 
“…Someone slipped a copy to the press.” [overheard from the Saskatchewan Legislative 
Building; said by an N.D.P. official to Allan Blakeney] 

[Mar. 19, 1982] 39 x 14.5 cm 

GM-DA-213 [Menachem Begin sitting on a stool, holding a pocket watch; an explosives detonator sits 
beside him, and beside it is a directional arrow sign with “Beirut” written on it; “Tick Tick Tick” 
appears above Begin] 

[July 21, 1982] 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-214 “…OK. Put the toothpick back in and let’s try it again. Hi! How’re ya doin’, I’m Allan Blakeney.” 
[directions said by a television director to Allan Blakeney, who is dressed as a farmer] 

Nov. 9, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-215 “The thing I love about this strategy is that if we’re wrong… …there’ll be nobody left to say ‘I 
told you so!’” [said by a Soviet official, holding a book entitled, The Winable Nuclear War] 

Feb. 19, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-216 [A man, waist-deep in snow, warming his hands by a fire barrel which has a burning calendar 
of January within; the man looks at a personified winter wind nearby which is holding a 
February calendar in its hand]  

Feb. 2, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-217 [René Lévesque, dressed in a 19
th
 Century French uniform, sitting in a rowboat with water 

rising to his chest; “Bill 101” is written on the bow of the boat] 
Sep. 15, 1982 31 x 45 cm 
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GM-DA-218 “…And so Mr. Clark, how long have you been having these paranoid delusions that there is a 
desperate group of people…’out to get you’?” [asked by a psychiatrist to Joe Clark who is 
laying on a couch beside him; the blade of a hand saw appears below Clark that has sawn 
almost completely around the two men through the floor] 

Mar. 3, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-219 [A dilapidated highway billboard that reads “Welcome to Alberta” and an abandoned car in the 
foreground] 

Sep. 2, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-220 “Remember men…the Grey Cup is… …a precious…almost sacred institution!...Dear to the… 
…heart of this great nation…Canada! Now get out there and play tough…and play to 
win!...And with any luck at all…one or two of you…might even get picked up by an American 
Team!” [said by a coach of a Canadian Football League team] 

Nov. 27, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-221 “Today’s presentation of ‘Investor Confidence in Canada’ is brought to you live from the 46
th
 

floor of the Toronto brokerage firm of…” [said by a television host who is leaning out of a 
window; meanwhile two businessmen are standing on the building’s ledge and are 
contemplating jumping off the ledge] 

Jul. 3, 1982 31 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-222 “Class!...Who can tell me a sure sign of approaching spring in Saskatchewan?” “…When the 
decorations start going up for Dominion Day!!” [asked by a teacher and responded to by 
students; snow falls in the air and snow drifts appear as high as the school’s windows] 

Mar. 10, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-223 [Pierre Trudeau, sitting and listening to music on a portable music player; lyrics for the song 
he listens to: “There were bells on the hill but I never heard them ringing…”] 

Mar. 11, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-224 [Two men in a Chrysler vehicle which has become airborne; the driver is holding the detached 
steering wheel in the air and a wheel has flown off the vehicle; also flying from the vehicle is a 
placard which reads “On Strike”] 

Nov. 6, 1982 29 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-225 “…We always knew you’d pull it off one way or another Freddie!!” [said by the passenger of a 
biplane to its pilot; “Laker II” is written on the side of the plane and a suitcase is strapped to 
one of its wings] 

Feb. 16, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-226 “Labour Day ‘82” [a homeless man sitting on a park bench, with a newspaper draped over 
him; the newspaper headline reads “Record Jobless Rate”; the man tips his hat and says 
“..Cheers.” 

Sep. 4, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-227 [A small street-side shack with bicycles and roller skates for rental; the sign above the shack 
reads “New Revised Regina Multi-Modal Transportation Centre”] 

 

Dec. 4, 1982 32 x 45 cm 
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GM-DA-228 “…Mr. Premier! There’s a massive crowd forming on the front steps!!! Shall I call the 
authorities?” “…Relax…it’s just the first wave of the new Tory Caucus…” [overheard from the 
Saskatchewan Legislative Building]  

Apr. 30, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-229 [Top of frame: “The Government Line” with accompanying images including a book on 
monetarism and a line graph illustrating increasing interest rates; Bottom of frame: “The 
Workers’ Line” with an accompanying image of people in line at a soup kitchen] 

Feb. 12, 1982 32 x 36 cm 

GM-DA-230 [1
st
 frame: Pierre Trudeau, dressed as a princess, kissing a frog with “Inflation” written on its 

front; 2
nd

 frame: the frog disappears “Poof”; 3
rd

 frame: a much larger frog reappears and lets 
out a loud “Ribit!”, blowing Trudeau’s princess hat off of his head] 

Apr. 23, 1982 32.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-231 “…So then the people of the kingdom said…’Golly, Mr. MacEachen, of course we’ll support 
voluntary wage and price controls’…and they all lived happily ever after…” [Allan MacEachen 
reading from a book of Fairy Tales to a young boy who looks bewildered] 

Jul. 13, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-232 “…It’s our new South American relations policy…” “Heads they win! Tails we lose!” [said by a 
United States government official as he flips a coin, and replied by Ronald Reagan] 

May 6, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-233 “…Phase II of the escalating propaganda war” [a bear wearing a bowtie and Leonid Brezhnev, 
dancing on a television stage; the bear is holding a sign that reads “We’re Letting…” while 
Brezhnev’s sign reads “…Poland Be Poland!”] 

[Feb. 6, 1982] 26 x 29.5 cm 

GM-DA-234 [Lech Walesa, carrying a suitcase with “Solidarnosc” written on its side, waving to a military 
guard as he presumably departs a jail; the suitcase is tethered to a large spindle near the 
guard] 

Nov. 16, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-235 [Pierre Trudeau, wearing a shirt that reads “No More Mr. Nice Guy!, standing beside a steam 
roller with “The New Federalism” written on one of the rollers] 

Mar. 2, 1982 29.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-236 “I call it…’Election Issue ‘82’” [said by Allan Blakeney, dressed as an artist, standing in front of 
a painting of a crow] 

Feb. 17, 1982 29 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-237 “News item: Sask. Residents now able to own individualized phones.” [“The Open-for-
Business Phone…cash drawer doubles as a snoose box” – phone is fashioned from an older-
style cash register; “Ther Crown-Corp Phone…deleted by an order-in-council” – phone is 
fashioned from a crown and has an X drawn through it; “The Legislative Phone…comes with 
water-purification system” – phone is fashioned from the Saskatchewan Legislative Building 
with a spigot protruding from it] 

 

Nov. 3, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 
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GM-DA-238 “Humor in Parliament” [1
st
 frame: “Flora MacDonald tells a joke” – no reaction from Members 

of Parliament; 2
nd

 frame: “…Bill Yurko suggests MPs take a pay cut” – same Members are 
laughing heartily] 

May 15, 1982 29.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-239 [Army generals lined up on a conveyor belt, with a sign that reads, “Argentine Junta Works” 
below the belt; a voice from out of the frame yells, “NEXT!”] 

Jun. 22, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-240 [1
st
 frame:] “As graduates of the Class of ’82 you’ve been told your diplomas are of no 

practical use…”[said by a university chancellor-type]; [2
nd

 frame: paper airplanes fly past the 
chancellor]; [3

rd
 frame:] “…They also make nifty placemats!!” 

Jun. 12, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-241 “News item: Federal Government raises excise tax on spirits by 15%” [Allan MacEachen as a 
bartender, whistling while drying a glass; a poster, stylized like that issued by the Government 
of Canada, hangs on the bar wall behind him that reads “6&5 working together…Canada”; a 
newspaper lays on the bar in front of him, with a headline that reads “Liquor Prices Soar!”] 

Sep. 8, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-242 “Election day in El Salvador” [a polling station in a field, guarded by armed guards; four polling 
booths in a row with signs on each reading “Left”, “Right”, “Far Right” and “Far Far Far Right”] 

[Mar. 27, 1982] 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-243 [A large lion, wearing a crown, sits atop a stone platform with “Falkland Islands” on its side; an 
Argentinian general strikes a match off of the lion’s nose] 

Apr. 6, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-244 “History is being made!! After these years apart…the sudden possibility of a renewed 
common bond…” “…Ottawa and the provinces?” “No! Liz and Dick!!” [two people conversing, 
the first speaker is reading a newspaper] 

Mar. 9, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-245 [Below ground level, the word ECONOMY is starting to break apart and crumble, while above 
ground, a couple and their dog are experiencing the rumble of the floor below them tremoring] 

1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-246 “So…have you seen the new addition?” [overheard from the Parliament Buildings; a large 
building sits adjacent, with “Crown Corps” written on its side] 

Dec. 11, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-247 “Ok, so the economy’s in lousy shape…I can personally testify to the fact that the prospects 
look excellent for a record B.C. tomato crop!” [said by Pierre Trudeau, surrounded by rotten 
tomatoes, with splats of the tomatoes on the wall around him] 

Aug. 19, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-248 “Creation (with apologies to Michelangelo)” [satire of Michelangelo’s “The Creation of Adam” 
with Peter Pocklington extending a hockey stick to a Regina hockey player] 

Aug. 21, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-249 “…Wait till you see the foots control” [said by a Soviet soldier to the protester he has 
handcuffed; the protestor’s broken placard that reads “Arms Control Now!” lays beside him] 

[Dec. 15, 1982] 31.5 x 45 cm 
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GM-DA-250 “Some of you may have heard this one before…” [Government official holding a tuba-like 
musical instrument, with a music book beside him entitled, Restraint Blues in 6/5 time] 

Sep. 17, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-251 “‘Sinking’ seems so final! I prefer to think that we’re ‘bottoming out.’” [said by Allan 
MacEachen while sitting in a boat that has sunk to the bottom of a body of water; “Economy” 
appears on the stern of the boat] 

Aug. 20, 1982 31 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-252 “There’s been a hitch in negotiations. He won’t accept Canadian currency!” [relayed by one 
man to another from a phone conversation the first is having; the men are surrounded by 
large piles of mail; presumably, the mail is directed toward the “Trudeau Early Retirement 
Fund” of which a sign hangs on a wall near the men] 

Aug. 11, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-253 “Doc! You gotta help me…every day it’s the same thing!! The suffocating claustrophobia! The 
terror of being crushed in a seething mass of humanity!!” “Recurring dream?” “No…I work at 
the Regina Airport…” [conversation between a man and a psychiatrist] 

Aug. 14, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-254 “April in Regina” “March came in like a lion this year… …The lamb stayed south I’m told. So 
they asked me to bring April in… …’cause I survive the cold!” [said by a penguin dressed in 
top hat, scarf and cane] 

Apr. 1, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-255 “Peace!” [Menachem Begin sitting atop a “Beirut” sign, holding a flower in one hand and 
giving the “Peace” sign with his other hand; surrounding him are the bombed ruins of the city] 

Jul. 6, 1982 31 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-256 “Why has this man’s national pride just been devastated?... a)his country is wracked by 
grinding poverty. b) his government is expanding its program of human rights violations. or c) 
his national team has been eliminated from the World Cup.] [despondent man sitting at a bar, 
with a bottle and shot glass in front of him] 

Jul. 7, 1982 31 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-257 [1
st
 frame:] “Let the Bells Ring Out!” [Pierre Trudeau rejoicing, holding the Constitution]; [2

nd
 

frame: René Lévesque, ready to cut the ropes used to ring bells in a bell tower] 
Apr. 17, 1982 29.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-258 ‘Great Scott! Here he comes…AGAIN!!” [cried out by astonished people as they look on while 
Saskatchewan finance minister Bob Andrew adds another 0 to a deficit tally board, previously 
at $22,000,000] 

Nov. 30, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-259 “,,,And now, a little message from the mayor…” [said by a villainous-looking cowboy while 
riding a chuck-wagon with “Calgary Welcome Wagon” on its side; he holds a paper in his 
hand with “No Bums! No Creeps!” written on it] 

Jan. 14, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-260 “…Let’s not entirely rule out the possibility of some economic fine tuning.” [said by Allan 
MacEachen as he holds a chainsaw with “wage + price controls” written on its blade] 

Jun. 16, 1982 32 x 45 cm 
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GM-DA-261 “…You know…sometimes I wonder whatever will become of our little Allan...” [said by Allan 
MacEachen’s mother to his father; nearby, Allan constructs a model airplane from a kit] 

May 19, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-262 [1
st
 frame:] “Well, that wraps up the election predictions…except for one little variable…” [said 

by a scientist to another scientist and a wizard] [2
nd

 frame: a man, holding a ballot and looking 
bewildered, with “Undecided” written on his shirt]  

Apr. 24, 1982 32.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-263 “…This Argentine business has the makings of a real media event… …The networks have 
just requested that we stop the war every six minutes for commercial breaks!” [said by a 
British military official] 

Apr. 21, 1982 29 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-264 “…You must be the Canadian delegation!” [said by a man at the “World Trade Fair” to two 
lumberjack-like men, one holding a sawn tree (“wood”) and ax, the other pails of “good water”] 

Apr. 16, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-265 “…No doubt you’ve already heard how strongly our province is pushing the concept of foreign 
investment.” [Colin Thatcher courting two aliens as potential investors] 

Jul. 8, 1982 30.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-266 “…The following broadcast featuring the Prime Minister may include unedited footage from 
Meech Lake as well as Salmon Arm B.C. … …Parental discretion is advised.” [said by a 
television presenter] 

Oct. 19, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-267 Grant Devine, standing in front of a junkyard sales office; the building dons signs that read 
“Saskatchewan” and “Open for Business”; junk in the foreground includes “closed”, 
“bankruptcy sale” and “Bay St.” signs] 

Oct. 20, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-268 “Our tellers will simply have to keep closer tabs on the petty cash!” [said by a bank executive 
while reading a newspaper that includes the headline “Bank Unaware of $10.4 Million Loss”] 

May 1, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-269 “…Step 2 of the interview involves what we call…’our little loyalty test’…” [said by a civil 
service personnel officer to an employee candidate, while an imposing man with mask holds a 
torch and keys at the entrance to a cellar-like room]  

Dec. 7, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-270 [Grant Devine, Allan Blakeney and Ralph Goodale as jockeys on horses, grappling with each 
other during a race; cutline (not included with original cartoon) reads “…They’re off!”] 

Mar. 30, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-271 “…McBoycott?” [asked by McDonald’s mascot Ronald McDonald to a man with “Local 389” on 
his overalls, holding a Canadian flag] 

Oct. 1, 1982 31 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-272 “Captain Pierre speaking…I am pleased to announce the following changes…Don will move 
from Flight Attendant to Navigator…Herb will transfer from Co-pilot to Ticket Taker…Ed will…” 
[said by Pierre Trudeau, overheard from a damaged blimp with a Canadian flag symbol on its 
side, as it falls from the sky; cutline “The Shuffle”] 

Oct. 2, 1982 31 x 45 cm 
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GM-DA-273 “…No the president hasn’t been fired yet!...He’s just not taking any calls at the moment.” [said 
by the secretary of a Saskatchewan Crown Corporation president; the president is trembling 
while sitting at his desk which is armed with a machine gun and is surrounded by barbed wire] 

Aug. 6, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-274 [Palestinian man, likely Yasser Arafat, hitch-hiking in the desert; he holds a sign that reads 
“Palestinian Homeland” and beside him has a suitcase with “PLO” on it; a vulture is perched 
on the arm that he is extending to thumb a ride]  

Jul. 30, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-275 “Great news!...We just landed another big contract with Ottawa!” [said by an employee of the 
Red Ink Works Inc. to another man; cutline reads “…Meanwhile, certain sectors of the 
economy remain strong”] 

Jul. 9, 1982 30.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-276 “From the folks that brought you the Bennett Buggy…The MacEachen Mobile!” [a horse pulls 
a early 1980s model hatchback automobile; the driver yells “Giddyup” to the horse; the 
passenger looks bewildered] 

Mar. 16, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-277 “…Don’t know who he is either…but he just bought another round for the house!!” [said by a 
bartender at the Olds Hotel to a customer regarding René Lévesque, who is sitting two stools 
over from them at the bar, dressed in a cowboy hat, jeans, and a t-shirt that reads “Western 
Canada Concept”] 

Feb. 24, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-278 “…Sure, there’ll be cynics who’ll call this just another federal patronage move…” [overheard 
from a naval ship on Wascana Lake; the Saskatchewan Legislative Building is in the 
background] 

Aug. 7, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-279 “Bug off you masher!...Or maybe you want to be charged for ‘Winking with Intent’…” [said by 
an Iranian woman, wearing a niqab, to a man sitting closely next to her; the woman is holding 
a newspaper with a front-page headline that reads “Iran Bans Kissing”] 

[Sep. 25, 1982] 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-280 “The pre-apocalyptic, quasi-diplomatic, mutually destructive escalation shuffle” [Ronald 
Reagan and Leonid Brezhnev dancing with the Grim Reaper] 

[Jun. 18, 1982] 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-281 “…I’m sure that as Western Liberals you all have your own complex theories as to what I 
could do to ensure our party’s success…” [said by Pierre Trudeau to an audience; three 
members of whom all are thinking “QUIT!!”]  

Jun. 23, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-282 “When I grow up I want a non-violent career where I’ll never pose a threat to my fellow man.” 
[said by a boy to his friend]; “…You gonna enlist in the Canadian Armed Forces?” [reply from 
the friend] 

 

Jun. 9, 1982 32 x 45 cm 
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GM-DA-283 “…Stones? I thought you brought the stones!!” [said by “David” Allan MacEachen to Pierre 
Trudeau, both dressed in togas and holding slingshots; a “Goliath” standing near them, 
wielding a sword, with “Federal Deficit” on its chest]  

Feb. 26, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-284 [Alberta premier Peter Lougheed, dressed as a cowboy, fingers raised in a V formation; his 
shadow cast behind him but that of a king wearing a crown, holding a sceptre in one hand 
with the other hand in the same V formation] 

Nov. 4, 1982 30 x 29.5 cm 

GM-DA-285 [Store employee taking down a “Peace on Earth” Christmas banner while a mob of angry 
customers partake in a 50% off post-Christmas sale] 

Jan. 7, 1982 31 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-286 [1
st
 frame: “Origin of the species” Ronald Reagan and Leonid Brezhnev facing each other, 

angrily pointing their index finger at each other; behind each of them are a caveman, a 
monkey and a snail; 2

nd
 frame: a nuclear bomb mushroom cloud; 3

rd
 frame: a snail with a “?” 

in a thought bubble] 

May 21, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-287 “…MacEachen’s bringing out a new budget!” [said by one street vendor to another]; “…Pity, I 
was just getting used to the old one.” [reply by the second vendor, holding a basket of apples, 
the price for each having incrementally risen from 30 cents to 50 cents] 

[Jun. 24, 1982] 29.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-288 [Allan MacEachen, holding a wrench and contemplating how to repair a broken cuckoo clock 
with “Economy” written on it] 

Jan. 30, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-289 “Business has never been better!” [said by a commercial sign painter, standing next to signs 
he’s painted that read “Bankruptcy Sale”, “Liquidation…”, and “Closing Out Extravaganza!!” 

Jun. 10, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-290 “Face it son…as a fortune teller you’re a bust!...Your predictions are consistently 
wrong!!...Just what do you want to be when you grow up?” “…An economist!” [said by fortune 
teller to her son, with reply from son] 

[Jul. 23, 1982] 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-291 [Joe Clark and Ed Broadbent delightfully hold a report showing by-election results wherein the 
Conservative Party won two seats and the New Democratic Party won one seat; Pierre 
Trudeau stands beside them, presumably raising his middle finger in the air (a “Censored” 
label blocks the raised hand)]   

Oct. 14, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-292 [1
st
 frame: a man speaking to a psychiatrist:] “…My kid’s a Pac-Man junkie!...I lost my job to a 

VDT!...My life story is stored in twenty different data banks! Give it to me straight doc…am I 
just paranoid or are computers taking over my life?” [2

nd
 frame: next to the man is a 

computerized recording unit, which replies] “Speak into the microphone please.” 

 

Jun. 15, 1982 31 x 45 cm 
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GM-DA-293 [1
st
 frame: two women dining in a fine restaurant] “What do you think of that slaughter of baby 

animals in Canada?” “Simply awful!” [2
nd

 frame: a waiter approaches] “The veal cordon bleu 
for me, Henri…” “…How’s the lamb today?” 

Mar. 17, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-294 “…So why did Margaret Trudeau call this press conference anyway?” [said by one member of 
a television audience to another] “…To complain about her lack of privacy!” [response from 
other audience member] 

Feb. 3, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-295 “Quiz: select the household most likely to benefit from the Mortgage Interest Reduction Plan.” 
[option a) is a large two-storey home; option b) is a small shack-like dwelling] 

Jun. 26, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-296 “George! Exactly how long did they say this cold snap was to last?” [said by a woman while 
looking out her window at a yak who is knee-deep in snow]  

Jan. 13, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-297 “Great Moments in History… …the first beer commercial on Saskatchewan television” [Grant 
Devine holding the scissors for a ribbon-cutting, wearing a button on his lapel that reads “40¢ 
off a gallon”] 

May 20, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-298 [A Canadian Armed Forces recruiting officer at a desk with a homeless man; the recruiting 
officer promotes the pride of serving the country, while the man dreams of eating a mess 
meal] 

[Nov. 17, 1982] 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-299 [Bob Rae, Leader of the New Democratic Party of Ontario, in boxing gear standing next to an 
exponentially bigger boxer with “Tories” on its shorts; the gigantic boxer calls down “Next!”] 

Feb. 11, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-300 “Spring: What figure so sprightly cross yon prairie starts with budget so florid to win voters’ 
hearts?” [Allan Blakeney, skipping down a road, throwing flowers from a basket he is carrying] 

Mar. 20, 1982; 
[May 8, 1982] 

32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-301 “Don’t worry!...He knows I’m with you” [said by a diminutive Pierre Trudeau, holding a lollipop, 
to a bigger, burly Ronald Reagan, wearing a motorcycle gang vest, jeans and a t-shirt; an 
equally burly Leonid Brezhnev stands beside Reagan, wearing a leather motorcycle jacket 
and jeans] 

[Mar. 31, 1982] 32 x 45 cm 

 Box 3   

GM-DA-302 “Hey kid!...C’mere!” [heard coming from a limousine of the United States Football League to a 
boy walking on a sidewalk, wearing a CFL jersey] [photocopy] 

Aug. 26, 1982 28 x 43 cm 

GM-DA-303 “…Economic indicators are definitely not looking good today…” [said by one man to another 
as they witness businessmen falling from the upper floors of a Bay Street office tower in 
Toronto] 

Jan. 16, 1982 24 x 29 cm 
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GM-DA-304 “Monsieur Levesque...did you get your invitation to Ottawa’s Patriation Ceremony?” “Yes 
thanks…I’ve just dealt with it.” [overheard from a Quebec office building while a paper 
airplane flies away from it] 

[Apr. 2, 1982] 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-305 “Saskatchewan Civil Service Transitional Guide. Out: 1) Safari jackets and loafers; 2) Facial 
hair; 3) Volvos and Rabbits; 4) Alfalfa sprouts; 5) Social Sciences. In: 1) Anything blue, and 
sensible shoes; 2) Aftershave cologne; 3) Domestic sedans; 4) Steak sandwiches; 5) Curling” 
[photographic copy] 

May 4, 1982 21.5 x 25 cm 

GM-DA-306 [1
st
 of 2 frames said by a fortune teller:] “The bad news is the Canadian dollar will soon be 

worth only the paper it’s printed on…” [2
nd

 frame:] “…The good news is the value of paper 
products will rise throughout the remainder of the year.” 

Jun. 4, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-307 “Sorry kid but we can’t use your script ‘The Great Canadian Economic Recovery’…The studio 
feels it lacks our usual level of plausibility.” [said by a movie executive in a phone 
conversation; movie posters hung on the wall behind him include the titles, ‘Invasion of the 3-
D Space Guppies’; ‘Planet of the Video-Men’; and ‘Beach Party Computers’] 

[Jul. 22, 1982] 29.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-308 “…Here’s another letter. This one from an elderly widow in Arkansas who writes ‘Golly Mr. 
President, I sure do like it when you come on T.V. and make all that economic stuff sound 
simple…” [said by the ventriloquist dummy operated by Ronald Reagan, who is wearing 
Mickey Mouse ears] 

Oct. 16, 1982 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-309 “…Well, that takes care of the inflation problem!” [Pierre Trudeau, wearing coveralls in an 
automotive repair garage, holding a box of Band-Aids, many of which have been applied to a 
flat tire for a car with ‘Economy’ written on it] 

[Dec. 23, 1982] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-310 “Pravda. 1982: ‘…Soviet peoples celebrate heroic leaps in agricultural technology!’”  [Soviet 
woman operating an electric sickle] 

Jul. 31, 1982 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-311 “Saskatchewan?...Saskatchewan…I believe that’s the flat place between the Oilers and the 
Jets” [said by an NHL head office executive while another looks at a globe] 

Dec. 2, 1982 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-312 “…Next I suppose they’ll be getting all upset over phase II!” [heard from the Saskatchewan 
Legislative Building, where a water purification plant has been built adjacent to the Building] 

Aug. 27, 1982 41 x 51 cm; 30 
x 35 cm 

GM-DA-313 “…Like, one small step for man…eh?” [Two astronauts, sitting on the moon, watching a 
television monitor and drinking beers] 

[Oct. 5, 1982] 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-314 [An executioner, with ‘Tory Transition Team’ on his cloak, knocking on a door marker ‘Crown 
Corporation’] 

Jul. 29, 1982 41 x 51 cm 
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GM-DA-315 [Images of Canadian Prime Ministers John Diefenbaker (in 1957, pointing an index finger at 
someone); Lester Pearson (in 1964, giving a peace sign with his right hand); and Pierre 
Trudeau (in 1982, giving the middle finger)] 

[Aug. 17, 1982]; 
Dec. 27, 1982 

41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-316 “…Okay Frank, we know you’re in there!” [said into a bullhorn by an officer of the Metric 
Police, toward a ‘Frank’s Footlongs’ hot dog booth] 

[Dec. 16, 1982] 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-317 “So then I said ‘Look Al, as a trusted aide, I say we call the election in April and we go with the 
Crow Issue…Have I ever been wrong?” [said by a homeless man while reminiscing to other 
homeless men]  

[Apr. 22, 1982]; 
Dec 27, 1982 

41 x 51 cm; 
27.5 x 34 cm 

GM-DA-318 1
st 

frame: “My most fervent hope as a voter in the upcoming elections in El Salvador is…” 2
nd

 
frame: “…to survive the campaign!!!” [said by an El Salvaldoran; in the 2

nd
 frame he is 

escaping from an exploding house] 

Feb. 18, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-319 [Pierre Trudeau, dressed as a marching band drum major and carrying a flag that reads 
‘Economic Recovery’, about to step into an open sewer manhole in the road] 

May 7, 1982 29.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-320 “Dominion Day ‘82” [Pierre Trudeau and Liberal cabinet members, holding or playing violins 
and dressed as ancient Romans, surrounded by fire; Oh Canada appears above them] 

Jun. 29, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-321 “I think I see your problem…You were born under a bad sign!” [said by a female fortune teller 
to Joe Clark as she looks above his head and sees a question mark] 

[Nov. 19, 1982] 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-322 “…Harold, this isn’t a new sitcom…It’s something called ‘Riders live at Taylor Field!..” [said by 
a wife, reading a TV Guide, to her husband who appears to be amused by what he is 
watching on television] 

[Sep. 24, 1982] 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-323 “…Mr. President…I think we’re finally able to identify some definite trends from this latest 
batch of data…” [said by government official over the telephone; on his office wall is a line 
graph indicating a rise in poverty by 29.6% and a fall in popularity by 29.6 %] 

Apr. 10, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-324 [Federal Energy minister Marc Lalonde walking down a road, carrying a gas can, while 
passing signs that read: “Energy self-sufficiency by 1980”; “Definitely by 1981”; :For sure by 
1982”; “Beyond any doubt by 1983”; and “…Ok, Ok, it’s 1984!”] 

Mar. 24, 1982 29.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-325 “…Here I am…Tie game…Bottom of the ninth…2 out… …Bases loaded…coldest spring 
season on record… …And the @*!! pitcher’s trying to psyche me out!” [three frames of a 
baseball player at the plate, the snow accumulating deeper in each frame that the player is 
almost completely covered in snow by the third frame]   

 

Apr., 1982 32 x 45 cm 
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GM-DA-326 “Listen…times might be hard…but when the going gets tough, the tough get going!!” “Yes, 
but what are we Canadians to do? [husband and wife conversing] 

Jul. 10, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-327 “Tighten thy belts!” [said by Allan MacEachen, in the persona of Moses, holding a table that 
read ‘Budget II’] 

Jun. 29, 1982 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-328 [An astronaut and a ground crewman standing beside a space shuttle, the crewman handing 
the astronaut a toilet plunger]  

Mar. 26, 1986 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-329 “There’s a whole bunch of people out of work…right? And it’s only 88 kilometers to Lake 
Diefenbaker…right?” [said by a man wearing roller skates, holding two water pails tethered to 
a stick, while making a proposal presentation to Allan Blakeney] 

Sep. 11, 1982 29.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-330 “News Item: Ottawa Proceeds with Branchline Closing…” [a farmer stands beside a closed 
grain elevator, imagining a closed Parliament Buildings in Ottawa] 

Oct. 7, 1982 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-331 [Ousted general and president of Argentina, Leopoldo Galtieri, searching the Help Wanted 
section of a newspaper] 

Jun. 17, 1982 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-332 [Alberta premier Peter Lougheed, watering house plants, with a vine of a plant with ‘Western 
Canada Concept’ on it wrapped around Lougheed’s left wrist] 

1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-333 “How to Call a Provincial Election * 1. Premier announces intentions to Lieutenant-Governor; 
2. Electoral Officer is informed of details; 3. Mortgage Assistance Program is introduced. * Not 
necessarily in this order” 

Sep. 16, 1982 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-334 “Package Design Award ’82 ‘Regina Civic Election Ballot’” [1
st
 frame: man holding election 

ballot; 2
nd

 frame: upon opening, the multiple accordion folds of the ballot spring forward from 
the man’s hand] 

Oct. 9, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-335 “There’s no doubt…The Canadian imagination is as fired up by the Applebaum Cultural 
Report as it was by the Constitution Debate!” [said by television presenter as a man sleeps in 
a chair by the television he was watching] 

Nov. 25, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-336 [An elderly Soviet man speaking into an ear trumpet held by another elderly man. The 
published version of the cartoon includes the caption, “…The passing of a comrade is always 
sad…But at least it might open a few positions for some of us younger guys in the politburo.”] 

Nov. 13, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-337 “…And so it is with heavy hearts that we must say goodbye!” [said by Pierre Trudeau, from an 
economic conference, on a television that is about to be unplugged and taken from a family 
by a collection agent] 

Feb. 4, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm; 
20.5 x 30.5 cm 
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GM-DA-338 “I’m worried about your Christmas spirit, Higgins!...You’re simply not selling enough!” [said by 
store manager to employee] 

Dec. 21, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-339 “[Mean]while back at the palace, we wish to thank ‘British security know-how’ for re-
establishing the usual atmosphere of order and calm” [Queen Elizabeth reading her 
Christmas message, while a man, wearing a propeller beanie hat rides a pogo stick behind 
her throne chair] 

Dec. 22, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-340 “Ho, Ho, Ho!” [Ronald Reagan, wearing a Santa suit, carrying a large sack of missiles] Nov. 24, 1982 29.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-341 “Dear Mr. MacEachen: Foreclosure is looming; My mortgage is due; I’m now unemployed; I 
wish you were too…Sincerely, A Voter” [Valentine’s Day thought from a man, standing inside 
his home which is up for sale, on a snowy winter’s day] 

Feb. 13, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-342 “…I see those imperialist British capitalist aggressors are at it again…” [said by a Soviet 
soldier, reading a newspaper, to another; both are standing next to a large billboard that reads 
‘Welcome to Afghanistan’] 

Apr. 28, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-343 “…And now for our next act…” [said by a circus ring master, standing in front of a partition 
with a sign that reads ‘WCC’ at its top; behind the partition is an angry bear, with ‘Separatism’ 
written across its chest] 

Apr. 14, 1982 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-344 “…Tighten your belts!” [said by Pierre Trudeau on a television broadcast, and presented on a 
television sitting on a shelf in a pawn shop; meanwhile a shop’s customer is turning his belt 
over to the shop keeper for sale] [original and copy] 

Oct. 22, 1982; 
Dec. 27, 1982 

30 x 45 cm; 
27.5 x 34 cm 

GM-DA-345 “…I think I’ve just figured out how to save our town indefinitely. We negotiate with Ottawa...by 
mail!” [said by a member of a committee to save Uranium City] 

Jan. 12, 1982 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-346 “…And, as President, I want you to ignore all those critics who say you’re unfit for the 
national-security post due to a lack of knowledge about world affairs!” [said by Ronald Reagan 
via telephone to William Clark, who is holding a Children’s Digest in his hand. Clark replies, 
saying, ‘Thanks Bob…I appreciate that!’] 

Jan. 8, 1982 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-347 [A dilapidated Saskatchewan Ambulance Industry ambulance among other junk in a field]  Feb. 20, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-348 [A sheik, with ‘OPEC’ on his jacket collar, in a chest-high pool of oil, holding a cup with a ‘For 
Sale” sign taped to it; the pool of oil has ‘Oil Glut’ written within it] 

 

 

Mar. 4, 1982 30 x 45 cm 
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GM-DA-349 “I think it’s safe to say tonight’s guests on ‘Meet the Candidates’ have identified in their 
campaigns what they see as the main issue in this election…” [a television set for ‘Civic 
Election ‘82’ with a female moderator/presenter and two men as guest, one dressed in a 
scuba outfit and the other dressed as a mythological figure, possibly Triton or Proteus] 

Sep. 3, 1982 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-350 “Alberta Election” [features Conservative premier Peter Lougheed (with ‘The Right’ labeled 
below him), Western Canada Concept leader Gordon Kesler (with ‘The Far Right’ labeled 
below him) and an assortment of characters (with ‘The Rest’ labeled below them)] 

Oct. 13, 1982 
[published Oct. 
15, 1982] 

29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-351 “Well folks…that’s our ’82 fall preview!...We hope you enjoyed it and that we hear some 
reactions real soon!” [an older man hiding behind his living room chair while the lit fuse 
activates from one of a pile of TNT sticks in front of his television] [original and copy] 

Sept. 18, 1982 31 x 44.5 cm; 
30 x 35 cm 

GM-DA-352 “Quiz: Fill in the blanks using the following terms…1. Security threat; 2. Peacekeeper” 
[pictured as option a. is an American MX missile; and b. a mother holding a placard that reads 
‘No Nukes!’] 

Dec. 3, 1982 29.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-353 [An abandoned shack in a desolate field, with a sign above it that reads ‘West Fed’] Jan. 26, 1982 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-354 [1
st
 frame: a header that reads ‘Inflation’ with Peter Lougheed pointing to a Heritage Fund 

vault, saying “Stuck”; 2
nd

 frame: a header that reads ‘Economic Slump’ with Lougheed 
pointing to the same vault, saying “Won’t budge”; 3

rd
 frame: a header that reads ‘Provincial 

Election’ with Lougheed surrounded by piles of money, saying “Bingo!”] 

Sep. 9, 1982 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-355 [A woman lays flowers at a Solidarnosc memorial and a Polish soldier stands a short distance 
away, each thinks to themselves, “Subversive Element!”] 

Sep. 2, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-356 “Mabel!!...This punk kid’s been watching violent television again!!” [a man physically 
disciplining his son while sitting in his living room chair near a television; surrounding them are 
trophy game heads and rifles hung on the walls and a copy of ‘Guns’ N Ammo’ magazine. 

[Feb. 27, 1982] 29 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-357 “On your marks!” [said from a distance as Ralph Goodale, Allan Blakeney and Grant Devine 
are at the starting line for a track race; a large, weighted ball with ‘Crow Rate’ on it is shackled 
to Goodale’s right ankle] 

Mar. 6, 1982 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-358 “…Who’s gonna tell Bill?” [heard coming from the Archydal General Store, which is next door 
to the much larger, opulent Bill’s Palace A Go Go; the caption reads “News Item: Shell pullout 
dims hopes for Archydal Upgrader…” 

[Sep. 23, 1982] 31.5 x 44.5 
cm; 31 x 36.5 

cm 

GM-DA-359 [Employees of the Dept. of Staples and Ringbinders looking nervously at a poster hung on 
their office wall that reads, “Uncle Grant is Watching!” with Grant Devine’s portrait on it] 

Dec. 14, 1982 30 x 45 cm 
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GM-DA-360 “…A little makeup…some fancy lighting…and we’ll have you looking cute again in no time…” 
[said by Ronald Reagan to a large chimpanzee with ‘Proposed Deficit’ written on its chest] 

Feb. 9, 1982 29.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-361 “…In preparation for the reopening of Parliament” [features a perspiring Ed Broadbent, 
holding a pencil and papers; Joe Clark in a tank top, lifting dumbbells over his head; and Allan 
MacEachen, dressed in a suit of armour, holding an oil can] 

Jan. 23, 1982 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-362 “Quiz: Select the individual most likely to salvage the Saskatchewan economy in 1982.” 
[option a is an economist; option b is a wheat farmer] 

Aug. 12, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-363 “…News of the massive elf layoffs has devastated this northern community which only days 
ago was stunned by the Eaton’s parade cancellation!” [said by a news reporter on location at 
the North Pole] 

Aug. 13, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-364 “Economic Theory Lesson #3: Recession/Depression” [1
st
 frame: three happy economists, 

with ‘Recession’ labeled below them; 2
nd

 frame: same economists, appearing destitute, 
looking at a newspaper’s Help Wanted section, with ‘Depression’ labeled below them] 

May 12, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-365 “The American Dream” [1
st
 frame: a happy, well-off family in 1962; 2

nd
 frame: a man, possibly 

homeless, reading a newspaper’s Help Wanted section and dreaming of a cooked turkey in 
1982]  

Jan. 29, 1982 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-366 [1
st
 frame, said by Western Canada Concept Alberta leader Gordon Kesler:] “People ask me 

‘What exactly is the Concept in Western Canada Concept?’” [2
nd

 and 3
rd

 frames: Kesler 
thinking] [4

th
 frame: Kesler, somewhat irritated] “We’re working on it…OK!?” 

Mar. 23, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-367 “Curious behavior for a hawk…” [said by one birdwatcher to another as a hawk with Allan 
MacEachen’s face is perched high above in a tree; a suitcase with London and Buenos Aires 
stickers on it sits beside the bird]  

Apr. 13, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-368 “…Peace on earth; Goodwill to men” [heard being sung from Catholic and Protestant 
churches, situated across the road from each other with barbed wire and destruction from 
bombs nearby; the caption reads “…Belfast Christmas”]  

Dec. 18, 1982 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-369 “…Give ‘er snoose Bruce..?!” [a man in a Japanese setting, reading a newspaper with the 
headline “Sask. Industrial Strategy”] [original and print negative] 

Oct. 23, 1982; 
Dec. 27, 1982 

32 x 45 cm; 30 
x 39 cm 

GM-DA-370 “Ralph…It’s the Feds, they want to send down a few boys to help with the 
campaign…Ralph?” [said by a man, holding a telephone, at the door to Ralph Goodale’s 
campaign office; it appears as though Goodale is hiding under his desk] 

 

Apr. 3, 1982; 
Dec. 27, 1982 

30.5 x 45 cm 
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GM-DA-371 [Four figures involved in the Palestinian exile of Lebanon, each pointing fingers at others, with 
a banner that reads “Palestinian Refugee Camp” in the center of the four] 

Nov. 2, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-372 “…Sittin’ on the dock of the Bay…” [sung by striking longshoremen at a west coast grain 
terminal during a labour dispute between the International Longshoremen’s and 
Warehousemen’s Union and the British Columbia Maritime Employers’ Association] 

Oct. 26, 1982 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-373 [Ronald Reagan, riding an elephant bare-back as it chases a beaver wearing a t-shirt that 
reads “Economic Nationalist”] 

[Oct. 8, 1982] 30.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-374 “I see growth…I see development…I see your government buying a famous New York bridge 
I just happen to have for sale…” [said to by a wizard, looking into a crystal ball, to Grant 
Devine] 

Nov. 26, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-375 “This is the BBC News, live from the carrier Hermes… …Recent developments here seem to 
indicate that negotiations have again bogged down…” [overheard from the ship in a body of 
water; next to it is evidence of a recent bomb blast] 

May 13, 1982 30.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-376 “…Your honor, my client has refused to sell the story of his rampage of murder and 
destruction to three separate publishers!! What other possible evidence do you require to 
prove he’s insane?!!” [said by a lawyer regarding his client, appearing on the stand during a 
trial] 

May 26, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-377 “…Still needs a few final adjustments.” [said by federal Finance minister Marc Lalonde as he 
prepares to detonate sticks of dynamite set in front of a statue that bears the image of his 
predecessor, Allan MacEachen, with ‘November Budget’ engraved into it] 

Oct. 29, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-378 “…It’s our new psychological barrier!” [said by federal Finance minister Allan MacEachen after 
painting a line through a sign that reads ‘$.80’ and painting a new sign that reads ‘0¢’] 

Jun. 8, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-379 “Lévesque as seen by: the English [René Lévesque portrayed as Napoleon]; the Separatists 
[reading a copy of the London Times with the headline “Separatists call Lévesque a ‘Wimp’”]; 
Himself [sitting in a rowboat on “The Creek” with “No Paddle”] 

Mar. 25, 1982 29.5 X 45 cm 

GM-DA-380 “Thank heavens this insidious practice has never infected editorial cartoons” [said by a man 
reading a newspaper with the headline “Rock music laced with subliminal messages says 
critic!!”; throughout the cartoon are faint lines of text that read “Laugh at this joke”] [original 
and copy] 

[Jun. 25, 1982] 29.5 x 45 cm; 
31 x 36 cm 

GM-DA-381 [1
st
 frame: Polish prime minister Wojciech Jaruzelski, holding a balloon with “Solidarnosc” 

written on it in one hand, and a pin that is about to pop the balloon in the other hand; 2
nd

 
frame: instead of the balloon popping, Jaruzelski instead pops] 

Oct. 13, 1982 29.5 x 45 cm 
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GM-DA-382 “Hold it!...I think we’ve finally bottomed out!” [said by federal Finance minister Marc Lalonde, 
submerged in a body of water, tapping a stick on what he thinks is the bottom of the water, 
but is in fact the snout of an alligator] 

Dec. 10, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-383 “I have seen the light!” [said by Regina mayor Larry Schneider as points to a plume of clouds 
and light with the message, “Good Water means Votes”; cutline reads, “The Conversion of St. 
Larry” 

[Sep. 30, 1982] 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-384 [1
st
 of 4 frames said by a boy:] “My family was killed by right wing Christian Phalangists 

while fleeing Moslem Extremists during the invasion of Lebanon by Israeli Jews”. [2
nd

 
frame:] “I guess in many ways I’m quite deprived…” [3

rd
 frame:] “But at least I’ve been 

exposed to a number…” [4
th
 frame:] “…of the world’s great religions!” 

1982 30.5 x 45.5 cm 

GM-DA-385 “Terror on the streets of Moscow!” [group of Soviets huddled around, reading a copy of the 
Pravda newspaper with the headline “Canada Takes Stand ‘We are not at this time 
considering specific sanctions, but we are considering whether there should be sanctions at 
all’ says MacGuigan!!!”] 

Jan. 9, 1982 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-386 [1
st
 frame:] “…I’m setting up a meeting about the Sask Tel revenue shortfall…so could you 

phone a few of our people across the province…” “…PHONE! Did you say phone!? Do you 
have any idea what that would cost?” [2

nd
 frame:] “…Sigh” [overheard coming from the 

Saskatchewan Legislative Building] 

Sep. 21, 1982 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-387 “…Et tu Bonzo?” [said by Ronald Reagan, dressed in a toga, to a chimpanzee, wearing a toga 
with a “Vote Democrat ‘82” button on it, outside the House of Representatives] 

Nov. 5, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-388 [A sapling springing out from the trunk of a tree (with Solidarnosc written on it) recently sawn 
down by a Polish soldier] 

Aug. 18, 1982 30.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-389 “…Meanwhile back at the ranch…” [federal Finance minister Allan MacEachen branding a calf 
(with “Wages” written on it) while a bull (with “Prices” written on it) charges toward him] 

Sep. 1, 1982 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-390 “…Two Canadians ponder the impact of 6/5” [a wealthy man, imagining a mansion, expensive 
automobile, but no airplane; a female waitress imagining no job] 

[Sep. 28, 1982] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-391 [Caption from published version:] “…Once more before the polling station…name which of the 
27 candidates opposes co-ed volleyball and extended lunch-hour supervision while 
supporting the major resolutions of the Helsinki Accord…” [said by a wife to her husband 
while driving to vote in the Regina municipal election] 

Oct. 27, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-392 “You’re quite certain then…it’s not too wet to start seeding??” [said by a farmer’s wife to her 
husband who is wearing hip-waders, a scuba mask and snorkel and is carrying flippers] 

Jun. 3, 1982 30 x 45 cm 
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GM-DA-393 [1
st 

of 4 frames said by a Western Canada Concept spokesperson] “I’ve just been asked 
‘What’s the final WCC position on separation?” [2

nd
 frame:] “Isn’t it a terrific question? 

Hooeee!! That’s a great question!!” [3
rd

 frame:] That’s maybe the best question I’ve heard in 
my whole life!!” [4

th
 frame:] “…Next question” 

Oct. 30, 1982 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-394 “Our latest figures show a definite economic upswing…so if we all hang in there just a little 
longer…” [said by Ronald Reagan, wearing a caveman suit and a necktie; a car behind him, 
parked in front of the Capitol Building, has a shrub growing out of it; cutline reads “The 
Greening of America”] 

May 18, 1982 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-395 “The new Tory strategy” [Joe Clark, waving, with his mouth covered over with bandage] Sep. 10, 1982 32 x 44.5 cm 

 Box 4   

 1983   

GM-DA-396 “…Gosh, Mr. Mulroney! I’ve never seen a chin just up and shrink away before!” [said by a 
doctor to Brian Mulroney in Joe Clark’s dream]  

[Jun. 7, 1983] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-397 “…You know, after all these years I’ve grown sort of attached to the old ‘Starfighter’…” [said 
by one man to another as they leave a Canadian Air Force CF-104 Starfighter jet at a scrap 
metal yard] 

[May 27, 1983] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-398 “…I’ll explain the revised amendments to the proposed changes to the updated revisions to 
the suggested reforms…” “..then I’ll do the COMPLICATED part…” [said by officials, drafting 
amending the Crow’s Nest Pass Agreement, to federal minister of Transport Lloyd Axworthy] 

[Aug. 27, 1983] 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-399 “…I say…thank heavens that BEASTLY Canadian seal hunt is over for another year” [said by 
one English fox hunter to another while in pursuit] [photocopy; may have originally been 
intended to be published Feb. 20, 1981 – see guide GR 445, item #77] 

Apr. 16, 1983 28 x 43 cm 

GM-DA-400 “A little anti-Semitism?...So what’s all the fuss? [pictured are a German from 1933 and a 
Canadian from 1983, holding a newspaper with the headline ‘Racism taught in Alberta 
School’] 

May 13, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-401 “Madam Speaker…we can only ask ‘Why’?” [said by a member of Parliament, wearing a 
jester’s hat, holding a newspaper with the headline ‘Canadians not Interested in Parliament 
Says Poll’; other members are dressed like clowns] 

Sep. 29, 1983 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-402 “Agenda Item #1…’Party Discipline: A New Approach..’” [said by Brian Mulroney, standing 
next to a large man, dressed in BDSM garb] 

Jun. 16, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-403 “…Let’s not overreact.” [said by Manitoba Conservative leader Sterling Lyon, dressed in a 
British revolutionary war uniform, holding a Union Jack flag and standing next to a cannon 
with an attached sign that reads ‘No French in Manitoba!!’] 

[Sep. 15, 1983] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-404 “…Mind you, even here in Moose Jaw people initially laughed at the mayor’s open canal 
proposal…” [said by a Moose Jaw gondolier to his two passengers] 

Mar. 19, 1983 31 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-405 “..Meanwhile, U.S. Marines in Lebanon are reported to be uneasy about their role as it is 
currently defined…” [heard from a radio by three U.S. Marines, each with targets on their 
chests] 

Oct. 26, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-406 [Joe Clark, looking into a bathroom vanity mirror and seeing the reflection of John 
Diefenbaker] 

[Jan. 25, 1983] 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-407 “The religion I don’t mind…it’s all this truth and freedom stuff…” [said by a man (either 
Wojceich Jaruzelski or Lech Walesa) as he walks with Pope John Paul II]  

Jun. 24, 1983 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-408 [Caption from published version:] “…Frankly, I feel the potential influence of a single person 
such as Keegstra has been vastly overrated. Don’t you agree, Billy Bob?” [said by a local 
outside the Eckville General Store in Eckville, Alberta and referring to Jim Keegstra; the man 
holds the hand of a young boy, who has the likeness of Adolf Hitler and holds a copy of Mein 
Kampf in his hand] 

Oct. 12, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-409 “..First..as Minister of Transport, let me say how pleased I was to receive an invitation to 
address the National Farmers Union!” [said by Minister of Transport Lloyd Axworthy, dressed 
in a suit of armour] 

Nov. 22, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-410 “…Cheers” [said by federal Finance minister Marc Lalonde as he sits in a sinking rowboat 
(marked ‘Budget’) that is anchored with a ‘deficit’ anchor] 

Apr. 22, 1983 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-411 [likely federal Minister of State of External Affairs, Jean-Luc Pepin, being given judges’ scores 
for juggling balls while figure skating re: the Crowsnest Pass freight rate] 

May 6, 1983 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-412 “What a breakthrough…an American woman in space!!” “Fer sure…Sally Honey…could we 
get a couple of coffees in here when you finish the dishes…” [said by one NASA astronaut to 
another, re: Sally Ride] 

Jun. 18, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-413 “I think it says our education ain’t bin so good…” [said by a young girl, pointing to a 
newspaper with the headline ‘U.S. School System in Chaos, Says Report’] 

 

May 11, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-414 “..The President can’t speak with you just now…He’s fine-tuning our foreign policy.” [said in a 
phone conversation by an assistant to Ronald Reagan, who is altering a missile launcher with 
a crescent wrench] 

Oct. 29, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-415 “…That was back in ’83, and somebody said ‘Why stop with Taylor Field…Do a little extra 
landscaping here in Wascana Park, cover the whole city and - bingo! No more Hawaiian 
vacations!” [said by a man to a woman, both in swimsuits, standing in Wascana Lake; in the 
background, palm trees and mountains appear surrounding the Saskatchewan Legislative 
Building] 

Feb. 22, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-416 “Mr. Speaker…I am honored to announce the next phase of this Government’s ‘Crown 
Property Dispersement Program’…” [heard coming from the Saskatchewan Legislative 
Building, which has an ‘Enquire Within” sign on it and a ‘1 Bldg. For Sale’ balloon tethered to 
it]  

[May 7, 1983] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-417 “…And to conclude the memo…It’s been my personal experience as Minister of Labor that 
most working women have no frustrations vis a vis minimum wage and so-called job 
ghettos…” [said by the Minister of Labour to his secretary, who is about to throw her 
typewriter on him] 

Dec. 13, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-418 “Great, Bill!...Now the next province west of Ontario?” “…Don’t tell me, don’t tell 
me…Wyoming!” [said by a staffer to Ontario premier Bill Davis, presumably as Davis 
prepared for a run at the federal Progressive Conservative leadership] 

May 3, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-419 “Here’s one of our remaining Gems…Goes all the way back to 1973!..” [said by a guide for 
Historic Regina Tours to tour participants] 

Sept. 9, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-420 “Canada never had race problems…back when the minorities all knew their place!” [said by a 
middle-aged white woman while sipping tea]  

June 1, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-421 “Operator, Get me Ontario Hydro…Public Relations Division!” [overheard from the Pickering 
Nuclear Power Station while a mushroom cloud forms in the near distance] 

Aug. 31, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-422 [Ronald Reagan, reading a newspaper with the headline ‘Debategate: Misdeeds Abound’, 
while looking up at a portrait of Richard Nixon, who is waving to him] 

Jul. 13, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-423 [Joe Clark, holding a sign that reads ‘Leadership Campaign’ while hanging tattered clothes on 
a clothes line] 

Apr. 8, 1983 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-424 “..First it was the lousy boilers, now it’s the new system!...Just what does it take to make you 
guys happy?” [said from an officer on the HMCS Bilge Water to a sailor on board; the ship is 
in shallow water, well below its rudders and has a bandage adhered to its bow] 

Mar. 25, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-425 “…Hmm…How do you do a cartoon showing that no job will be safe from the technological 
revolution?” [thought by a robot as it sits at a drawing board] 

[Jun. 9, 1983] 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-426 “ ‘…in lieu of this month’s welfare cheque, please note the enclosed brochure The Joys of 
Monetarist Economics…’ “ [read from correspondence by a mother of three children] 

Apr. 19, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-427 “Tonight’s topic is ‘The Importance of Labor Solidarity’…” [said by Saskatchewan Federation 
of Labour president Nadine Hunt at the Federation’s annual conference; sitting beside Hunt 
are a man, wearing an SGEU t-shirt, giving Hunt a “Raspberry” and a man looking displeased, 
holding a tea cup] 

Nov. 9, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-428 [A group of children gleefully leave a school yard, passing next to a news reporter who tapes 
a story; caption reads “The social cost of the ongoing B.C. teachers strike is etched tragically 
in the faces of the little children…”] 

1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-429 [A judge holding a sentencing document for Louis Riel in one hand and a noose in the other, 
while Riel sits in the prisoner’s box beside him; caption reads “…If it’s any consolation, the 
Court considers you an odds-on favorite as a source of place names for generations to 
come…”] 

Oct. 18, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-430 “…Peter Pocklington elaborates on the Meaning of Life” [Pocklington stands with a pointer in 
one hand and a one-dollar bill in the other hand] 

Mar. 10, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-431 “…Mr. President, we’ve got a little film here we’d like you to look at…I’m sure you’ll hate it!” 
[said in a telephone conversation by a representative of the National Film Board, while holding 
a film canister with the title ‘Our Friend the Woodchuck’] 

Mar. 11, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-432 “…Spring has sprung the grass has riz…wonder where Regina is?” [a man shovels snow that 
is so deep that is accumulated nearly to the top of the 20-storey C.M. Fines SGI building in 
downtown Regina] 

May 14, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-433 “…News of the radical CBC policy changes has elicited a consistent viewer response across 
the nation…” [heard coming from a television while the couple and dog seated in front of the 
television sleep]  

[Oct. 28, 1983] 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-434 “Relax…we’re just gonna trim a little fat!” [said by Grant Devine, posed as an athletic trainer, 
to an obese woman with ‘Crown Corps’ on her sweatshirt] 

Mar. 3, 1983 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-435 “…I see that preparations are being made for the arrival of some Western dignitary…” [said by 
one Chinese national, reading a copy of the Peking Times newspaper, to another; a banner 
hangs in the air that reads, ‘Give ‘er Snoose Bruce!!’] 

Oct. 5, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-436 “…Eureka!” [thought by Hippocrates as he stands next to his patient who has just received his 
bill; Hippocrates has a golf bag slung over his shoulder] 

[Sep. 23, 1983] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-437 “…Just planning a little fine tuning!” [said by Grant Devine, posed as a car mechanic, 
preparing to light the fuse to a pile of TNT stacked under a clunker automobile with a license 
plate that reads ‘Civil Service’] 

Mar. 9, 1983 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-438 [Federal finance minister Marc Lalonde, dressed in flying gear, standing beside an old-style 
bicycle plane with ‘April Budget’ written on it; in the near distance are piles of plane 
wreckages from the November, 1981 and June, 1982 budgets] 

Apr. 13, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-439 [A man, standing underwater, holding an umbrella that has ‘Heritage Fund’ written on it; rain is 
falling into the water above the man] 

Apr. 7, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-440 “…I don’t know much about art…but I know what I like!” [Brian Mulroney, wearing an artist’s 
smock and beret, holding an artist’s palette while painting simple figures of a Liberal Party 
supporter and a New Democratic Party supporter linking hands, with a heart above them] 

Oct. 6, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-441 “…Shouldn’t be too hard..” [said by a Canada Post employee as sits in a pile of mail, smoking 
a cigarette, and reading a newspaper with the headline. ‘Parrot tells workers to treat 10¢ 
letters same as 32¢’] 

Nov. 30, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-442 “The Alberta User Fee Medical Team” [pictured are a doctor, a nurse, and a hired thug, 
identified as ‘The Collection Agency’] 

Apr. 2, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-443 “…Image Problem” [Ronald Reagan standing at a presidential podium, with a silhouette of 
Mickey Mouse appears behind him]  

[Jan. 20, 1983] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-444 “…Guess that ‘bout wraps up Ireland’s problems!” [St. Patrick, leading snakes to a body of 
water; caption reads, ‘Famous Quotations: St. Patrick’]  

Mar. 17, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-445 [Peter Worthington, throwing a wrench back toward the ‘Tory Machine’] [Jan. 15, 1983] 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-446 “…Granted gentlemen, 1983 has not been the most propitious year…” [overheard coming 
from a small, shack-like building in the middle of nowhere; a sign on the building reads ‘New 
H.Q. International Monetary Fund’] 

Oct. 14, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-447 [A large pipe on a flatbed trailer; written on the side of the pipe is ‘Good Water Means Taxes’] 

 

 

Jan. 29, 1983; 
reprinted 
Dec.27, 1983 

30 x 44.5 cm  
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GM-DA-448 “…If I could just see some reason behind all this violence…” [said by a white man, reading an 
newspaper with the headline ‘Black Nationalists Pledge More South African Bombings’; the 
man sits on a bench that is divided by ‘Whites Only’ and ‘Non-Whites Only’; a man of colour 
sits on his designated half of the bench, looking unimpressed] 

May 25, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-449 [Ronald Reagan, preparing to detonate TNT in Central America; caption reads “…Then 
again…should negotiations break down, we’ve always got the old back-up plan…” 

[Jun. 21, 1983] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-450 [Joe Clark, bound to a wooden stake; a young boy holds a lit match in one hand and a piece 
of paper in the other hand; caption reads, “…Be it resolved that we, the Ontario Young 
Conservatives, must demonstrate in some tangible way our disaffection with the Clark 
candidacy” 

Mar. 15, 1983 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-451 “…Charge!” [yelled by a PLO soldier as he runs in the opposite direction of the Palestinian 
homeland] 

Nov. 29, 1983 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-452 “…Heck! This is nothin’…You should have seen the place back in ’83 before the oil prices 
started droppin’…” [said by a shop-keeper to a man with his pack mule; behind him is a small, 
wooden building with a sign that reads, ‘Calgary General Store’] 

Mar. 5, 1983 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-453 “…Step Right Up!” [said by Saskatchewan agriculture minister Lorne Hepworth, dressed as a 
carnival barker, standing next to a game wheel that reads ‘Farm Purchase Program’; the 
spaces on the game wheel are interest rates between 6% and 18%] 

Aug. 16, 1983 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-454 [A young female hockey player reading a newspaper with the headline, ‘Mixed Sports Spark 
Spats’; above her is the caption “apartheid (n.) (policy of) segregation based on physical 
characteristics…”] 

Dec. 8, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-455 [A television partly submerged and floating in a body of water; sitting atop the television are 
men wearing t-shirts with ‘Super Channel’, ‘First Choice’ and ‘Star Channel’ written on them] 

Dec. 6, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-456 “..The Day After” [a toy department employee buried under a large pile of debris and a sign 
that reads ‘Cabbage Patch Kids Just Arrived!’] 

Dec. 2, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-457 [Saskatchewan agriculture minister Eric Berntson, holding a Government of Saskatchewan 
Crow Policy Statement in his hand, appearing as though he is about to speak; an empty 
speech bubble extends from his mouth]  

Feb. 11, 1983; 
reprinted Dec. 
27, 1983 

30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-458 [Grant Devine, dressed as a Vaudevillian entertainer, holding signs that read, ‘Open for 
Business Boogie’, ‘Open for Business Rag’, and ‘Open for Business Shuffle’; caption reads 
“…And now for my next number…”] 

Feb. 10, 1983 29.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-459 [A speaker at the podium of the Williamsburg Economic Summit (the 9
th
 G7 summit); caption, 

which appears in the published version, reads, “In a gesture of solidarity with our Third World 
brothers, the chef has agreed to delete the caviar canapes from this evening’s menu.”] 

May 28, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-460 “Enjoy the wilderness Your Majesty!...and a few moments’ freedom from the prying British 
press corps…” [said by a staffer to Queen Elizabeth and the Duke of Edinburgh while they 
stand in a forest area; two members of the press, dressed like a rabbit and a moose, lurk in 
the distance] 

Mar. 8, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-461 “…The camera zooms in…Howard Cosell smiles and says…’And now, live from the 
Saskatoon Coliseum…Professional Checkers!’” “Go to sleep Bill” [said by Bill Hunter, and his 
wife, while lying in bed] 

May 20, 1983; 
reprinted Dec. 
27, 1983 

31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-462 “Listen Martha…they’re playing our song!” [said by one aging hippie to another as a George 
McGovern ’84 campaign truck with amplified music passes by]   

[Sep. 20, 1983] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-463 “..How do you spell fallout shelter?” [said by a young girl as composes her ‘Dear Santa’ wish 
list; Ronald Reagan appears on the television beside her] 

Nov. 24, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-464 [Ronald Reagan, holding a pointer at a graph that depicts ‘Down the tubes’; caption reads, 
“…As an aid in further explaining the direction of the economy I’d like to use the following 
chart…”] 

Jan. 27, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-465 [Joe Clark, shackled at the ankle, ball and chain-style, to a large round weight with a question 
mark on it] 

Jan. 28, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-466 [A tap-dancing magician, holding a small banner with, ‘C Channel’ written on it, about to get 
pulled off-stage by the hook of a large cane] 

May 12, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-467 “I’lll (hic!) drinktothat…” [said by an intoxicated Saskatchewan Roughrider fan as he holds a 
light beer in one hand and points to a ‘Rider Pride’ sign with the other hand] 

Jun. 2, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-468 “…Let me try to be perfectly clear..” [said by British Columbia premier Bill Bennet after 
scribing two tablets with his version of the Ten Commandments, all of which read ‘Restraint’] 

Oct. 1, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-469 “I think you’re right…the morale problem is getting worse!” [said by one staffer of the federal 
New Democratic Party headquarters to another as they witness a woman preparing a noose 
and a man preparing to jump off a window ledge] 

May 5, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-470 “Peace!” [said by Elizabeth Taylor, dressed as Cleopatra, while Israeli prime minister 
Menachem Begin, dressed as Antony, stands beside her; caption (which appeared in 
published version) reads, “News Item: Elizabeth Taylor embarks on a Mideast peace mission] 

Jan. 5, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-471 “…In the local news…pipeline discussions have again bogged down..” [heard coming from a 
television; caption reads “Summer Rerun”] 

Jul. 19, 1983 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-472 [An industrial site with ‘Buffalo Pound Dugong Droppings Removal Station’ written on the side 
of a water holding tank; caption reads, “Secondary problems associated with the Lewry 
Dugong Proposal”] 

1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-473 [Saskatchewan finance minister Bob Andrew, wearing a ‘Open for Business’ button on his 
lapel, standing next to a Conference Board of Canada Saskatchewan Economic Forecast 
chart; the downward graph line continues into Andrew’s hands] [original and reproduction] 

Feb. 19, 1983 29.5 x 44.5 
cm; 32 x 37.5 

cm 

GM-DA-474 “Strange…A naturally occurring plant of this type normally needs to be near a constant source 
of hot air!” [said by one botanist to another while observing a palm tree that is growing a short 
distance from the Parliament Buildings in Ottawa; caption reads “The Greenhouse Effect”]  

Nov. 3, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-475 [An employee eagerly manning a small booth located near the Saskatchewan Legislative 
Building; signs on the booth read ‘Open for Business’ and ‘Job Counselling for Fired Civil 
Servants’; caption reads “…Return of the Entrepreneurial Spirit”]   

Apr. 9, 1983 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-476 “…The Government giveth and the Government taketh away!” [said by Grant Devine, dressed 
as a biblical figure, holding a stone tablet in each hand; one tablet reads ‘Gas Down’, the 
other reads ‘Utilities Up’]  

Apr. 28, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-477 “..Get Lost!” [said by federal minister of employment and immigration Lloyd Axworthy to an 
indigent man with his arm around Axworthy; the man is reading a newspaper with the 
headline ‘Canadians Told to Share Jobs’] 

[Aug. 10, 1983] 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-478 [A man standing at the entry to the long maze that is Revenue Canada’s Income Tax Guide] Apr. 5, 1983 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-479 “Okay…like…today’s topic is the problem of local content in Saskatchewan booze ads…eh?” 
[said by fictional television character Doug McKenzie while his brother Bob sits next to him, 
wearing a Saskatchewan Roughriders helmet and holding a wheat sheaf] 

Sept. 24, 1983 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-480 [A rabbit hops away from a deforested Ronald Reagan Memorial Forest] Mar. 18, 1983 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-481 “Flak jacket…check. First aid kit…check. Anti-heat seeking missile system…check. Radar 
jamming device…” [said by an elf while standing next to Santa’s sleigh and making Christmas 
Eve preparations] 

Dec. 9, 1983 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-482 “…Yes, I did receive a copy of your Canadian peace proposal…In fact, it’s in my hand right 
now…” [said by Ronald Reagan while in a phone conversation as he lays the copy of the 
proposal into a bird cage for use as lining] 

Nov. 17, 1983 41 x 51 cm 
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GM-DA-483 [A City of Regina employee falling off a ladder as he attempts to change the sign indicating 
the City of Regina Accident Free Days tally from 1 to 2; caption (in published version) reads, 
“News Item: City workers’ accident record said one of the worst in Canada”] 

Jun. 3, 1983 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-484 “Pack your bags Cindy Lou…We’re leaving!..In protest!” [said by a coach to a grossly 
masculine female athlete competing at the Pan-Am Games; the coach holds in his hand a 
newspaper with the headline ‘Steroid Use Rampant Claim Officials!’] 

Aug. 26, 1983; 
reprinted Dec 
27, 1983 

41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-485 “I’d like to welcome you all to the annual convention of the Liberal Party of Saskatchewan!” 
[overheard coming from a broom closet at the Hotel Saskatchewan in Regina] 

Nov. 12, 1983 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-486 “…Where do you want the sign?” [said by a man, holding a sign that reads, ‘New 
Headquarters Women’s Division’, to a woman as they stand at the entrance to a cluttered, rat-
infested basement furnace room] 

1983; reprinted 
Dec. 27, 1983 

41 x 51 cm 

 Box 5   

GM-DA-487 “We interrupt this broadcast of ‘21
st
 Century Broomball’ to bring you this update on the final 

stages of the Hunter/Blues negotiations” [overheard coming from a radio of a futuristic flying 
car in space] 

Mar. 4, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-488 [1
st
 of 2 frames, said by a television news presenter] “…’Hopefully this Mideast peace mission 

will finally achieve lasting success’ the President said.” [2
nd

 frame] “Meanwhile at 
home…economists remain confident the current 1997 jobless rate will at last begin to fall…” 

Apr. 26, 1983 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-489 “It was ’68…spring..flowers…and everywhere..Trudeaumania!” [said by Pierre Trudeau while 
wearing what appears to be a robe; a Gallup Poll chart with declining graph lines sits beside 
Trudeau’s chair; a rat sits atop the chart] 

Apr. 30, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-490 “Great Scott!...You should see the poverty indicators out there today!” [said by Donald 
MacDonald, chairman of the Royal Commission on the Economic Union and Development 
Prospects for Canada, to his butler and maid as he looks out his window with a telescope; 
caption reads, “News Item: Donald MacDonald receives $800.00 daily to study ailing 
Canadian economy”] 

Feb. 12, 1983 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-491 “…Hawk!” [said by Pierre Trudeau as a turkey, pointing at Ronald Reagan as a hawk; caption 
(which appeared in published version) reads, “News Item: Trudeau calls Reagan a 
warmonger.” 

May 18, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-492 “The Gillespie Affair” [pictured below the caption are Allan MacEachen, Marc Lalonde and 
Pierre Trudeau in a ‘Hear no evil, Speak no evil, See no evil’ posture] 

Feb. 23, 1983 29.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-493 “..It’s precisely this kind of thing which gives terrorism a bad name!” [said by a PLO soldier, 
reading a newspaper with the headline ‘P.L.O. Revolt’ while being shot at in combat] 

[Nov. 19, 1983] 30 x 41.5 cm 

GM-DA-494 [Pierre Trudeau, asleep in a ship’s wheelhouse; caption reads, “…Meanwhile, up in the 
wheelhouse…” 

Apr. 12, 1983 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-495 “Giddyup!?” [thought by a horse with ‘Economic Recovery’ on its side while mounted by an 
obese rider with ‘Deficit’ written across his chest] 

Jul. 7, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-496 “…What’s another million?” [said both by C.D. Howe while holding a graph of the 1956 
budget, and by Pierre Trudeau while holding a graph of the 1983 unemployment numbers; 
caption reads, “Famous Liberal Quotations”] 

Jul. 5, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-497 “Gentlemen, if only we had a clear picture of the basis for this trend…” [said by a Liberal Party 
staffer, holding a graph showing a sharp decline in Liberal popularity, to others who are 
standing with their backs to him, looking unimpressed at a portrait of Pierre Trudeau] 

1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-498 [A slender man, with ‘Economic Recovery’ written across his chest, nervously preparing to 
catch an obese female ballerina, wearing a sash that reads ‘Interest Rates’; caption reads, 
“Pas de Deux”] 

[Aug. 9, 1983] 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-499 “Famous Quotations” [1
st
 frame, said by Harold Ballard in January, 1983: “I don’t believe 

Saskatoon could support an NHL franchise, and who the hell wants to go to Saskatoon, 
anyway? I don’t want to be dogsleds to get around.” 2

nd
 frame, said by Ballard in April, 1983: 

“…Mush!”] 

Apr. 21, 1983 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-500 [Pierre Trudeau, riding a surfboard with ‘Energy Policy’ written on it, in front of a huge wave 
with ‘Oil Glut’ written in it] 

Mar. 2, 1983 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-501 [From the pages of a book entitled, Grim Tales: ‘So, after listening to the wisdom of his words 
the nations agreed to stop waging war and everyone lived Happily Ever After!’; a portrait of 
Pierre Trudeau waving the peace sign accompanies the text; caption reads, “News Item: 
Prime Minister Trudeau announces intentions to launch ‘Peace Shuttle’”] 

Nov. 1, 1983 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-502 “So then, Marc…you’re quite sure you’ve got this deficit situation under control?” [said by 
Pierre Trudeau in a phone conversation to federal finance minister Marc Lalonde; Trudeau 
stands in his home wearing only boxer shorts and a necktie as a collection agency is 
repossessing his belongings] 

Feb. 17, 1983 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-503 [Pierre Trudeau, dressed in a superhero costume with ‘6/5’ written on his chest, looking into a 
full-length mirror; caption reads, “…Meanwhile back at 24 Sussex…”] 

[Jul. 2, 1983] 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-504 “…Granted, there does seem to be an image problem..” [said by federal New Democratic 
Leader Ed Broadbent while attempting to drive a clunker automobile that is missing its 
wheels] 

Jun. 23, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-505 [Indigent man warming himself beside a fire barrel; a newspaper protrudes from the top of the 
barrel, its headline reads ‘Budget Details Inside…Jobless Expected to Give Warm Response’] 

Apr. 20, 1983 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-506 “..Luggage? I thought you brought the luggage!” [said by Joe Clark to a colleague when 
sitting on an airplane; the passenger on the other side of Clark holds a newspaper with the 
headline, ‘Clark Embarks on Arms Control Study’] 

Dec. 7, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-507 “…Ho, Ho, Ho!” [said by Santa Claus as he shows a man a tax reassessment document] Dec. 3, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-508 “..Hopefully the final compromise…” [overheard coming from an automobile travelling down a 
highway on the outskirts of Regina; above the automobile is a large sign that reads ‘The BIG 
ROAD which goes all around the city and enables you to considerably shorten travel time – 
NEXT LEFT’] 

Nov. 25, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-509 [Caption reads:] “Things could be worse…you could be leader of the Conservative Party of 
Canada” [said by one PLO soldier to another as they’re being shot at during combat] 

Jun. 25, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-510 “…Typical press negativism” [said by the minister in charge of fish ponds and small engine 
maintenance while sitting at his desk, reading a newspaper with the headline ‘Cabinet 
Expansion Deemed Excessive’] 

Jul. 15, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-511 [A man sitting on a park bench, reading a newspaper with the headline ‘CBS to Cancel 
Disney’; Mickey Mouse sitting beside the man, reading the ‘Help Wanted’ section of a 
newspaper] 

Feb. 16, 1983 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-512 “Your condition looks very encouraging…let me just consult one of my reference books..” 
[said by a doctor to a man while the doctor consults his user fee schedule] 

Aug. 5, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-513 “..Chicago is my kind of town!” [said by a member of the Ku Klux Klan while holding a placard 
that reads, ‘Down with Mayor Washington 

Apr. 15, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-514 “..Soviet Airspace” [Soviet leader Yuri Andropov holding the Official Response to the Korean 
Jetliner Incident; a fly flies through one of Andropov’s ears and out the other] 

Sep. 10, 1983 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-515 “…Madam Speaker, we expected petty opposition quibbling over some of the new public 
works projects…” [overheard coming from the House of Commons; a large version of the 
Sphinx, with Pierre Trudeau’s face on it, sits adjacent the Parliament Building] 

Apr. 27, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-516 “..Now..in THIS room I’d suggest a pert little stripe pattern..possibly in puce..” [said by an 
interior designer to Brian Mulroney as they are touring 24 Sussex Drive; Pierre Trudeau sits at 
his desk nearby, looking alarmed] 

Jul. 8, 1983 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-517 “..On your left are the remains of Earth..home of the famous Nuclear Deterrent Theory..” [said 
by an extra-terrestrial tour guide while passing by a bomb-damaged Earth]  

Nov. 23, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-518 [1983 New Year’s baby looking frightened as numerous Soviet and American missiles are 
pointed closely at him]  

Jan. 4, 1983 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-519 [Pierre Trudeau and a fortune teller/wizard looking at stars aligned in the sky to read 
‘TURNER’; caption reads, “…Appears the universe is unfolding like I’d hoped it wouldn’t…”] 

Feb. 9, 1983 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-520 [Peter Lougheed shown as the king piece on a chess board, with Joe Clark and Brian 
Mulroney as pawn pieces] 

Feb. 5, 1983 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-521 [Joe Clark looking unimpressed as he reads a valentine card; the text reads, ‘Joe, Roses are 
lovely, Violet are fine, How many care deeply?...Sixty-six point nine. Sincerely, The Tories’] 

Feb. 14, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-522 [Scientists and a news crew surrounding a large dinosaur with ‘CBC’ written on its side; 
caption reads, “News Item: Role of Canadian Broadcasting Corporation under increasing 
scrutiny” 

Jan. 11, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-523 [A bear blowing the smoke flowing from a discharged gun] Sep. 3, 1983 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-524 [A man, clicking off his television as he reaches for a book from his bookshelf; the cover of a 
TV guide beside the television reads, ’24 Hr Viewing! Movies! Stars!’; caption reads, 
“…Second Choice”] 

[Jan. 18, 1983] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-525 “Don’t be alarmed…but the captain was sort of wondering if anyone just happens to be 
carrying a little jet fuel..” [said as a cabin announcement by an Air Canada flight attendant, 
who is holding a gas can] 

Aug. 4, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-526 “..Great! What’s our policy on the North American whooper?” [asked by Brian Mulroney to a 
Progressive Conservative Party caucus member, wearing a ‘Save the Crow’ button on his 
lapel and looking unimpressed] 

[Sep. 16, 1983] 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-527 “…I suppose you’re off to one of those @*#!! Video arcades to get corrupted!” [said by a 
father to his young son who is leaving the house; the disheveled father is holding a beer bottle 
in one hand, a pornographic magazine in the other hand and is watching a violent program on 
television] 

May 19, 1983 30.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-528 “…Seems reasonable to me.” [said by a Ku Klux Klan member as he reads a newspaper with 
the headline, ‘Blacks still denied rights under new South African constitution]  

Nov. 5, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-529 [René Lévesque, standing with his hands bound behind him, with striking workers and a news 
reporter around him; placards read, ‘On Strike!’ and ‘Québec Teachers Unfair’; caption 
(appearing in published version only) reads, “…Meanwhile, back here in Quebec City, labor 
negotiations appear to have again taken a distinct downturn!”] 

Feb. 1, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-530 [A woman, holding a placard that reads ‘Québec Teachers on Strike!’ appears among the 
words “Bill 111”] 

Feb. 18, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-531 [The moon tumbling toward the United Nations headquarters] Sep. 28, 1983 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-532 “Like…smoking could be hazardous to your health, right?” [said by a member of the Canadian 
ski team, one arm bandaged and in a sling and the other hand holding a newspaper with the 
headline, ‘Skiers upset by cigarette co. sponsorship’] 

Nov. 4, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-533 “…Well then, how about ‘Para-Associative-Quasi-Sovereign-Semi-Association’?” [said by a 
Parti Quebecois staff to René Lévesque who reads a newspaper with the headline, 
‘Separatism losing momentum says poll’] 

[Sep. 14, 1983] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-534 “Sir…Mr. Lewry just rolled in for the pipeline meeting…I think he’s still angry” [overheard 
coming from the constituency office of Gerald Muirhead M.L.A. as a tank approaches] 

[Jun. 29, 1983] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-535 [A lion, sitting atop a dais with ‘Britannia’ written on it; the lion has presumably just eaten 
whole a Labor Party supporter] 

Jun. 8, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-536 “The ‘Healing Regional Factionalism’ seminar will shortly commence…Room 104 for 
western delegates…the lower mezzanine for eastern...” [said by a New Democratic Party 
conference organizer] 

[Jun. 28, 1983] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-537 “‘…And it’s bases loaded, two out, as Carter steps up to bat…’” [as heard from the radio by a 
content spectator at a Saskatchewan Roughriders home game; the score of the football game 
is 763-1 for the opposition; other spectators are less content] 

1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-538 “…She’s basically sound…just needs a little reworking on the exterior!” [said by an auto 
mechanic with ‘Wolff’ across his chest, while examining a fancy automobile with ‘Crown 
Corps’ written across its back end] 

[Jan. 13, 1983] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-539 “…Perhaps our industrial strategy for the eighties has not unfolded exactly as it should…” 
[said in a television address by Pierre Trudeau, dressed as a caveman; a caveman and 
cavewoman look on] 

Jan. 6, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-540 “…It’s horrible doc!...I keep dreaming I’ve struck more oil!” [said by a Middle Eastern sheik to 
a psychologist] 

Mar. 16, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-541 [Ronald Reagan, sitting at his desk in the Oval Office, wearing a bandolier of bullets/missiles 
and round glasses; hanging on a wall near him is a portrait of Theodore Roosevelt, wearing a 
bandolier of bullets and his round glasses; caption (which appears in the published version 
only) reads, “The evolution of American foreign policy” 

[Aug. 12, 1983] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-542 [Saskatchewan finance minister Bob Andrew, standing next to a piece of art that reads, 
‘Budget’, while holding a paintbrush and jar of red ink; caption (which appears in published 
version only) reads, “The Unveiling”] 

Mar. 30, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-543 “…Play it again, Pierre” [said by Ronald Reagan at an economic summit to Pierre Trudeau, 
who is sitting at a piano with a songbook entitled, ‘North South Dialogue’] 

1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-544 “…Lunatic Fringe!” [said by Polish president Wojciech Jauzelski while reading a newspaper 
with the headline, ‘Millions of Poles cheer Pope’s arrival’] 

Jun. 17, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-545 “Zis really reminds me of Santiago in the autumn of ’74…or vas it Saigon ’69…no, maybe the 
Sinai…” [said by Henry Kissinger to a colleague as they shelter themselves from combat 
gunfire in Central America] 

[Aug. 6, 1983] 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-546 “1992: Projected Saskatchewan CASH CROP” [a getaway train with a car full of money] Feb. 8, 1983 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-547 “..One thing for certain..it’s NOT a Korean jetliner!!” [said by a member of a Soviet aircrew in a 
phone conversation as he reads a document entitled, ‘How to Tellink Apart Airplanes Chart’] 

[Dec. 23, 1983] 31.5 x 44.5 cm  

GM-DA-548 “…Where do I enlist?” [said by an enthusiastic man entering a saloon; in the foreground a 
man reads a newspaper with the headline, ‘It’s War say Moose Jaw pub owners’] 

Jan. 12, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-549 “…Aye down’t axpact laingwidge t’baycam a prablam.*” [said by John Crosbie; caption reads, 
“* Official Translation: English: I don’t expect language to become a problem French: Je ne 
crois pas que la langue soit un problème”] 

May 10, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-550 “I understand the Premier’ll be dropping by to discuss renovations…” [overheard coming from 
a B.C. Civil Service office as a wrecking ball approaches the back of the building] 

July 16, 1983 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-551 [Father Time, reading George Orwell’s 1984 while holding his scythe, looking over at a New 
Year’s baby for 1984] 

 

[alternate 
version to Dec. 
31, 1983?] 

30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-552 [Father Time, reading George Orwell’s 1984 while holding his scythe, looking fearfully over at 
a New Year’s baby for 1984] 

Dec. 31, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-553 “If you’re ever in the neighborhood…Drop in!!” [said by Brian Mulroney, dressed in an ‘I love 
Central Nova’ t-shirt, standing among a pile of fish while wearing a deployed parachute]  

Aug. 30, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-554 [Grant Devine, dressed as a handyman, hammering a nail into a coffin with ‘NDP’ written on 
its side] 

Feb. 24, 1983 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-555 “Gov. of Sask. Committee on Fiscal Restraint” [A group of six men and one woman with the 
individual titles of: “Chief Adviser to the 2

nd
 Assistant”; “Executive Assistant to the Adviser”; 

“Assistant Adviser to the Associate Assistant”; “Chief Secretary to the 3
rd

 Adviser (Tues-
Thurs)”; “Associate Assistant to the Assistant”; “Executive Secretary to the Chief Adviser”; and 
“Comptroller”] 

Sep. 1, 1983 22 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-556 [Used car salesman pitching his sale of a bus with ‘Prairie Shuttle’ on its side to another man; 
caption reads, “…How ‘bout this little baby…originally owned by a now deposed 
government.”] 

Mar. 29, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-557 “…So then we got this telegram from Bill Hunter saying ‘I hear you’re having a bit of trouble in 
Montreal’…” [said by a member of the ‘Montreal Expos’ while wearing a baseball uniform and 
hockey skates and gloves, holding a hockey stick and puck] 

Mar. 26, 1983 30 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-558 [News reporter interviewing a man; caption reads, “And now for another news first…an 
interview with a member of the Conservative Party of Canada who will NOT be declaring 
candidacy for the leadership…”] 

Mar. 23, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-559 ‘Hang on!...We’ve got a fast-breaking update on the Rider purges…” [said by a member of the 
press standing near Gainer the Gopher, who is holding a pink slip and looking bewildered] 

Aug. 24, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-560 “…Mr. Prime Minister?...Polling Division here…I think we’re starting to get a clear reading..” 
[Liberal Party staffer in a phone conversation while he and a colleague observe a public 
opinion poll, the bar graph of which trends downward, spelling out the word ‘Resign’] 

[Oct. 15, 1983] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-561 “…Yes, Madam Speaker! The Tory Party does have an alternative to current Canadian 
foreign policy!” [said by a Member of Parliament while wearing Great War-era artillery gear] 

Oct. 8, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-562 “..Analysists agree the amphibious assault here on Port Coquitlam has marked a new low in 
B.C. labor negotiations!” [said by a news reporter as what appears to be an abandoned 
lumber or mining camp] 

 

Nov. 2, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-563 [Joe Clark, walking the plank of the ship ‘HMCS Tory’ that has been taken over by pirates; 
caption reads, “…So then, am I to assume some of you actually favor a leadership review?” 

Jan. 7, 1983 31 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-564 [People working in an office; a message comes from a large computer; speech bubble is 
empty] [possibly an incomplete drawing]  

1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-565 “Non!” [thought by René Lévesque as he reads a newspaper with the headline, ‘P.Q. Lose 3 
More Seats!’] 

Jun. 22, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-566 “…Ain’t that disgusting!” [said by an employee of an adult movie and book store as he reads a 
newspaper with the headline, ‘Violence Against Women Increases’] 

[Jan. 21, 1983] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-567 “…Of course the Japanese don’t understand the subtleties of the issue” [overheard coming 
from the U.S.S. Enterprise while docked near Hiroshima; protestors on land hold placards that 
read ‘Enterprise Go Home!’ and ‘No Nukes in Japan!’] 

[Mar. 22, 1983] 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-568 [Pierre Trudeau speeding in a race car that is falling apart; ‘Gov’t Spending’ is written on the 
side of the car] 

Feb. 26, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-569 “..Welcome Back!” [said by a news-stand operator to Pierre Trudeau, who is looking 
unimpressed and carrying luggage; all the newspapers on display are about Brian Mulroney 
and his victory in the Progressive Conservative leadership race] 

Sep. 2, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-570 “…And as your M.P. I must ask you to stop phoning me at home with these RIDICULOUS 
allegations of travel abuses” [overheard coming from a house that has a jet airliner parked 
next to it] 

Oct. 7, 1983 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-571 “..Just give it to me straight…are we with the good guys or the bad guys?” [asked by Ronald 
Reagan to a U.S. Army major general; war maps of Lebanon and Beirut are nearby] 

[Sep. 21, 1983] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-572 [Middle Eastern sheiks careening off a cliff in a luxury automobile with ‘OPEC’ written on its 
side] 

Jan. 26, 1983 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-573 “..Phase two” [said by a farmer, manning a tank with ‘Keep the Crow!’ written on its side] Aug. 11, 1983 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-574 “…Dense Packs” [1
st
 frame: men lined up at an American soup kitchen; 2

nd
 frame: American 

MX missiles] 
Jan. 8, 1983 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-575 “…It may be part of the Kremlin’s new peace offensive…but I still say we look silly!” [said by 
one American soldier to another while each operates tanks painted with flowers and peace 
signs] 

[Feb. 2, 1983 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-576 “…Trust me.” [man, dressed in a trench coat, hat and sunglasses, holding a microphone and 
earphones, revealing the inside panel of his coat that reads, ‘Proposed Civilian Security 
Agency’] 

[May 26, 1983] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-577 ‘Canadian Gothic” [a parody of the ‘American Gothic’ work of art, however next to the man is 
a banker holding a Deed in his hand] [photocopy] 

Jul. 14, 1983 28 x 43 cm 

GM-DA-578 “Regina Winter Survival Guide” [a person bundled in a down-filled parka, wool scarf, pile-lined 
boots and holding a one-way ticket to Mazatlan] [photocopy] 

[Dec. 22, 1983] 28 x 43 cm 

 1984   

GM-DA-579 “Actually…we HAD hoped to find a more sophisticated drainage mechanism…” [said by 
Northern Saskatchewan minister George McLeod as he holds a Key Lake environmental 
report in one hand, and an oversized drain plug in his other hand] 

[Jan. 17, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-580 “…Not to be confused with the Enmity Games” [Soviet runner thumbing his nose at an 
Olympic torch bearer standing at the race start line] 

Aug. 21, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-581 [Liberal Party of Canada staffer holding a hat at the end of stick out into the hallway of 1985, 
presumably checking to see if it is safe to exit the room; two other men cower behind a table] 

[Dec. 29, 1984] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-582 “On the one hand, can we be certain just what constitutes ‘richness’ per se?..Equivalently, 
what defines the state of so-called ‘povertyhood’?...” [asked by Brian Mulroney as Robin Hood 
to his merry men while holding a copy of the Tory policy on universality] 

1984 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-583 [City of Regina pick-up truck with an employee in the truck bed, holding a ‘Safety First!’ sign 
as the truck crashes through a barricade, airborne] 

May 18, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-584 “This proposal of Libyan aid is vile, heartless and inhuman!..” “..I knew you’d like it!” [said by 
members of the IRA] 

May 2, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-585 “Let’s not be too hasty!” [said by an American, studying a large pile of reports on acid rain, 
while looking down at a Canadian beaver holding an umbrella with no canopy] 

[Oct. 18, 1984] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-586 “..What bugs you about the Laxer Report?” “..The stuff about not evolving with the times” [said 
by the driver of a horse-drawn carriage and his passenger; the carriage has ‘NDP’ on its back-
end] 

Jan. 14, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-587 “Indicators seem to all point toward a long-term drought problem…” [said by a husband to his 
wife while witnessing a man riding a camel down the street; the man on the camel holds onto 
a Saskatchewan road map] 

Jul. 28, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-588 “Relax…we’re gonna keep it on a tight leash!” [said by Ronald Reagan while holding onto the 
leash of an elephant with ‘The NEW Right’ on its side] 

[Nov. 7, 1984] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-589 “..His first word!” [said by a mother of her baby who says the word ‘Strike’; re: the British 
Columbia labour dispute] 

[Apr. 3, 1984] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-590 “On the bright side…it’s a wonderful excuse to start some rebuilding!” [overheard coming from 
within the ruins of the Liberal Party of Canada building] 

Sep. 7, 1984 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-591 “Mushez vous!” [said by a northern Canadian dog-sled driver to his dog team, while holding a 
newspaper with the headline, ‘Yukon to be bilingual’] 

Mar. 21, 1984 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-592 [1
st
 frame:] “1950…Television hailed as a major cultural advance.” [2

nd
 frame:] “…Then 

following ‘Larry the Talking Golf Cart’ there’s ‘Invasion of the Killer Budgies from Planetoid 
Nine…” [1984; woman reading from a TV Guide to her husband] 

[Sep. 28, 1984 29 x 40.5 cm 

GM-DA-593 “..The trick lies in getting out before it unfolds on you.” [said by Pierre Trudeau, lounging in a 
tropical setting, reading a book he penned entitled The Unfolding Universe] 

Sep. 12, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-594 [A university graduate knocking on the door of a phoney building façade with a sign that reads 
‘Job Market’ hanging from it] 

May 5, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-595 “…Twentieth Century Perils” [1
st
 frame:] “The Bomb [a nuclear bomb]; [2

nd
 frame:] “The 

Bombed” [an impaired driver behind the wheel] 
[Dec. 15, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-596 “…I’ll vouch for that!” [said by a gun store owner while reading a newspaper with the headline, 
‘Closer ties with American culture good for Canadian business] 

[Oct. 11, 1984] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-597 “Now you see it…” [said by the host of the ‘Political Poll Show’ while playing a shell and pea 
game; the three shells are labelled with the Liberal, NDP and P.C. party names, respectively] 

May 4, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-598 [Ronald Reagan, wearing a space suit with ‘Star Wars Policy’ written on it, looking over at a 
Doomsday clock while holding a pocket watch; he says ‘…Synchronize your watches!”] 

[Dec. 20, 1984] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-599 “..To start with, we’ve made a few changes to the budget review process…” [said by federal 
finance minister Michael Wilson while standing near a guillotine] 

[Oct. 3, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-600 “John, here’s your speech on party solidarity…any questions?” “…Just one. Do you feel a 
draft?” [overheard coming from John Turner’s Liberal ’84 airplane while people are 
parachuting out of it] 

 

Aug. 23, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-601 [Pierre Trudeau, standing next to a ‘Liberal Machine’, while holding an oil can with ‘Patronage’ 
written on it] 

Jan. 20, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-602 “Prospects appear to be booming.” [said by a farmer to his wife; their farm sits atop a lit bomb 
with ‘Foreclosure’ written on it] 

[Dec. 11, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-603 [1
st
 frame: a missile, with “Distance: 6000 Mi.; Travel time: 14 Min 30 Sec.” written below it; 

2
nd

 frame: a crate of food aid, with “Distance: 6000 Mi.; Travel time: Difficult to be 
precise…dependent upon a wide range of variables including transportation, economics, 
politics, etc., etc.”; cutline reads, “20

th
 Century delivery systems”  

[Nov. 15, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-604 “…I used to farm..but I decided to get into something less risky” [said by a lion tamer to a man 
who has unlocked the cage 

[Oct. 27, 1984] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-605 “Tonight’s lead story..’The first anniversary of the Tory cutbacks. Who has felt the sting?’..” 
[overheard coming from a CBC studio located in an old farmhouse] 

[Oct. 31, 1984] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-606 “So I said..’Look John, as a trusted aide, I say we call the election for September and go with 
a renewed leadership theme…have I ever been wrong?’” [said by a homeless man while 
reminiscing with two other homeless men; one of the homeless men is wearing a ‘Blakeney 
‘82’ button – see GM-DA-317 for reference]  

Aug. 30, 1984 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-607 “Of course…Fritz here doesn’t just want to ride on his reputation as my ol’ vice-president..” 
[said by U.S. president Jimmy Carter as he has his arm around Walter ‘Fritz’ Mondale, who is 
wearing a paper bag on his head] 

Mar. 14, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-608 [1
st
 frame:] “…You’re continually disrupting our history lesson on the Parliament of 

Canada!!...Whatever will be come of you?” [said by a teacher to a young boy];  [2
nd

 frame:] 
“Order in the House!” [said by the Speaker of the House to the same person, now a man and 
an M.P.]   

[Dec. 22, 1984] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-609 “..What a relief! I’m being transferred to Beirut!” [said by a member of the Manitoba 
Legislature press to another; the men are covering the province’s French language issue] 

1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-610 “I call it…’Homage to all the Liberal Party leaders who’ve come from western Canada’” [said 
by an artist standing next to his work of art – a painting of a black hole; caption reads, 
“…Minimalism”] 

Mar. 8, 1984 44.5 x 32 cm 

GM-DA-611 [1
st
 frame:] “…as a parent, one must be prepared for the moment when your maturing child 

poses that (ahem!) “DIFFICULT” question… [said by a bird, perched next to a bee]; [2
nd

 
frame:] “..What’s the real difference between a Liberal and a Conservative?” [asked by a boy] 

Aug. 18, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-612 “..Victory!” [said by a member of the Manitoba Conservative Party while sitting in the cab of a 
crane with a wrecking ball; adjacent is a demolished Manitoba legislative building] 

 

Mar. 2, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-613 [A boy and his dog sit in front of a television that broadcasts the warning, ‘The following 
political exchange contains vicious slurs and distorted facts. Parental guidance suggested’; 
caption reads, “…Truth in advertising”] 

[Jul. 26, 1984] 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-614 “And now…I’d like to say a few words about patronage…” [said by Brian Mulroney at a 
podium; a man playing a violin stands beside him] 

Jul. 31, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-615 “..That’s encouraging! We’re gaining momentum!!” [said by U.S. presidential candidate Walter 
Mondale to his running mate Geraldine Ferraro as they travel in their campaign vehicle that is 
falling apart on a bumpy road] 

[Sep. 22, 1984 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-616 “..I told you..NEVER interrupt me during a playoff game!!” [said by a husband, watching 
hockey playoffs on television, to his wife; a mushroom cloud can be seen from their window] 

Apr. 21, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-617 [A young boy, lying in bed as an old man sits beside the bed, holding a book entitled, Tales of 
the West; caption (that appears only in the published version) reads, “Tell me again about the 
old days…how you could ride out and maybe see a covered wagon…a buffalo…a Liberal.”] 

Apr. 5, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-618 “Great Scott!...They’re going to make people WATCH them as well!” [said by a man, reading a 
newspaper with the headline, ‘Theatres must show Canadian films says Government’ to 
another man; both stand outside an office of Amnesty International] 

[May 31, 1984] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-619 “…I suppose a one-way ticket to Madrid would cost about 900 bucks…why do you ask?” [said 
by a mother to her son; the son, while doing his homework, reads a newspaper with the 
headline, ‘Spanish government bans homework’] 

Sep. 18, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-620 [A man and woman sit in bleachers; above them is a large sign that reads, ‘1988 Olympics 
and Rummage Sale’; caption (which appeared in published version) reads, “Remember the 
old days when a bunch of countries would come and there’d be races and stuff…?”] 

May 10, 1984 31.5 x 39 cm 

GM-DA-621 “I understand they’re an endangered species.” [said by one bear to another while standing 
near two federal Department of the Environment employees leaving their remote office] 

[Nov. 30, 1984] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-622 “First…we establish our credibility..” [said by a man, wearing a suit jacket and tie, boxer 
shorts, cowboy boots and a Napoleonic hat, while speaking to two people and a horse; above 
him is a banner that reads, ‘Inauguration – Confederation of Regions Party of Alberta; caption 
reads, “News Item: New separatist party founded in Alberta…” 

[Jan. 31, 1984] 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-623 [‘New Olympic Events’ including ‘Long-Distance Rhetoric (a Soviet leader speaking while 
holding a long, text-filled page) ‘Synchronized Leaving’ (three men, all with their right hands 
waving in the air) and ‘Political Run-Around’ (Ronald Reagan and a Soviet leader arguing)] 

[May 17, 1984] 44.5 x 29.5 cm 

GM-DA-624 “Soviet Seat of Power” [a Soviet office chair, with lines for oxygen and intravenous fluid 
draped over the chair’s arm; a nurse stands nearby, next to medical equipment] 

Sep. 13, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-625 “…Shocking! It’s ANOTHER letter accusing us of being out of touch with the times!!” [said by 
a Viking to two others in historical dress, while sitting in the headquarters of the Miss America 
Pageant] 

Sep. 14, 1984 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-626 [Man walking a dog, wearing a golf bag filled with yard maintenance tools; man reads a 
newspaper with the headline, ‘City comes down hard on dog droppings’] 

Sep. 8, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-627 “And for his work on Yuri Andropov’s medical reports…this year’s OUTSTANDING FICTION 
award goes to…” [announced by a representative of the Soviet Writers’ Guild] 

Jan. 5, 1984 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-628 [1
st
 frame:] “Mr. Turner wishes to deny rumors of panic and discord in the Liberal campaign!!” 

[2
nd

 frame:] “..In a prepared statement, issued this morning from his bunker…” [said by a 
spokesman for John Turner] 

Aug. 17, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-629 “…Don’t shoot if you can see the whites of their eyes!” [said by a leader of a rat version of the 
IRA to other rats] 

[Oct. 17, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-630 “Hey, Konstantin…did you read the paper today?” [said by a staffer to Soviet leader 
Konstantin Chernenko while reading a Pravda newspaper with the headline, ‘Reagan looking 
old and tired’; Chernenko is asleep in his chair] 

[Oct. 12, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-631 [Ronald Reagan, working at his desk, wearing a smiley-face button on his lapel; an open 
bottle of pep pills sits on the desk] 

1984 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-632 “Chief!...We’ve caught some old guy here who claims he didn’t know he was importing a 
batch of fake Cabbage Patch Dolls!” [said in a phone conversation by a customs agent while 
detaining Santa Claus]  

[Dec. 19, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-633 “Some day, son, these will all be yours! [said by a farmer while holding mortgage, debt and 
loan documents] 

Jul. 21, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-634 “…Welfare cuts are causing distress…” “…That’s tough!” “..There’s growing concern over the 
deficit..” “..That’s tough!” “..Patronage is becoming an issue..” “..That’s tough!” [all overheard 
coming from the Saskatchewan Legislative Building; caption reads, “…Saskatchewan 
Tough!”] 

[Jun. 7, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-635 “…Play it again, Sam!” [said by Brian Mulroney to Uncle Sam, who plays the ‘American 
Investment Boogie’ on the piano] 

[Dec. 12, 1984] 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-636 “..Mind you…policy meetings have changed a lot since I first entered politics” [said by a 
politician to others while kowtowing to a pollster] 

[Jun. 1, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-637 “…When I’m calling you-ooo-oo-oo” [love song sung between Ronald Reagan and Brian 
Mulroney while canoeing together] 

Sep. 27, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-638 [A rocket, with ‘Glenn Campaign’ on it, crashed into the ground in Iowa] Feb. 23, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-639 […It’s something called ‘Democracy’” [said by an alien to another alien while reading a book 
entitled Earth Guide as they witness a rowdy Liberal leadership convention] 

Jun. 16, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-640 “Comrade Chernenko is unable to attend tonight due to an unfortunate little cold…” [said by a 
speaker at a memorial dinner for Yuri Andropov; caption reads, “News Item: Western sources 
believe Soviet president to be ill”] 

Jun. 19, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-641 “Fritz is a fraidy cat wimpo!” “Am not!” “Are too!” “Am not!” [sandbox argument between 
Ronald Reagan and Walter ‘Fritz’ Mondale; caption reads, “…The Age Factor”] 

[Oct. 25, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-642 “…Allow me to introduce our new secretary in charge of press relations.” [said by federal 
secretary of external affairs Joe Clark while holding the leash to a brute of a man holding a 
baseball bat] 

[Nov. 17, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-643 [Libyan prime minister Moammar Khadafy as a jack-in-the-box, springing out of the box, which 
has ‘International Diplomacy’ written on its side] 

Apr. 24, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-644 “I dunno doc! He was just reading the paper and all of a sudden he went sort of quiet like…” 
[said by a woman in a phone conversation as she observes her husband who sits in a 
catatonic state in his chair; beside him is a newspaper with the headline, ‘Trudeau hints at a 
political comeback’] 

[Nov. 20, 1984] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-645 “Next!” [said by a Parks Canada ranger to a queue of angry woodland animals; a rabbit says 
“I’ve never favored universality.”; caption reads, “News Item: Tories base new cost recovery 
programs on ‘User Pay’ philosophy” 

[Nov. 21, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-646 “’Here on Parliament Hill it’s near total chaos as the remaining Liberals fight for space on the 
evacuation choppers!...Wait!!...the first wave of Tories has just been sighted coming up 
Wellington Street!!’” [coming from a television newscast; a family watches the television 
intensely] 

Sep. 5, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-647 “..Better to put on another shift. Tomorrow’s payday!” [overheard coming from the Canadian 
Mint, which is attached via a pipeline to the Crown Corporations office]  

[Oct. 26, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-648 [A woman with ‘Campaign Promises’ written on her chest, runs with a suitcase, trying to catch 
up to a Progressive Conservative Party 33

rd
 Parliament bus driven by Brian Mulroney] 

[Nov. 13, 1984] 30 x 44 cm 

GM-DA-649 “..Can’t argue with that.” [said by a haggard woman reading a newspaper with the headline, 
‘You ain’t seen nothing’ yet! Accompanied by a picture of Ronald Reagan] 

[Nov. 8, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-650 [Two men stand together near a road sign that reads, ‘Moose Jaw 15 km; Banff 34 km’; 
mountains can be seen in the near distance; caption reads, “…Back in 84, when the 
government announced they were planning massive expansion to the federal parks system, 
no one here in Saskatchewan gave it much thought…” 

1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-651 “…Back in ’84 nobody even guessed at the full extent of the Tory cutbacks.” [said by an 
Ottawa tour bus driver as the bus drives near Parliament Hill; the land all around is barren 
with the exception of a rabbit that is hopping away]  

[Dec. 5, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-652 “Unfortunately there’s not a single harbor worth mining” [said by a man, holding a map of 
Saskatchewan, to an American general; cutline reads, “News Item: MP claims CIA ran 
information gathering operation on Saskatchewan] 

[Dec. 6, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-653 “…Now THAT’S obscene!” [thought by both a man looking at a centerfold and a man reading 
a newspaper with the headline ‘Millions face starvation while money continues to be spent on 
arms buildup’] 

[Dec. 7, 1984] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-654 [Grim Reaper, reading a newspaper with the headline ‘Gandhi Assassinated’ while adding to 
a tally sheet; other newspapers lay nearby with the headlines, ‘Polish priest found dead’ and 
‘Embassy blast kills 240’] 

Nov. 1, 1984 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-655 “There is goes again! What is that?!” “…Feels like a major shifting to the right!” [overhead 
coming from somewhere in Saskatchewan while rumbles occur off the west coast of Canada] 

Aug. 29, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-656 [1
st
 of six frames, all said by the same man:] “Latest computer projections show Mulroney 

winning by 76.05837% on Sept. 4” [2
nd

 frame:] “…Near the end of October he will come down 
with a nasty virus…” [3

rd
 frame:] “…But will recover in early November when he will purchase 

a…” [4
th
 frame:] “…Late model domestic sedan with all the options except tilt-steering.” [5

th
 

frame: nothing said] [6
th
 frame:] “…Remember to allow for a small margin of computer error.” 

Sep. 1, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-657 “..I know it’s here somewhere..” [said by Ronald Reagan as he searches through a pile of 
weapons stored in a trunk with ‘Central American Policy’ written on its side] 

Apr. 25, 1984 30.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-658 [1
st
 frame:] “What’s all the fuss?...Our policy on universality is carved in stone!” [said by Brian 

Mulroney as he taps a chisel into a stone wall; the 2
nd

 frame reveals the complete wall with 
‘Maybe’ carved into it] 

[Dec. 18, 1984] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-659 “Looks pretty scary sir!!...Better fire a warning shot into their bow!!” [overheard coming from a 
heavily armed American ship as a rowboat with ‘Nicaragua’ on its stern approaches] 

[Nov. 16, 1984] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-660 [A terrified couple and a pilot in the carriage of a hot-air balloon sailing over the prairie; cutline 
reads, “Granted…de-regulation has had a greater impact on those of you flying to smaller 
centers…”] 

May 16, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-661 “…And now, for today’s inspirational reading..” [said by Ayatollah Khomeini to his followers 
while reading from the book Apocalypse Now!] 

May 19, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-662 [A farmer barreling out of control in his tractor, following the downward path of a Farm 
Economy line graph] 

Aug. 11, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-663 [1
st
 frame:] “The Old Right” [a Viking holding an ax and shield] [2

nd
 frame:] “The New Right” [a 

well-to-do man wearing a tuxedo, smoking a cigar and holding a martini] [3
rd

 frame:] “The Last 
Rites” [New Democratic Party leader Ed Broadbent, looking concerned] [original and 
annotated copy] 

[Jun. 2, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

 Box 6   

GM-DA-664 “OK! OK!...Heads I stay!...Tails I remain” [said by Pierre Trudeau while flipping a coin] Feb. 22, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-665 “Granted…this won’t make it any easier for the boys in public relations!” [said by one 
American air force officer to another as they observe one of their crashed cruise missiles at a 
peace camp in Cold Lake, Alberta] 

Mar. 6, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-666 “..At least we’re still teached how to reed and talk good!” [said by a girl to a boy as the boy 
reads an upside-down newspaper] 

May 11, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-667 “You realize what this will probably do for morale…” [overheard coming from the Bank of 
Canada building, which has a banner hanging on the front of the building that reads, 
‘Sorry…we do not accept CANADIAN CURRENCY’] 

Jul. 13, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-668 “..Rigors of Olympic Preparation” [an Olympic athlete inhaling into a mask attached to an air 
tank that has ‘Official L.A. Smog’ written on its side] 

Jul. 17, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-669 “Mr. President, what’s our stand on world population control?...” “..We’re for the sanctity of 
human life!” [overheard coming from the White House, surrounded by U.S. missiles] 

Aug. 10, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-670 “..It’s getting harder to keep him psyched up!” [said by a medieval soldier to a King Arthur-like 
jouster who holds a ‘Turner Campaign’ banner and is mounted on a sleeping horse] 

[Feb. 3, 1984] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-671 “…Think I’ll sell out and buy 6-49 tickets…I like the odds better!” [said by a dairy farmer while 
reading a newspaper with the headline, ‘Farm Prospects Bleak!’] 

Jan. 12, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-672 “Simple! We dump Bush…run him…and meet the Democrats halfway!!” [said by a Republican 
staff to Ronald Reagan while pointing to a poster of pop singer Boy George; Reagan holds a 
newspaper with the headline, ‘Mondale Picks Woman’]  

Jul. 14, 1984 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-673 “Okay…son then your wife said ‘..Look honey, another feature on George Orwell’s 1984’…” 
[said by a doctor while admitting a patient to the Happydale Rest Home] 

Jan. 6, 1984 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-674 “…Word’s out our campaign is developing image problems!” [said by one Liberal Party staffer 
to another while standing inside a building, above which is a large sign that reads, ‘Liberal 
Campaign ’84 Planning Division’, however the last three letters are cramped at the end] 

Aug. 3, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-675 “ ‘Golly…I suppose you’re right…there is a federal election coming up..’ “ [said by a man as 
he reads a script for the Grain Stabilization Payouts] 

Apr. 27, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-676 “That Libyan affair…Quite shocking!..” “Yes..A total disregard for international law..” [said by 
one CIA agent to another while throwing a bomb into a body of water] 

Apr. 26, 1984 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-677 [Ronald Reagan as an elephant; beside his image reads,  ‘Reganaus Republicanus…prolific 
species currently massing in the Dallas region..noted for longevity and 
aggressiveness…appears to increasingly favor the terrain of the Far Right’] 

Aug. 22, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-678 “I said..’Do you agree that a growing number of Canadians seem to be losing interest in the 
Liberal leadership race?’” [said by one polling analyst to another, who is asleep] 

Apr. 28, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-679 “…New in these parts, ain’t yew stranger?” [said by one old west cowboy, wearing ‘Prov. 
Lotteries’ on his chest, to another, wearing ‘Fed. Sports Pool’ on his chest] 

May 8, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-680 [Ronald Reagan, dressed as a priest, speaking at a podium while holding a book similar to a 
bible with ‘Polls’ written on its cover] 

[Oct. 20, 1984] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-681 “Sovereign-associativity if necessary but not necessarily associative-sovereigntyhood!” [said 
by René Lévesque while holding a pieced-together Parti Québecois policy document] 

Sep. 25, 1984 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-682 “You are accused on brutally murdering 9,000 Argentine citizens!...You coming peacefully or 
am I gonna have to use force?” [said by a tiny police agent with a bullhorn and handcuffs, 
standing on the exaggerated shoulder of an oversized Argentine general]  

Oct. 2, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-683 “We hit’em with the CHARISMA, step back and ..Bingo..WHELANMANIA! [said by Liberal 
leadership candidate Eugene Whelan]  

Apr. 17, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-684 “…Any questions?” [said by John Turner as he stands beside a large chalkboard displaying, 
‘Turner Theory of Language Rights’ followed by a complicated algorithm] 

Apr. 14, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-685 “..Flight system still needs work.” [overheard coming from a Canadair jet with a large hot-air 
balloon with ‘Tax Dollars’ written on its side hooked to the jet] 

Mar. 16, 1984 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-686 “..Got a light?” [said by a politician with his arm around a 1984 Olympics torch bearer; cutline 
reads, “Running Mates”]  

Apr. 19, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-687 “…And over here Mr. Turner is the room we’ve been using for federal policy meetings..” [said 
by a Liberal Party staffer while standing near a large map of Canada that only contains land 
from Ontario eastward] 

Jun. 20, 1984 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-688 “..Wish we could say the same about Andropov!” [said by a Soviet while reading a Pravda 
newspaper with the headlines, ‘Reagan will stand again in ‘84’ and ‘Nasty sniffles still plague 
Yuri says 46 member medical team’; another Soviet says, “…Be happy if he’d even sit 
again!”]  

Feb. 1, 1984 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-689 “…Lingering Image Problem” [a woman with ‘Women Voters’ written on her shirt thinks of 
John Turner, who has an exaggerated right forearm and hand] 

Aug. 8, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-690 “..How come the Tories are doing so well?” “…They owe it all to one man.” [said by two men 
standing in front of a stone bust statue of Pierre Trudeau]  

Aug. 24, 1984 31.4 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-691 “..Charge (urp) It!” [said by an obese man with ‘National Debt’ written on his jacket, while 
indulging in a multi-course meal]  

May 12, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-692 “Career Quiz: Pick the B.C. Labor Negotiator..” [images are a. a farmer; b. a nurse; and c. a 
man in a suit of armour, holding a brief case and with his other arm in a sling] 

May 1, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-693 “…Québec sovereignty sadly prevents my own participation in this event…” [said by René 
Lévesque, surrounded by cigarettes and cigarette butts, holding a sign for National Non-
Smoking Week] 

Jan. 26, 1984 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-694 [1
st
 frame:] Pierre Trudeau standing behind a podium, participating in a North South Dialogue; 

[2
nd

 frame:] Trudeau participating in an East West Dialogue between the Soviet Union and the 
United States; [3

rd
 frame:] a cob-webbed podium for a Turner Trudeau Dialogue] 

 

[Nov. 23, 1984] 32 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-695 [René Lévesque, strapped to a missile with ‘Sovereignty’ written on its side, repeatedly 
attempting to light its fuse] 

[Oct. 30, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-696 “Could you do that somewhere else?...I’m trying to generate some Christmas Spirit!” [said by 
a store owner to a woman standing outside his store, soliciting for donations to famine relief] 

[Nov. 27, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-697 [A trapeze artist with ‘Sovereignty’ written on his leotard, airborne after being unable to catch 
the next swing which René Lévesque is sitting upon; Lévesque has ‘Associative’ written on 
his leotard] 

[Nov. 24, 1984] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-698 [A young Iranian boy pointing to himself, confused, as he observes a large poster that reads, 
‘Uncle Khomeini Wants You!’; cutline reads, “News Item: Iran using children as conscripts in 
Gulf War” 

Mar. 15, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-699 [A frightened elephant, with ‘Government Spending’ on its side, looking at a mouse carrying a 
briefcase with ‘Auditor General’ on its side]  

[Dec. 14, 1984] 29 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-700 [1
st
 frame: A Union Carbide Bhopal Settlement Offer leaned up against a jar; 2

nd
 frame: the 

offer document blown over to reveal that the jar is one to hold Petty Cash] 
[Dec. 13, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-701 “I could of told them…Those @*#! Machines are nothing but trouble!” [said by Richard Nixon 
while reading a newspaper with the headlines, ‘Wilson apologizes for taped meeting’ and ‘Joe 
Clark sends wrong tape to radio station’] 

[Dec. 1, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-702 “…Any offers on 4 ½ million ‘Oui’ buttons?” [said by René Lévesque while holding a record 
album entitled, ‘Charles De Gaulle: Vive le Québec Libre!’] 

[Dec. 8, 1984] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-703 “Where do I sign?..” [asked by the Grim Reaper to a man holding a capital punishment 
petition] 

[Oct. 16, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-704 [An executive at the Metric Commission office giving dictation to his assistant; cutline in 
published version only reads, “Sadly, due to the ingrained thinking of many pint-sized 
Canadian brains, metric conversion has been merely inching along, with miles to go before 
the process is complete!...”] 

[May 24, 1984] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-705 “…And now a few words on the role of restraint in contemporary politics..” [said by a Benjamin 
Franklin-like persona, wearing a clown suit] 

[May 25, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-706 “Déjà Vu: The experience or feeling that one has encountered the same situation before…” 
[the Ayatollah Khomeini turning off the spigot of western oil]  

 

Mar. 1, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-707 “Look George! A local in full national costume” [said by a wife to her husband while observing 
a man walking a strike picket line in England] 

Jul. 18, 1984 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-708 “..Conditions HAVE forced us to modify some of the ski events.” [overheard coming from the 
headquarters of the Waskimo ’84 winter celebration; a man water-skis in Wascana Lake] 

Feb. 17, 1984 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-709 “..Mind you..the Bubonic Plague thing in Banff is unsubstantiated as are the earthquake 
warnings for Calgary…” [said by a Saskatchewan Tourism information officer from his booth 
to a man driving a car from Ontario; cutline reads, “News Item: Provincial government plans to 
creatively promote local tourism”] 

May 15, 1984 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-710 “..Speech went real well…Now if he’d just loosen up a bit…” [said by one staffer of the John 
Turner Liberal leadership campaign staff to another as he carries a completely stiff John 
Turner under his arm] 

Mar. 30, 1984 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-711 “This security fuss…sometimes you just have to trust that the government is acting in our best 
interest…” [said by a man in a phone conversation] “…My sentiments exactly” [thought by a 
man who has wire-tapped the first man’s phone conversation] 

[Jan. 24, 1984] 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-712 “How to Identify Northern Saskatchewan Wildlife” [1
st
 frame: a rabbit, hopping on a road near 

Key Lake during the daytime; 2
nd

 frame: the rabbit, startled in nighttime] 
Jan.10, 1984 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-713 [1
st
 frame:] “Trust Me” [said by an 19

th
 century politician to an Indigenous man reading a 

treaty]; [2
nd

 frame:] “Trust Me” [said by Pierre Trudeau to an Indigenous man reading the 
Constitution]; [3

rd
 frame:] “Trust Me” [said by an Indigenous man, holding a Self-Government 

document]   

Mar. 9, 1984 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-714 “..I’ve got this incredible urge to stay farming!” [confessed by a farmer to a Gamblers 
Anonymous counsellor] 

[Apr. 10, 1984] 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-715 “We got him this time…1949…D-…Social Studies!” [said by a spy into a walkie talkie while 
reading Brian Mulroney’s 3

rd
 grade report card; cutline reads, “News Item: Liberal operatives 

probe Mulroney’s past…”] 

Feb. 18, 1984 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-716 “Whoa fellah…steady now!...” [said by René Lévesque, dressed as a medieval jouster, 
mounted on a horse skeleton with ‘Separatism’ written on the horse’s blanket] 

Jun. 13, 1984 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-717 “Trudeaumania..” [1
st
 image: a young woman in 1968, enamoured by a portrait of Pierre 

Trudeau; 2
nd

 image: the same woman in 1984, enamoured by the newspaper headline that 
reads, ‘Trudeau Resigns’] 

 

Mar. 1, 1984 41 x 51 cm 
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GM-DA-718 “…Nice to see they found a role for Jimmy!” [overheard coming from a crowd at the 1984 
Democratic National Convention; Jimmy Carter, dressed as a peanut vendor, stands in the 
foreground] 

Jul. 19, 1984 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-719 “Mr. Mulroney! This survey indicates many women perceive you as ‘patronizing’…” 
“Now…don’t go worrying your pretty little head about it…” [Mulroney to his female assistant] 

Jun. 22, 1984 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-720 [A women reads the weather section of a newspaper with the headline, ‘Hot Air Engulfs 
Canada’; her husband reads the politics section with the exact same headline, accompanied 
by a photograph of Brian Mulroney, Ed Broadbent and John Turner] 

Aug. 1, 1984 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-721 “So…lost our receipt for the handlegrips have we?...” [said by an officer at the Saskatchewan 
Motorcycle Surveillance Depot; cutline reads, “News Item: Government of Saskatchewan 
proposes annual mandatory check on motorcycles for stolen parts…”] 

[Jan. 13, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

 Box 7   

GM-DA-722 “..I believe it has something to do with a resignation..” [said by one horse to another as they 
observe people celebrating inside the office of western Liberals] 

Mar. 3, 1984 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-723 [Saddam Hussein and Ayatollah Khomeini, standing arm-in-arm and smiling while preparing 
to light a bomb with a map of North and South America featured on it] 

[May 26, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-724 “Mission control to Challenger…Your signal’s coming in REAL strong!” [said by a NASA 
employee as the spacecraft is close to crashing into the air traffic control tower; cutline reads, 
“News Item: Shuttle mission fraught with technical mishaps”] 

Feb. 11, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-725 [A press reporter yelling into the ear trumpet held by an old man; caption reads, “I said…’As a 
participant in the Legislative bell-ringing session back in ’84…do you feel this event had a 
personal impact on your life?’…”]  

May 3, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-726 “..Where’d we go wrong Martha?” [asked by a hippie to his wife about their young son, who is 
dressed in a tuxedo and holds a ‘Reagan ‘84’ placard] 

[Oct. 10, 1984] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-727 “No!...You may not stay home and watch rock videos!...Those things are laced with violence” 
[said by a game hunter father to his son] 

Jan. 19, 1984 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-728 “Mulroney to ground control…it’s even bigger than we thought!” [said by Brian Mulroney while 
flying an airplane near a gigantic ape, with ‘Deficit’ written on its side, that has climbed to the 
top of the Peace Tower at Parliament Hill] 

 

Sep. 15, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-729 “What’s wrong with Dief?” “…Maybe another Royal tour’s been cancelled..” [said between two 
angels as they observe the angel of John Diefenbaker, who is angered while reading a 
newspaper with the headline, ‘Dalton Camp called up again by Conservative Party’] 

Aug. 4, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-730 [Leprechauns protesting, holding signs that read, ‘Leprechauns Against Reagan’ and ‘Yankee 
Go Home’ beside a news reporter; cutline reads, “The president’s Irish tour got off to another 
bad start today…”] 

[Jun. 5, 1984] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-731 “Hey baby!...Wanna lift?” [asked by Ronald Reagan, riding a motorcycle, to a woman who is 
reading a newspaper with the headline, ‘Reagan a flop with women voters says poll’] 

[May 30, 1984] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-732 [1
st
 frame:] “And so…as I prepare to step down…I would like to salute the Canadian people…” 

[2
nd

 frame: Trudeau extending his middle finger] [3
rd

 frame:] “…As I was saying…” [said by 
Trudeau while saluting] 

Jun. 15, 1984 44.5 x 30 cm 

GM-DA-733 “…You guys think anyone is listening to that doom and gloom about our prospects in the next 
election?” [asked by one Liberal Party staff to others, all who are reading help wanted 
sections of newspapers] 

Jan. 25, 1984 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-734 “Stick around…I’m waiting for the Going Out of Business sale…” [said by one woman to 
another as they observe chaos and fighting at a European Common Market] 

Apr. 11, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-735 “…Going down with the ship” [Ed Broadbent, dressed as a sea captain, sitting in a dry-docked 
boat with ‘NDP’ on its stern] 

Apr. 13, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-736 [A beaver wearing a t-shirt that reads, ‘Economic Recovery’ being chased by a steamroller 
with ‘Interest Rates’ written on its side, driven by an American] 

[Jun. 9, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-737 “New Breakdance Steps for Today’s Youth” [moves include the ‘Job-Interview Bounce’, the 
‘Employment-Line Shuffle’, and the ‘Welfare Roll’] 

[Jun. 12, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-738 [A young boy, watching a violent program on television; as he walks away at the program’s 
completion, the announcer says, “Stay tuned for tonight’s documentary report…’The 
Mysterious Rise of Violence in Society Today.’”] 

[Oct. 13, 1984] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-739 “Hello, Mr. Garner’s office…” [said into the telephone by a receptionist for the Minister of 
Highways and Absurd Euphemisms, while holding a newspaper with the headline, ‘Workers 
not fired, only transferred says Minister’] 

Mar. 29, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-740 “What’s the economic outlook?” “Flat” [overheard coming from the Parliament Buildings as a 
steamroller with ‘Deficit’ written on it operates nearby] 

[Nov. 6, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-741 “…Time for a little missionary work!” [said by the Ayatollah Khomeini while holding a book 
entitled Fundamentalist Revolution and lighting the fuse to a stick of dynamite] 

Jan. 7, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-742 “So I said to my agent ‘Look Morty, I don’t do skin scenes…” [said by Mickey Mouse to Daisy 
Duck as she reads a copy of ‘Variety’ newspaper with the headline, ‘Disney Films to move 
into adult market’] 

Mar. 20, 1984 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-743 “..Refreshing to see the papers carry a few happy stories for a change..” [said by René 
Lévesque as he reads a newspaper with the headlines, ‘Language issues fracture Ottawa’, 
‘Manitoba Conservatives revolting’ and ‘Yukon in furor over French’] 

Mar. 24, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-744 [1
st
 frame:] “Four more years!…Four more years! [a woman campaigning for Ronald Reagan’s 

re-election] [2
nd

 frame:] “Four more years?! Four more years?!!” [thought by a Soviet man as 
he reads dreads Reagan’s re-election] 

Aug. 25, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-745 “…French language rights in Manitoba?! Listen..in the old days we all spoke our own 
language… ….and stayed out of each other’s face! Life was better in the old days.” [said by a 
man throughout four frames as he gradually devolves into a caveman] 

Jan. 21, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-746 “I believe I speak for all of us in welcoming our leader to the first meeting of the Tory 
caucus…” [said by a speaker at a podium while introducing Brian Mulroney to a grandstand 
packed with people] 

Sep. 11, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-747 “…Ready…Aim…NEGOTIATE!” [heard coming from a ship with ‘Newfoundland’ on its stern; 
a larger ship with ‘Ottawa’ on its stern is beside it] 

Mar. 10, 1984 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-748 “…More?” [asked by a man ladling of a little peasant child, wearing a shirt with ‘Sask’ written 
on it, holding an empty bowl and spoon; the soup pot has ‘Dept. of Regional Industrial 
Expansion’ written on its side] 

Feb. 4, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-749 “Thriller” [Jean Chretien in the persona of pop music star Michael Jackson] Apr. 4, 1984 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-750 “The Invention of Politics” [a caveman offering a stone slab, with ‘Patronage’ carved into it, to 
another caveman]  

Jul. 20, 1984 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-751 “..Let us prey!” [said by a Lebanese soldier while shooting a rifle, a newspaper lays nearby 
with the headline, ‘Religious war heats up’] 

Feb. 9, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-752 “Agenda item #1…The morale problem.” [overheard coming from a sewer manhole where a 
Liberal caucus meeting is taking place] 

 

Feb. 25, 1984 32 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-753 “Could you keep it down? I’m trying to watch the debate!” [overheard coming presumably from 
a man watching a television program ‘Women’s Issues ‘84’ while his disheveled wife tends to 
two children and ironing] 

Aug. 14, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-754 [Ancient Egyptian elites observing a lion tamer standing on a large stone block that is being 
pulled by two peasants; cutline from published version reads, “…Making participation in the 
workforce more desirable than welfare…what a NOVEL idea!” 

Mar. 31, 1984 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-755 “He’s right!..It does specifically refer to freedom of expression!” [said of a woman as she 
observes a man flashing her, the Charter of Rights partially covering his naked body]  

Apr. 12, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-756 “Yes, actually…This is a Liberal riding…Why do you ask?”  [overheard coming from an 
opulent, cathedral-like building with a large sign on its front that reads, ‘New Employment 
Centre’] 

Feb. 24, 1984 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-757 “Sorry Comrade…I sent it by Canada Post” [said by the staffer of a Soviet official, who reads 
a Pravda newspaper with the headline, ‘No Soviet response to peace proposal say 
Canadians’] 

[Jan. 18, 1984] 29 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-758 “Quiz: Pick the bloodthirsty SPECIES which poses the greatest threat to the environment..” 
[options are a. a wolf; and b. a heavily-armed B.C. Wolf Patrol officer] 

Feb. 10, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-759 “Still some bugs to work out the scheduling procedures, I see…” [said by a man to his wife as 
they observe a VIA Rail Service arrival board that has changed exponentially from ‘8:30’ to 
‘August (84)’] 

[Jun. 6, 1984] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-760 [A ‘Top Secret’ label covers over the text of Brian Mulroney’s speech bubble as he holds a 
document entitled, ‘How to run an open government’] 

[Nov. 22, 1984] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-761 “Whatever happened to sovereignty of the seas?” “They’d be happy for the security of 
floating.” [said between two men as they observe a large billboard for the Canadian Navy that 
reads, ‘Join the Navy! And See Some Drydocks’] 

Aug. 28, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-762 “..For the times they are a cha-a-angin’” [sung by Quakers as the play from ‘The New Right 
Songbook’; in the distance a man asks to a woman, “Have you heard their Anita Bryant 
medley?”] 

[Nov. 2, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-763 “…This stuff is potentially damaging to your lungs!” [said by an alarmed man to his wife while 
he reads a newspaper with the headline, ‘Radon in Regina Homes’; both are smoking 
cigarettes] 

[Oct. 19, 1984] 31,5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-764 [A CIA agent wearing a fireman’s suit and carrying a gas can into Central America] [Oct. 23, 1984] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-765 “..Think you could sort of lighten up the image?” [asked by an executioner-type to a public 
relations employee as they stand outside the Department of Revenue which is styled like a 
death chamber] 

Feb. 7, 1984 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-766 “Frankly we find the Detroit stations saturated with images of violence and cultural decay!” 
“…OK…OK…so we’ll delete the local news shows..” [said between meeting participants at the 
CRTC; cutline reads, “News Item: Saskatchewan cable operators seek approval to transmit 
Detroit signals…” 

Jun. 23, 1984 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-767 “…Speak into the microphone please!” [said by an infant employee of the New Civilian 
Security Agency] 

[Jun. 27, 1984] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-768 “..Mirror mirror on the wall…” [said simultaneously by John Turner and Brian Mulroney as they 
look at each other through an empty picture frame] 

Jun. 26, 1984 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-769 [An Arab sheik with ‘OPEC’ written on his clothing, running on a barrel downhill; the barrel has 
‘World Prices’ written on its end]  

[Oct. 24, 1983] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-770 “..No valuables here either..just a whole bunch of Canadian currency” [said by one burglar to 
another as they rummage through possessions in a house] 

Mar. 17, 1984 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-771 “Puzzle: Can you find the masochist on this picture?” [pictured is a Saskatchewan 
Roughriders fan] 

Aug. 31, 1984 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-772 [A man, wearing a straw hat with ‘Tories’ written on its band, stands on a pile of explosives 
and prepares to plunge the detonator, which has ‘Bilingualism’ written on its side] 

Mar. 22, 1984 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-773 “Stick around kid…I may need you tomorrow..” [said by federal finance minister Marc Lalonde 
to a cupid while preparing a budget] 

[Feb. 14, 1984] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-774 “New Species” [index card with ‘Instant Liberalis Sveinsonus’ as a heading; ‘Habitat: normally 
inhabits the far right of any terrain; Traits: charges unpredictably in different directions; Colors: 
change at the scent of a federal election’] 

Apr. 7, 1984 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-775 [A tanker truck pumping Geritol into the Kremlin] [photocopy] [Feb. 15, 1984] 23 x 25.5 cm 

GM-DA-776 [A long parade of farmers being combined up; ‘Farm Debt’ is written on the side of the 
combine] [photocopy] 

[Oct. 6, 1984] 28 x 43.5 cm 

GM-DA-777 “…So we’re convinced the new fall lineup will find its target audience and hold their attention 
all season!” [overheard coming from a television being watched by a baby and a dog] 
[photocopy 

Sep. 20, 1984 28 x 43.5 cm 
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 1985   

GM-DA-778 “…North American Film Industry” [images of an elaborate American film set and a Canadian 
popcorn vendor] 

[Dec. 17, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-779 “The Sandinistas are coming!...The Cubans are coming!...The Russians are coming!…The 
Nations of the Warsaw Pact are coming!...The…” [town crier on a horse; cutline reads, 
“…etc…etc.] 

[Apr. 25, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-780 “Hello, J. Edgar Hoover?...” [said by Ronald Reagan in a phone conversation while observing 
Bonzo the chimpanzee with a book entitled Groucho Marx; cutline reads, “News Item: Reagan 
was FBI informer in Hollywood.”] 

[Aug. 28, 1985] 29 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-781 “NEXT!...” [called out by a grim reaper in Africa as four others with ‘Drought’, ‘Famine’, 
‘Apartheid’ and ‘Civil War’ on their cloaks stand nearby] 

[Aug. 3, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-782 “So you want to build a toxic waste dump…I know just the right spot…” [six people, all 
pointing to the person on their left] 

[Apr. 27, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-783 “Think I preferred the comic pages…The issues unfolded on a higher intellectual plane.” [said 
by one bird to another, their cage bottom lined with a newspaper featuring coverage of the 
Regina civic election] 

[Oct. 11, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-784 “…Sunny and mild all weekend says Environment Canada…Wait! This update just in…” 
[overheard coming from a boombox held by a man airborne in a tornado] 

[Apr. 19, 1985] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-785 [1
st
 frame:] “Brace yourself!...Stiff upper lip now…OK…This is going to hurt me more than it’s 

going…” [said by a man preparing to slap the hand of an official from South Africa] [2
nd

 frame:] 
“…A little lower and to the right..” [said by same man while directing the barrel of a cannon 
toward an official from Nicaragua; cutline reads, “…Sanctions”] 

[Sep. 12, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-786 “How fast was it goin’?” “Flat out!” [said between two men as they observe Tories being 
flattened by a steamroller with ‘33

rd
 Parliament’ written on it]  

[Sep. 27, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-787 “P.Q. Evolution” [images of René Lévesque as a primitive beast, a gang member, and 
himself, as well as that of Quebec premier Pierre-Marc Johnson who says “Independence is 
so tacky!”]  

[Oct. 1, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-788 “(Judicial) Creation” [the hand of God touching that of a judge; God’s arm is clothed in a suit 
jacket with ‘Patronage’ written on it] 

 

[Aug. 24, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-789 [1
st
 frame:] “Ah, the summer sounds of Meech Lake! What is that?...The wild loon? The 

woodland elk?” [said by one canoeist to another when they hear “AIEEEEEE-AIEEEE” ] [2
nd

 
frame:] “…The latest poll results.” [said by the second canoeist as they hear 
“AUGHHHRRRRR” while passing by a Tory Cabinet summer strategy session] 

[Jul. 27, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-790 [1
st
 frame: a burly Canadian Football Player in uniform; 2

nd
 frame: the frail, old man who was 

wearing the uniform and padding, standing in his underwear, holding accounts payable and a 
graph showing declining attendance] 

[Nov. 21, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-791 [Britannia statue, holding a cup of tea and reading an issue of the ‘Daily Piffle’ newspaper that 
only has articles about Prince Charles and Princess Diana] 

1985 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-792 “Verily the polls spoke…and they said ‘Lo! Some things are still sacred’…” [said by Brian 
Mulroney, dressed as a priest with a halo, holding a bible-like book entitled, Indexed 
Pensions] 

[Jun. 29, 1985] 31.5 cm 

GM-DA-793 “Q: Why do they call it the ‘Middle’ Class?” [answer is a man being squeezed in a vise] [May 28, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-794 “…Looks like that bunch of clowns and jokers posing as politicians finally tossed in the towel.” 
[thought by a woman as she envisions a closed Parliament Buildings; her husband reads a 
newspaper with the headline, ‘Rhinos Gone’] 

[May 3, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-795 [Two gramophones, one playing an American album, the other playing a Soviet album; 
between the two gramophones is a nameplate that reads ‘Geneva’] 

[Nov. 14, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-796 “News item…record companies devise code to warn customers of potentially offensive 
lyrics…UB…unabashed blarney” [album cover entitled, ‘Campaign Promises by Brian 
Mulroney’] 

[Nov. 19, 1985] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-797 “Furthermore…free trade poses a threat to the very essence of Canadian culture…” [said by 
one man to another, the second man imagining a hockey player about to get hooked around 
the neck by a long cane]  

[Nov. 15, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-798 “Meow.” [said by a lion atop a pedestal that has ‘The British Pound’ written on it] [Jan. 16, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-799 “Relax…We’re on top of this whole issue…” [said by Secretary of State for external affairs, 
Joe Clark, as he hangs upside-down in space from an American spacecraft with ‘Star Wars’ 
written on its side] 

[Apr. 2, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-800 [A news vendor standing beside a Valium vendor; headlines on the newspaper include ‘bank 
collapse’, ‘tuna scandal’, ‘blunders’, ‘chaos’ and ‘denials’] 

[Oct. 3, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-801 “…The viewers have spoken…we need some new tragedies…” [said by a television news 
executive while pointing to a line graph indicating that the Ethiopian famine, South African 
turmoil, and farm grief have caused a decline in ratings]  

[Oct. 16, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-802 [A man standing in the forest, admiring a caterpillar on his finger, while his boy stands behind 
him, attempting to get his attention to focus on the four penguins standing behind them; 
cutline in published version reads, “And so, by learning to read nature’s subtle signs…we can 
sometimes project the character of the coming Canadian winter.”] 

[Oct. 17, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-803 “…Great sport!...Hey…Baseball’s been very good to me!” [said by a cocaine dealer standing 
outside a locker room, reading a newspaper with the headline, ‘Drug use rampant in Major 
Leagues’] 

[Aug. 21, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-804 “Here’s one…Which political party used the campaign slogan ‘Jobs, Jobs, Jobs’?” [asked by 
one man of another while they sit in line at an employment centre] 

[Jul. 17, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-805 [Ku Klux Klansmen scurrying from the lit wick of a bomb with ‘Apartheid’ written on it] [Mar. 27, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-806 “Among my many deeply held beliefs…” [said by  a member of the Ku Klux Klan while holding 
a scroll with ‘Freedom of Expression’ written on it; a rat stands beside him and says, “For the 
time being anyway…” 

[Apr. 12, 1985] 29 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-807 [A member of the Ku Klux Klan, sitting in his South African home, operating an automatic 
machine gun] 

[Jul. 30, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-808 [A man looking at the centerfold of the Saskatchewan budget book; ‘Projected Porn Tax 
Revenue” is written on the inverse of the centerfold page]  

[Apr. 20, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-809 “I think we’re starting to see a definite TREND developing…” [said by a man, standing next to 
a ‘Liberal Popularity: Growth Chart’ that shows a sharp decline followed by static growth] 

[Jan. 11, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-810 “…You haf to admire a guy who isn’t swayed by public opinion!” [said by a Nazi officer reading 
a newspaper with the headline, ‘Reagan persists with cemetery visit’] 

[Apr. 30, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-811 “As a matter of fact, we’ve started design work on the higher denominations…” [said by an 
employee of the Canadian Mint in a phone conversation while another employee struggling to 
hold a giant penny] 

[Apr. 18, 1985] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-812 “Testing…testing…We’ve just outlawed Nicaragua...bombing begins in five minutes…” [said 
by Ronald Reagan into a microphone while at his desk; a document entitled ‘Contra Aid’ sits 
on the desk in front of him; inset in the bottom corner of the cartoon are two South Americans, 
one of whom says, ‘When he jokes he bombs…”] 

[Jun. 15, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-813 “Yes…I’d like a ticket to South Africa please…” [said by an arms merchant in a phone 
conversation while reading a newspaper with the headline, ‘Botha firm on Apartheid’] 

[Oct. 31, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-814 “When Irish eyes aren’t smiling” [Brian Mulroney frowning as he looks at a polling graph that 
trends downward] 

[Aug. 17, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-815 “A Canadian serving in the Diplomatic Corps…” [a diplomat playing tennis at the Aberdeen 
Club, Hong Kong] 

[Nov. 7, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-816 “…You’ve come a long way baby!” [said by one of two women scrubbing a floor at the U.N. 
Women’s Conference] 

[Jul. 24, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-817 “…Nice to be back working in my chosen field.” [Jim Keegstra sowing a field; the leaves on 
the plants are shaped like swastikas] 

[Jul. 25, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-818 “Skies…sunny and clear Winds…light and moderating Odds…poor and diminishing” [said by 
an air traffic controller, observing an airplane flying past] 

[Aug. 27, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-819 “Now that you mention it…I do hear something…sort of a rhythmic ticking sound…” 
[overheard coming from a South American white supremacist’s mansion which sits atop a 
ticking time bomb] 

[Aug. 29, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-820 “…Good for what ails you!” [said by a travelling salesman, pointing to a bottle with ‘Free 
Trade’ on its label; other bottles sit beside the man in a crate marked ‘MacDonald 
Commission’] 

[Sep. 10, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-821 [A hot-air balloon with ‘Canada Post’ written of the basket’s side, bumping to a landing; the 
postman in the basket is feeding the balloon’s fire tank with dollar bills] 

[Jun. 28, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-822 “Firstly…it’s important to clearly define what constitutes the state of ‘richness’ per se…equally, 
what are the parameters of ‘povertyhood’?” [said by Brian Mulroney as Robin Hood to his 
merry men while holding a scroll with ‘Ye Tory policy on universality’ written on it] 

[Jan. 2, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-823 “As the eagle flies…guided by the great spirit…so too soars the white-tufted ptarmigan…” 
[said by a politician being observed by two Indigenous man, who between them say, “What’s 
he saying?” “…No self-government until the politicians figure out how to sell it to the voters…”] 

[Apr. 9, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-824 “Joe Clark’s had a real run of bad luck lately…” “Yeah…I wonder how his negotiations are 
going over in Russia?” [overheard coming from the Parliament Buildings as an American 
missile shoots past the building] 

 

[Apr. 4, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-825 “Go ahead…Make my day!” [said by Ronald Reagan while holding a cannon pull-string; a 
plaque on the cannon reads, ‘Foreign Policy’] 

1985 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-826 “Pink cheeks!!!...Free toys!!!...Red suit!!!...You some kinda Commie?!!” [said by movie 
character Rambo to Santa Claus during filming of the ‘Rambo Christmas Special’] 

[Dec. 19, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-827 [Canadian Keystone Cops, whose automobile is stuck across a rail line and a steam 
locomotive, with ‘Deficit’ written on it, charging toward them] 

[Jun. 25, 

1985] 

29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-828 Monday…tuna casserole Tuesday…tuna loaf delight Wednesday…tuna quiche 
Thursday…tuna con carne…” [said by one chef to another at the Parliament Building cafeteria 
while observing hundreds of cans of tuna] 

[Sep. 25, 1985] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-829 “Say!..Didn’t you used to be a (hic) pink elephant?” [said by an intoxicated man, hanging off 
his car door and envisioning a judge] 

[Dec. 4, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-830 “The honeymoon is over” [a man, with ‘Provinces’ written on his shirt, with his wife, with Brian 
Mulroney’s face and ‘Ottawa’ on her shirt, looking at their giant baby with ‘Deficit’ on its 
diaper] 

[Dec. 3, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-831 [A bowling ball with ‘Maurice Report’ written on it, rolling toward bowling pins that spell out 
‘City Hall’] 

[Sep. 21, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-832 [Chinese military official walking a dog, with ‘Running Dog Capitalism’ on its side, past a 
statue of Karl Marx] 

[Oct. 2, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-833 “…Read the papers lately? (hic) You’d never get me up in one of those things!!!” [said by an 
intoxicated driver who has driven off a cliff while pointing to an airplane in the sky] 

[Dec. 14, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-834 [Three elderly members of the Canadian Senate saying to each other, “They say the Senate’s 
out of touch.” “…What? Bennet’s lost his crutch?” “…Lunch? They’ve gone and cancelled 
lunch?!”] 

[Mar. 8, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-835 “…New for ‘85” [a dilapidated Volkswagen Beetle with an Ontario licence plate and ‘The Big 
Blue Machine’ written on its door] 

[Jun. 20, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-836 [A wolf, with ‘Free Trade’ written on its side, counting three sheep that represent Canadian 
cultural sovereignty]   

[Nov. 6, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-837 “…Agenda item #2…our party’s current fiscal situation…” [said by a man at a podium of a 
Liberal Party meeting, wearing only a barrel] 

[Feb. 13, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-838 [Images of a club, catapult, cannon, all with ‘Peacekeeper’ below which has been 
subsequently been struck out; below them is an American MX missile with ‘Peacekeeper’ 
below it; one grim reaper says to another, “I never met a peacekeeper I didn’t like…” 

[Mar. 23, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-839 “Hang on a sec!...We must be in Canada” [Said by one alien to another as they observe a 
striking postal worker walking a picket line] 

[Apr. 6, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-840 “I dunno…I’m still not nuts about the drapes.” [overheard coming from a castle with 
‘Stornaway’ written on it] 

[May 9, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-841 [Brian Mulroney dressed as Santa Claus, with a Boeing executive on his knee and holding a 
DeHavilland airplane; the executive says, “Ho, Ho, Ho”] 

[Dec. 5, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-842 “Well…you comin’ or ain’t ya?” [said by Ronald Reagan, driving modified luxury car with ‘Star 
Wars’ on its side, to Brian Mulroney standing on the roadside, dressed as a girl] 

[Aug. 23, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-843 [Saskatchewan’s coat of arms, crossed out and replaced by a coat of arms that features an 
igloo and penguins] 

[Feb. 11, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-844 “…Also, you need some engine coolant…May I suggest this piquant little Austrian 
rosé…1983…a very good year…” [said by an auto mechanic to an elderly lady while holding a 
bottle of wine] 

[Jul. 23, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-845 “Still Life” [an open can of tuna, a bottle of ‘Chateau de Antifreeze’, a plate containing a 
brisket of bison and, next to the table, the feet and legs of a man who has fallen over in his 
chair]  

[Dec. 11, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-846 “Tories: Canadian political species which periodically reproduces in great numbers but then 
curiously undergoes a relentless process of self-destruction…” [a colony of beavers jumping 
off a cliff; the first drops an attaché case with documents that include ‘CCB’, ‘Tuna’ and 
‘Lampert’]  

[Oct. 9, 1985] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-847 “Wait a sec!...I just got a terrific idea! Let’s NEGOTIATE!” [said by a man at the end of a 
pirate ship’s plank; the ship has ‘Apartheid’ written on its stern] 

[Aug. 15, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-848 “..It’s people like that who give evolution a bad name!” [said by one monkey to another as they 
observe an angry British soccer fan] 

[May 31, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-849 “…What about the problem of hazardous waste?” “We’re on top of it.” [overheard coming from 
a factory that has a large toxic dump tank buried underground] 

 

[Nov. 12, 1985] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-851 “…Our commitment to universality of course being equalled only by our dedication to solving 
the economic morass inherited…” “Amazing! We’re still rising!” [said by Brian Mulroney and 
the pilot of the hot-air balloon they are riding it; the balloon has a ‘Tories’ banner on its side] 

[Jan. 19, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-850 “Hi-Yo patronage!” [said by Brian Mulroney, dressed as a cowboy, as he rides a giant pig; an 
Air Canada building appears in the background] 

[Mar. 20, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-852 “…Changing Ottawa Scene” [1
st
 frame:] “Out” [an image of Yuppies that has been crossed 

out] [2
nd

 frame:] “In” [an image of a middle-aged man holding a cigar who represents 
‘Chumpies: Conservative hacks using Mulroney patronage’]  

[Apr. 16, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-853 “It’s getting to the point where you can’t trust anybody these days!” [said by one thug to 
another while reading a newspaper with the headline, ‘Public support high for NYC subway 
vigilante!” as the other prepares to attack an woman] 

[Jan. 9, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-854 “I’m afraid that if we’re ever gonna get this thing balanced we’ll have to lighten the load…” 
[said by Ronald Reagan to a mother and her son, who represent social problems, as they 
teeter in the air while sitting in the stern of a boat with ‘Budget’ written on it; meanwhile, a 
large four-star general sits at the bow of the boat] 

[Feb. 6, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-855 “I said…’At least they won’t have another old coot born years before the Russian 
Revolution’…” [said by one staffer of Ronald Reagan while reading a newspaper with the 
headline, ‘Gorbachev, 54, succeeds Cherenenko’ to another; Reagan sits angrily between 
them]  

[Mar. 13, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-856 “…The 11
th
 Province.” [coat of arms for Turks and Caicos Islands, featuring a beaver wearing 

swim trunks and sunglasses and bottles of suntan oil] 
[Oct. 5, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-857 “Not only did they apprehend the hijackers…But…(brace yourselves) they may have broken 
international law!” “GASP!!!” [overheard coming from a PLO headquarters, surrounded by 
bombing debris] 

[Oct. 12, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-858 “…I think it’s fair to say that the civic election campaign has had a pretty consistent effect 
throughout the entire community…” [overheard coming from a television while a family sleeps] 

[Oct. 22, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-859 [A cat, disgusted by an open can of Star-kist Tuna, the waft of the aroma forming the word 
‘politics’] 

[Sep. 20, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-860 “Open for Business” [referring to a man’s wallet that is being opened and its contents 
dropping into a bucket labeled ‘Prov. Tax Hikes’]  

 

[Apr. 11, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-861 “I see you taking a long trip…into oblivion.” [said by a fortune teller to a federal Research and 
Development employee as she looks into her crystal ball] 

[Jul. 13, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-862 “Wednesday…bingo Thursday…shuffleboard Friday…effigy burning of Michael Wilson…” 
[said by the program director to elderly participants of the Sunset Acres Social Club] 

[Jun. 12, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

 Box 8   

GM-DA-863 “Quebec Summit Preparations…“ [1
st
 frame:] “…Then let’s amend Section ‘B’ and propose a 

bilateral…” [said by Brian Mulroney to a staffer] [2
nd

 frame:] “You remember! It’s the big snowy 
country just north of Buffalo…” [said by a staffer to Ronald Reagan] 

[Mar. 14, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-864 [Worms escaping from an open tin can with ‘Petrofina Purchase’ on its label] [Mar. 12, 1985] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-865 “Beware the Ides of March!!!” [said by a soothsayer to members of the Canadian senate, 
dressed in togas, as Brian Mulroney stands nearby, dressed in a toga and holding a sword 
behind his back] 

[Mar. 5, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-866 “…Party Lines” [American Secretary of State George Shultz and Henry Kissinger, dangling by 
strings like marionettes; Shultz holds a briefcase with ‘Arms Control Talks’ written on its side] 

[Jan. 8, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-867 “…One small step for Ron…One final step for mankind.” [a spacecraft with an American flag 
and ‘Star Wars’ written on its side, orbiting in space] 

[Jan. 10, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-868 “…Makes sense to me…” [a man reads a newspaper with the headline, ‘Wheat glut threatens 
farm survival’; beside him sits the Grim Reaper who reads a newspaper with the headline, 
‘African famine continues unabated’]  

[Mar. 6, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-869 “Ooooooo!!...Take that!...and that!...and that!...” [said by Brian Mulroney as he hurls paper 
airplanes at the foot of a giant with ‘Deficit’ written on it; one of the paper airplanes has 
‘Rhetoric’ written on it] 

[Mar. 2, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-870 [Brian Mulroney as a toreador fighting a bull calf with ‘Senate’ written on its side, while an 
enormous bull with ‘Deficit’ written on its side is chained up behind Mulroney] 

[Mar. 16, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-871 “…Pressure continues to build in New Brunswick as Fredricton remains under a persistent 
cloud resulting from alleged highs…” [said by a weather presenter; a bullet hole mars the 
glass of his weather board] 

[Feb. 16, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-872 “Q: Which Canadian politician was regarded by some as a threat to the nation and frequented 
a boisterous nightclub? A: [Pierre Trudeau dancing at Studio 54]  

[Feb. 15, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-873 [Soviet officials at attention along with medical personnel and an intravenous bag stand]  [Feb. 9, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-874 [Brian Mulroney, his chin exaggerated, standing beside a line graph of the downward trend of 
the Canadian dollar; the line graph falls in the same contour as Mulroney’s chin] 

[Feb. 7, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-875 “And with the presentation of our April budget we shall be unveiling our secret economic 
strategy…” [said by a man at a podium, standing next to a large inflated ‘Taxes’ which is 
tethered down] 

[Jan. 22, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-876 “Some day son this will all be yours.” “Thanks! But could I have the camel instead.” [said by a 
sheik to his son while observing oil derricks in the distance; the man holds a newspaper with 
the headline, ‘Oil prices continue to drop’] 

[Jan. 30, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-877 [1
st
 of four frames, all said by a Department of Tourism employee:] “This country’s got trees, 

streams and mountains galore…” [2
nd

 frame:] “…From Porcupine Plains to Port Moody!” [3
rd

 
frame:] “But the tourists just tell us we’re all a great bore” [4

th
 frame:] “…and we ain’t got no 

place to boogie!” 

[Feb. 23, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-878 “Dream on…” [Joe Clark dreaming happily of an alarmed American general saying to Ronald 
Reagan “Russian nukes incoming Sir!! This is the big one!!” and Reagan replying, “Hold 
everything!!! We’d better consult External Affairs in Ottawa”] 

[Jan. 24, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-879 “Parrot (Jeanus-Claudius): Member of the family Unionus Negotiatorus; Aggressive bird 
whose feathers are easily ruffled when confronted by a contract; Readily identified by his 
persistent call…Steerike! Steerike!” [Union leader Jean-Claude Parrot as a bird, perched on a 
mailbox fashioned as a nest] 

[Feb. 20, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

 GM-DA-880 “Remember!...Once we’re inside…we don’t take any guff from anybody” [said by a young 
Brian Mulroney to a young Joe Clark while preparing to enter a raucous ‘Free Trade Saloon’]  

[Sep. 28, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-881 “Take zat!” [said by a member of the French government as he hurls the pin of a grenade 
toward a member of Greenpeace while holding on to the grenade] 

[Sep. 26, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-882 “…And if we get into a rumble we’ll talk first about strategy and stuff…right?” [said by Joe 
Clark, depicted as a boy, to Ronald Reagan, dressed as a gang member] 

[Feb. 21, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-883 [1
st
 frame:] “Québec’s Bill 101 is unconstitutional. La loi 101 est illégale” [said by a judge; 

below his image reads “Official Languages” [2
nd

 frame:] “@*#!!” [said by an angry René 
Lévesque; below his image reads “Unofficial Language”] 

 

[Jan. 5, 1985] 30.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-884 “…I’m convinced we have an agreement within our grasp!” [said by Ronald Reagan to Brian 
Mulroney re: Free Trade negotiations; they are held in the clenched hand of a giant Uncle 
Sam who wears a ‘Protectionism’ button on his lapel] 

[Oct. 4, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-885 [1
st
 frame:] “The ‘Holocaust’ is a myth! The whole thing’s a plot!” [said by a man] [2

nd
 frame:] 

“…Just what did happen in the Second World War?” [said by someone out of the frame] [3
rd

 
frame:] “’Second World War”? They’ve got you believing that one too?!” [said by man] 

1985 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-886 “…Spirit of Canadian industrial renewal” [a sleeping industrial worker with angel wings] [Mar. 1, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-887 [1
st
 of four frames said by Ronald Reagan, rain falling on him:] “We’re not gonna do a thing 

until we’re certain!” [while holding a book entitled, ‘Acid Rain Study #68327’] [2
nd

 frame:] 
“…And I DO mean certain!” [Reagan is more soggy from the rain] [3

rd
 frame:] “…Totally, 

positively, completely, 100%...” [the rain has burned away Reagan’s scalp and face to the 
skull] [4

th
 frame:] “…Dead certain.” [Reagan’s skull has disappeared] 

[Feb. 8, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-888 “It’s a rather amusing little game…if you can afford to play…” [said by a roulette croupier; 
beside the roulette wheel is a large sign that reads, ‘Beat the Tax System’]  

[Mar. 9, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-889 “Well…Looks like we got some bad news…and we got some good news.” [said by one 
homeless man to another while reading a newspaper with the headlines, ‘Job outlook remains 
bleak’ and ‘Shaggy baggy look in for ’85 say Paris designers’] 

1985 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-890 “Good morning Mr. Prime Minister…Wake-up poll here!...64% favor a hearty breakfast of 
bacon and eggs but there’s growing support for porridge…Grey flannel looks good today at 
71.6%...and this just in…67% feel there’s an over-reliance on polls…” [staffer to Brian 
Mulroney who is lying in bed] 

[Sep. 11, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-891 [1
st
 frame:] “Boss…what d’ya think of this report that says our problems are partly due to how 

we were mechanized” [said by a Canada Post employee] [2
nd

 frame:] “Poppycock.” [said by 
his boss, a robot] 

[Dec. 10, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-892 “Meat’s risky…but we’ll pass it. What happened to him?” “He accidentally ate some tuna.” 
[said between meat inspectors while examining a steer] 

[Dec. 7, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-893 “Having trouble with your crossword puzzle?” “Yeah…What’s nine letters and represents the 
price we pay for technological progress?” [overheard coming from a house, adjacent to a wall 
with ‘Toxic Dump” on its side] 

[Dec. 6, 1985] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-894 “Sorry lady…but I distinctly remember you asking for the economy seating!” [said by the pilot 
of a biplane as a woman clings to its top wing] 

[Jul. 18, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-895 “Wowzit goin’ eh?” [said by a beaver to two pandas, one of which is reading a newspaper with 
the headline, ‘Chinese pandas receive Canadian welcome’] 

[Jul. 19, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-896 “…I believe it’s called the ‘Trickle-Down Effect’” [said by one child to another as they observe 
their father crying while holding a newspaper with the headline, ‘Budget Details Inside’] 

[May 24, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-897 “…Put quite simply, women are just not able to handle the stress of military combat!” 
[overheard coming from a television while a mother, holding a crying baby and surrounded by 
two active children and a dog, warms a baby bottle on the stove] 

[May 30, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-898 “Granted…he’s not too concerned about the subtle complexities of the issue…” [said by one 
Ronald Reagan staffer to another as they observe Reagan playing with models of American 
and Soviet cruise missiles] 

[Nov. 13, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-899 “Quiz: Pick Suzanne Blais-Grenier’s travel agent…” [options are a man, a woman, and an 
opulently-dressed woman, lighting her cigarette with burning dollar bills, dollar bills spilling out 
of her purse onto the floor around her] 

[Nov. 8, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-900 “Yooohooo! Cleanup squad!” [called out by a banker, standing in the rubble of a collapsed 
Canadian Commercial Bank, to a man holding a broom and dustpan, with ‘Taxpayer’ written 
on his back] 

[Sep. 5, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-901 [1
st
 frame of three said between Brian Mulroney and a baby he is holding:] “Dada” “Dada” [2

nd
 

frame:] “Mama” “Mama” [3
rd

 frame:] “Political Expediency” [said by Mulroney] “Patronage” 
[said by the baby] [4

th
 frame:] “They grow up so fast nowadays” [said by Mulroney] 

[Sep. 7, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-902 “They keep coming back to haunt me!” [said by Brian Mulroney to an employee of ‘Exorcism 
While-U-Wait’ while they observe ghosts of election promises] 

[Sep. 4, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-903 [1
st
 frame:] “…U.S. pays tribute to German soldiers of WWII” [Ronald Reagan holding a 

wreath with ‘Bitburg’ on its ribbon] [2
nd

 frame:] “…U.S. pays tribute to Canadian soldiers of 
WWII” [the editor of Life magazine thumbing his nose] 

[May 25, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-904 “What drove him to this…the shattered dream of independence…the humiliation of political 
defeat?..” “No…the 25¢ increase on a pack of cigarettes!” [said between two men as they 
observe a distraught René Lévesque as he stands on the ledge of a building] 

[Jun. 5, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-905 [1
st
 frame:] “Foliage” [a plant] [2

nd
 frame:] “Middle Age” [a set of dentures in a glass and 

reading glasses] [3
rd

 frame: “Patronage” [a businessman carrying a briefcase with ‘Tories’ 
written on its side] 

 

[Jun. 6, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-906 [1
st
 of three frames all overheard from a television:] “On tonight’s show we look at ‘Sex – role 

stereotyping in the advertising industry…” [2
nd

 frame:] “…Where have we been and where are 
we going? But first this word from our sponsor” [3

rd
 frame:] “Ladies!! Is yucky yellow wax 

buildup destroying your lives?”] 

[Jun. 8, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-907 [1
st
 frame:] “OK, Challenger…Ready for the final experiment the big one?” [said by a NASA 

employee at command centre] [2
nd

 frame:] “Affirmative Houston! Blindfold in operational 
mode…” [said by a NASA astronaut, preparing to do the Pepsi-Coke taste test] 

[Aug. 1, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-908 “Here’s a toughie! Identify the unforgettable successor to Bill Davis’ Big Blue 
Machine…resigned a couple of days ago…” [read by a man from a quiz sheet] 

[Aug. 22, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-909 [A rat, with an armband that reads ‘Armenian Liberation Army’, reading a book entitled, Ethics 
by Idi Amin] 

[Apr. 3, 1985] 29 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-910 “…I like their sense of ethics.” [said by Adolf Hitler to a Nazi soldier while he reads a 
newspaper with the headline ‘Hijackers strike again’ as the two sit in hell] 

[Nov. 27, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-911 “A little more to the right” “A little more to the left” [debated between a painter and a 
construction worker, surrounded by political figures,  as they erect a billboard advertising a 
publication entitled, Cartoonists for Africa] 

[Nov. 28, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-912 “1 down…8 to go…” [said by Robert Bourassa as a cat, as he runs away from a tombstone 
that reads, ‘R.I.P. 1970-76 Bourassa’] 

[Nov. 30, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-913 “I call it…’Judiciously reciprocated reinvigorated trade enhancement’.” [said by Brian 
Mulroney, dressed in an artist’s smock, painting a canvas that has ‘Free Trade’ on it] 

[Jul. 20, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-914 “As you can see…intelligence reports indicate Gorbachev is ahead in ‘style’, ‘hype’ and 
‘pizazz’…You’re still leading in ‘personal charm’…” [said by a U.S. general to Ronald Reagan 
while reading from an ‘Arms Negotiations’ file]  

[Nov. 2, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-915 [1
st
 frame:] “And so…the United Nations’ 40

th
 anniversary pays tribute to mankind’s spirit of 

harmony…” [said by a man speaking at a podium [2
nd

 to 4
th
 frames:] “Just one minute! 

Imperialist Running Dog!!” “Propaganda! Commie! Stoogie!! “Veto! Veto!” [heckled from the 
crowd as a shoe is hurled at the man]  

[Oct. 26, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-916 “Veteran of the Cola Wars” [a man reading his cavity chart] [Jul. 16, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-917 [Peter Pocklington standing between an Edmonton Oilers player and a pig wearing a 
Saskatchewan Larders jersey] 

[Dec. 13, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-918 “…It helps if you take them with a grain of salt.” [said by an elderly woman to her husband 
who is eating a document entitled, ‘Campaign Promises’] 

[Jun. 7, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-919 “We’re on location here at the conclusion of John Crosbie’s response to conflict of interest 
charges…” [said by a television news reporter a short distance away from the Parliament 
Buildings, a portion of which has been destroyed; overheard coming from the rubble is 
Crosbie saying, “Avast! Ye scurvy poxed poltroons!”] 

[Jun. 13, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-920 “Just what kind of operation are we running here in West Germany anyway?!” [said by a West 
German intelligence official to three employees all wearing Mickey Mouse ears]  

[Aug. 31, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-921 [A white South African, whistling as he constructs a gallows with the hangman’s noose loosely 
around his neck; a stair to the gallows have ‘Apartheid’ written on it] 

[Oct. 24, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-922 “They love me…They love him not…They love me…They love him not…” [said by Jean 
Chretien as he plucks petals from a flower; a rolled newspaper with the headline, ‘Turner flat 
in polls’ is stuffed in his suit jacket pocket] 

[Oct. 19, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-923 [1
st
 frame:] “I’ll throw an inside sinker…pop’m to right field and force a double at the plate” 

[said by a pitcher in 1905] [2
nd

 frame:] “I’ll call my broker…put the stock dividends in mutual 
funds and use the endorsement residuals for the Nassau condo…” [said by a pitcher in 1985] 
[cutline reads, “…Baseball Strategy”]  

[Aug. 8, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-924 [Secretary of state for external affairs Joe Clark imagines himself as movie character Rambo, 
saying “OK!...Let’s talk sovereignty!!”] 

[Aug. 13, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-925 “My trip to Europe by Brian Mulroney” [a photo album page with snapshots of Mulroney 
meeting the Queen, with Margaret Thatcher, and in Bonn (all largely featuring just Mulroney), 
a shot of his ‘key aide’ (his photographer) and ‘evaluating the trip’ meeting with a pleased 
public relations advisor] 

[May 4, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-926 “OK…Other than wheat midge, accumulating debt, grasshoppers, looming trade wars and the 
weather…how was your day?” [said by a farm wife to her husband] 

1985 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-927 “…It’s finally starting to take shape!” [said by Ronald Reagan as he constructs a missile with 
‘Nicaraguan Policy’ written on its side] 

[May 7, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-928 [A giant vulture with ‘Deficit’ written on its chest, perched on the sign for the First Ministers’ 
Conference on the Economy] 

[Feb. 14, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-929 “…Urp!!” [the American one-dollar bill; the portrait of George Washington depicts him eating a 
turkey leg and drinking a glass of wine] 

[Feb. 22, 1985] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-930 “First the good news…We’ve got it firmly under control.” [said by Saskatchewan finance 
minister Bob Andrew as he hangs from the leash to a giant ape with ‘Provincial Deficit’ written 
on it] 

[Jan. 17, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-931 [1
st
 frame:] “Professor…this research project has me terrified!!” “Carry on! We must learn 

more about the law of the jungle and the survival of the fittest!” [said between two men, 
wearing pith helmets and safari clothes] [2

nd
 frame: the men walk past a sign for the New York 

City Subway] 

[Jan. 29, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-932 [1
st
 frame:] “As Tories setting government policy, we must always remember that there exists 

a higher authority…up there” [said by Brian Mulroney, looking and pointing upward] [2
nd

 
frame:] “How’re we doin’ today?” [called by Mulroney up the stairs to the office of the public 
opinion pollsters] 

[Feb. 1, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-933 “Mr. President…reports indicate opposition to the Star Wars project is more extensive than 
anticipated…” [overheard coming from Earth while in space, an alien flies a craft with a 
banner attached to it that reads, ‘No Nukes in Space!’] 

[Feb. 5, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-934 “Doc…I keep having these delusions of waning popularity…” [said by Brian Mulroney as his 
psychiatrist stands behind him on a chair, sticking his tongue out at Mulroney and taunting 
him] 

[Jul. 9, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-935 [Silhouettes of an amorous  man chasing a woman near a ‘Wildlife Crossing’ caution road 
sign; the Parliament Buildings appear in the near distance]  

[Jul. 11, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-936 “If yer gonna give ‘er snoose…ya just can’t go sayin’ ‘whoah!’ in the middle of the ol’ puddle. 
*” [said by Grant Devine as he holds a book containing his election strategy; cutline reads: “* 
Translation: Lay low till the polls look good.”] 

[Jul. 10, 1985] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-937 “During this period arts funding was taken over by the Tories…” [said by an art gallery guide 
to a group of children as they observe large portraits and a bust statue of Brian Mulroney] 

[Jul. 12, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-938 “…Note also the rodent’s shifty expression…un-American sissy white gloves…and the 
frequent use of red in his wardrobe” [said by an FBI agent to colleagues during a briefing 
session while pointing to a picture of Mickey Mouse; cutline reads, “News Item…Files reveal 
FBI chief kept watch on Disney”] 

[Oct. 18, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-939 “Say!...Let’s ride together and increase our credibility!!” [said by a member of the Western 
Canada Concept, riding a hobby horse, to a member of the Social Credit Party, mounted on a 
real horse] 

 

[Nov. 20, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-940 “Total agreement…SQUWAK ditto…ditto…ditto…” [said by Brian Mulroney as a parrot, being 
fed a cracker by Ronald Reagan out of a bag labeled ‘U.S. Foreign Policy’] 

[Jan. 12, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-941 “Faster!!!” “Slower!” “Shiver me timbers!” “…Leave the *@#! Timbers alone!” “Starboard!” 
“Hard to port!” [a;; overheard coming from the ‘HMCS Universality’ ship owned by the Tories]  

[Feb. 2, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-942 “…Multi-terrain arctic sovereignty verification unit…class 1!” [said by Joe Clark while pointing 
to an image of a dogsled and dog] 

[Sep. 13, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-943 “They did it!” [three children, one with ‘Gov.’ on her shirt, one with ‘Bank of Canada’ on his 
shirt, one with ‘Banks’ on his shirt, all pointing fingers at each other as the stand near a 
broken cookie jar with ‘CCB’ written on its side] 

[Sep. 14, 1985] 27.5 x 39 cm 

GM-DA-944 “Monsieur President! We’ve devised a plan whereby we’ll be able to test our bomb and 
resolve our diplomatic dispute!!” [said by a French official as he looks at a diagram of a 
missile attacking New Zealand] 

[Sep. 18, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-945 [An elderly female superhero with ‘Grey Power’ written on her chest, emerging from a 
telephone booth; her regular clothes on the floor of the booth]  

[Jul. 3, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-946 “How do you spell ‘Relief’? T…A…X…B…R…E…A…K!” [said by a businessman, holding a 
briefcase with ‘Dome’ written on its side, holding a $1 Billion bill] 

[Nov. 1, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-947 “C’mon Ron…You know it’s a jungle out there! It’s nuke or be nuked..” “Testing 1…2…3!” 
[said by a devil and angel versions of Ronald Reagan, respectively, each on one of Reagan’s 
shoulders; the angel is speaking into an earpiece attached to a translator/radio in his pocket] 

[Mar. 30, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-948 “Giddyup!” [said by a member of the Ku Klux Klan as he rides a dinosaur with ‘Apartheid’ 
written on its side] 

[Jul. 6, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-949 “…Have you ever seen such a disgusting creature?” [said by Brian Mulroney to his pet pig, 
wearing a shirt with ‘Tory Patronage’ on it, about an identical pig standing next to them, 
wearing a shirt with ‘Liberal Patronage’ on it] 

[Apr. 10, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-950 “Time to bail out!!” [said by René Lévesque as he prepares to jump from a long-since crashed 
Parti Quebecois airplane] 

[Jun. 22, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-951 “…10…9…8……7………6……….5………….4……zzzzzz” [overheard coming from the 
Parliament Building which is acting as command centre for the launch of a rocket with ‘Job 
Creation’ written on its side]  

 

[Jun. 26, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-952 “And now…for my next number…” [said by an international terrorist carrying a nuclear time 
bomb] 

[Jun. 27, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-953 [1
st
 frame:] “Bank Collapse!!” [said by one of four middle-aged, concerned firefighters carrying 

a hose and ax] [2
nd

 frame:] “Farm disaster…” [said casually by a middle-aged firefighter 
carrying a small pail of water; cutline reads, “Parliamentary Fire Department”]   

[Nov. 29, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-954 [1
st
 frame:] “The world’s oldest profession” [a cavewoman prostitute] [2

nd
 frame:] “The world’s 

second-oldest profession” [a caveman police officer] 
[Apr. 26, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-955 [1
st
 frame:] “What do you think of Canadian Cultural Sovereignty?” [said by an older woman 

to her husband] [2
nd

 frame:] “To quote…’A nation’s soul is mirrored in the arts’…” [said by 
husband] [3

rd
 frame:] “That’s beautiful!...Who said that?” [said by wife] [4

th
 frame:] “I think it 

was either George Washington or Abraham Lincoln.” [said by husband] 

[Nov. 23, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-956 “Great!!...They’ll be perfect for the Christmas market!” [said by a businessman to a toy 
research and development employee as they observe a poster for Killerbots action figures] 

[Nov. 26, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-957 [1
st
 frame:] “Graffiti…1965” [a hippie painting phrases of free love on a building’s wall] [2

nd
 

frame:] “Graffiti…1985” [the same man, twenty years older, painting ‘Stay home and read a 
book’ on a building’s wall while holding a newspaper with headlines re: AIDS and herpes] 

[Oct. 29, 1985] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-958 [1
st
 frame:] “Would you take my policy paper on ‘The Responsible use of Government aircraft’ 

off to the secretary?” [said by a politician to his assistant] [2
nd

 frame:] “…Also, could you pick 
me up a coffee and a tuna on rye?” [also said by politician to assistant as assistant walks to 
board a government aircraft] 

[Jan. 31, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-959 [1
st
 frame:] “Precisely how would you respond to charges from the Law Reform 

Commission…” [asked by a news reporter to a hockey player] [2
nd

 frame:] “…That violence 
has become an integral part of Canadian hockey?” [reporter to player] [3

rd
 frame: player 

repeatedly strikes the reporter’s head with his hockey stick] [4
th
 frame:] “…How ‘bout your 

playoff prospects this season?...” [asked by reporter, laying in a heap on the ground]  

[Mar. 7, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-960 [Farmer leaving a farm supply store, carrying a pitchfork, hoe, bag of seed, and a gas can-like 
bucket with ‘Red Ink’ on its label] 

[Dec. 12, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-961 “…Slippin’ back down to number 26 and falling fast is the ‘African Relief record’…Guess all 
the boppers out there are noddin’ off on the ol’ famine scene…But heyyy!...That’s show 
business!!!” [said by a radio disc jockey] 

[Mar. 26, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-962 “Tonight’s topic…U.S. tariffs on Canadian back bacon…” “Like…are we getting’ hosed or 
what…eh?” [said by fictional television characters Bob and Doug McKenzie, respectively] 

[Jun. 14, 1985] 32 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-963 [Canadian industrial strategist hitchhiking as a transport truck with ‘U.S. Economy’ written on 
its side approaches him] 

[Jan. 23, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-964 “Sorry dad…but I won’t be staying on the family farm. I’ve found a job with better prospects 
and a brighter future.”  “What’s that son?” “Freezer sales in Tuktoyaktuk.” [conversation 
between a son and his father, overheard from a farmhouse] 

[Aug. 10, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-965 “While in Germany I shall visit the graves of… …Hitler’s SS troops who as we all know 
we’re… …victims of Nazi oppression. Do I make myself perfectly clear?” [in a series of four 
images, said by Ronald Reagan in a television broadcast; in the series, the television 
gradually self-destructs] 

[Apr. 23, 1985] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-966 “We’ll have to play again next year! That is…if you’re still around next year!” [said by Mother 
Nature as she leaves after destroying a farmer in a game of poker] 

[Aug. 16, 1985] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-967 “Hi!...I’m the ghost of Liberals past!” [said by the apparition of a Liberal senator to Brian 
Mulroney, awakened from sleep and alarmed] 

[Feb. 27, 1985] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-968 “Keep it down Alice! This here’s a PLAYOFF game!!” [said by a man, watching his television 
intensely while his wife and home get swept away in a tornado] [photographic copy] 

[May 1, 1985] 29 x 44 cm 

GM-DA-969 “And now…for my next number…” [said by a magician dressed in an Uncle Sam costume 
after sawing a man inside a box into two pieces; the side of the box reads ‘Canadian 
Sovereignty’] [photocopy] 

[Aug. 9, 1985] 28 x 43 cm 

GM-DA-970 [1
st
 frame: a clown, with a maple leaf on its hat, holding a sign that reads, ‘Free’ with smaller 

signs adhered to it that read ‘Sort of’, ‘Largely’, ‘We get to keep Anne Murray and the 
Beachcombers’, ‘Almost’ and ‘Just About’] [2

nd
 frame: Uncle Sam holding a sign that reads, 

‘Trade’] [photographic negative] 

[Dec. 21, 1985] 26.5 x 37 cm 

 Box 9   

 1986   

GM-DA-971 [1
st
 frame:] “True, the Iranian arms thing is troubling…but this country knows how to deal with 

a crisis! [said by Ronald Reagan] [2
nd

 frame:] “Morty, baby! MGM gave the go ahead on the 
‘Irangate’ mini-series!!!” “…Khomeini’s okay for the paperbacks deal…but he wants in on the 
royalty action…” “Hi Ron!...David Letterman here…” [all overheard coming from New York 
City] 

[Dec. 2, 1986] 33.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-972 “…Right” “…Left” [said by a Liberal Party politician who holds a dance step chart entitled ‘The 
Platform’ while dancing with a Liberal Party supporter] 

[Dec. 4, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-973 “ ‘Twas the weeks before Christmas and all through the stores little children were groovin’ on 
the fun stuff of wars” [a boy plays with a model missile in a toy store] 

[Dec. 3, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-974 [1
st
 to 3

rd
 frames: Ayatollah Khomeini scowling as he reads the comics section, editorial 

cartoon and humour column of a newspaper] [4
th
 frame: Khomeini smiling broadly as he 

observes a photograph of a befuddled Ronald Reagan on the front page of the newspaper] 

[Dec. 9, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-975 “Zot!” [a frog with ‘Airline Deregulation’ written on its side, about to eat an airplane with 
‘Competition’ on its side] 

[Dec. 10, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-976 “…Keeping the world safe for democracy.” [said by a rat, wearing a trench coat and hat, while 
shredding documents from a box labeled ‘Covert Operations’] 

[Dec. 13, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-977 [1
st
 frame:] “Yes I have some comments on Reagan’s Nicaraguan policies!” [said by Brian 

Mulroney] [2
nd

 frame: Mulroney in three poses, all with empty speech bubbles above him] [3
rd

 
frame:] “…And I mean that sincerely!”  

[Mar. 20, 1986] 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-978 “Evidence clearly indicates life once existed on this planet. …The question is…why did it 
disappear so suddenly?” [overheard coming from an alien spacecraft while observing Mount 
Rushmore; the face of Ronald Reagan wearing a bandana has been added to the monument] 

[Apr. 17, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-979 “Subsequent to subsection (B)…Motto is amended to read ‘We always get our person’…” 
[said by an RCMP officer while reading a departmental memo] 

[Mar. 7, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-980 [A large ape with ‘Deficit’ written on its side, holding a wind-up jack-in-the-box while Brian 
Mulroney stands near it, dressed in a suit similar to that worn by a circus monkey] 

[Feb. 13, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-981 “Ron! It’s me!...Brian…You remember…’When Irish Eyes Are Smiling…’ “ [said by Brian 
Mulroney outside the window of Ronald Reagan’s office to Reagan, reading a newspaper with 
the headline, ‘Deaver Affair’ and looking unimpressed]  

[May 21, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-982 [A boy looking in fear as his summer holidays come to an end and the door (similar to that at 
the entrance to a prison) to a new school year opens] 

[Aug. 19, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-983 [1
st
 frame: Ronald Reagan dominates arm stalks with a Soviet official] [2

nd
 frame: Reagan 

caters to the Soviet official while discussing wheat sales] 
[Aug. 20, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-984 “…That’ll be four bits mister. …Mister?” [said by a newsboy to René Lévesque, falling over in 
disbelief when seeing the newspaper’s headline, ‘Premiers optimistic about Quebec harmony’ 
accompanied by a photograph of Robert Bourassa] 

 

[Aug. 14, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-985 “Now…where were we?...” [said by Uncle Sam as he drafts a free trade agreement while a 
Canadian official hides under a desk, anticipating an approaching tornado with ‘Softwood 
Duty’ written in its swirl] 

[Oct. 22, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-986 [Two men carrying  ‘Liberal Solidarity’ into the Museum of Political Relics]  [Nov. 20, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-987 [‘Lady Justice’ holding her scales in one hand and dice in the other hand; in the background, a 
judge reads a newspaper with the headline, ‘Study says sentences vary depending on judge’] 

[Nov. 19, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-988 “It’s time for America to stand tall again! Look…you can negotiate with these people only so 
much. I say…move in a couple of fleets and initiate a few pre-emptive strikes!! Nobody said 
free trade discussions would be a picnic.” [said in four frames by a man wearing an Uncle 
Sam hat]  

[May 22, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-989 “Relax…I’ll quit before it becomes habit-forming…” [an American, drinking from a bottle of ‘O’’ 
Protectionism’] 

[Jun. 10, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-990 [An inebriated Montreal Canadiens fan standing on a horse in a pack of horses mounted by a 
Viking, the Grim Reaper and two cloaked riders] 

[May 28, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-991 “Relax!...That always happens when Parliament’s in session…” [said by one geological 
scientist to another while observing a seismograph with pronounced ebbs and peaks] 

[Jan. 17, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-992 “It’s a bird! It’s a plane!” “It’s Barbara McDougall!” [overheard while observing McDougall in a 
flying hybrid of a Canadair jet and a Bombardier snow machine]  

[Aug. 21, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-993 [1
st
 frame:] “Doris!!...My shirt has ring around the collar!” [overheard from a television being 

watched by a girl] [2
nd

 frame:] “…That’s it for the bathing suit competition…Now let’s present 
the ‘Miss Congeniality’ award…” [after girl has changed channels] [3

rd
 frame:] “Ladies…is your 

life plagued by static cling?” [after the channel is changed again] [4
th
 frame:] “Now back to our 

documentary presentation…’The Progress of the Feminist Revolution’ “ [girl throws remote 
control into the area as he walks away from television] 

[Oct. 31, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-994 [1
st
 frame:] “Finally in the news tonight…CBC management claims cutbacks are jeopardizing 

programming.” [said by CBC National news presenter Knowlton Nash] [2
nd

 frame:] “Now, stay 
tuned for ‘The Journal’…” [also said by Nash into a bullhorn while standing outside, next to 
host of ‘The Journal’, Barbara Frum] 

[Apr. 8, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-995 [The Parliament Buildings, outfitted with various satellite dishes and radio signal towers; in the 
foreground a sign reads ‘Amalgamated Pollsters Inc. & the Government of Canada’] 

 

[Sep. 30, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-996 “…Right then…Who’ll be accompanying me on the Chernobyl run?...” [asked by Santa Claus 
of his elves, who are pointing fingers at each other] 

[Dec. 18, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-997 [1
st
 frame:] “Proposed Regina Fertilizer Plant” [an image of the plant] [2

nd
 frame:] “Current 

Regina Fertilizer Plant” [an image of the Saskatchewan Legislative Building] 
[Dec. 16, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-998 “And it’s neck and neck!!! The Liberals are leading! NO the Conservatives are back in 
front!!...WAIT!...It’s the” [overheard coming from the loudspeaker of a horse race; meanwhile, 
a horse is off in the distance, grazing on flowers; the jockey has ‘Fed NDP’ written on his bib; 
cutline reads, “A Day at the Polls”] 

[Jan. 11, 1986] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-999 “Funny…I don’t ever recall seeing a Charter provision for ‘Freedom to live in a disgusting 
room’…” [said by a mother to her son in his messy room; the son reads the Charter of Rights 
and Freedoms] 

[Mar. 8, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1000 “…Sorry, but Form 114-6-B specifically requests at least TWO certifiable incidents of political 
oppression…” [said by a Canadian immigration officer to a Central American (likely a 
Nicaraguan) peasant, a gun being pointed at his head by an officer of his country’s military] 

1986 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1001 “Relax…It’s just a temporary incursion” [said by a bear, dressed in a Soviet soldier’s uniform, 
while in Afghanistan; the bear’s legs and feet and replaced by tree roots that travel deep 
underground] 

[Jan. 7, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1002 [Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy engaging several wind-up toy Libyans that eventually 
detonate] 

[Jan. 4, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1003 “I specifically said ‘NO TUNA’!!!” [said by a Conservative party responsible for the panning of 
a Tory victory anniversary banquet to a chef, holding a platter of tuna] 

[Sep. 4, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1004 “…Looks like you’d better stock up on tranquilizers” [said by a fortune teller, after looking in 
her crystal ball, to the New Year’s Baby of 1986] 

[Jan. 2, 1986] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1005 “…Let’s start tightening those belts!” [said by a television presenter as an old man prepares to 
eat a leather belt sitting on his dinner plate] 

[Feb. 27, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1006 “…The Last Spike” [a collection agency employee removes a VIA rail sign] [Oct. 1, 1986] 31 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1007 “…Alberta Economy” [line graph showing an increase in tranquilizer sales; when graph is 
turned 180 degrees the graph shows a decrease in oil prices] 

 

[Mar. 11, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-1008 “Incredible, Orville…Man can fly!! Just imagine the potential!” [said by Wilbur Wright as he 
watches his brother Orville take flight; the foreground stands a man holding a bomb, 
imagining the Wright plane exploding; cutline reads, “…Evolution of Man”] 

[Apr. 5, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1009 [An eagle dressed as an American three-star general, holding a machine gun and looking into 
binoculars as a rat, with ‘Libya’ written on its side, lays explosives below the eagle’s 
underside] 

[Apr. 11, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1010 “Sadly, evidence of drug abuse continues to hover over the world professional sports…” [said 
by a baseball play-by-play announcer from a stadium press box as players float in the air 
above the field of play] 

[Apr. 3, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1011 “Can you believe it Imelda?..Now they want us to return our vacation property!..” “OK!...OK! 
So give ‘em Cape Cod and Jamaica but we keep Tahiti!!” [said between president of the 
Philippines Ferdinand Marcos and his wife Imelda] 

[Apr. 2, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1012 [1
st
 frame:] “The line of death!” [cried out by Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy as he paints a 

line on a road] [2
nd

 frame:] “The Line of Absurdity” [a small circular line painted around the feet 
of Khadafy] 

[Mar. 29, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1013 “Funny...these things have been moving like hot cakes!” [said by a sales clerk as she sells 
earplugs to a man holding a newspaper with the headline ‘Sask Election Soon’] 

[Mar. 22, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1014 “Q: Who’s gaining fastest at the polls?” [the answer is an employee of ‘Pollsters Inc.’ driving a 
luxury automobile filled with bags of cash] 

[Sep. 5, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1015 “Curious…There seems to be a sudden buildup of hot air over Ottawa…” [said by one 
meteorologist to a colleague who reads a newspaper with the headline, ‘Parliament starts up 
again’] 

[Oct. 2, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1016 “Hello, Mulroney here…Any feedback on the Bristol-Canadair thing?...Hello?..” [overheard 
coming from the telephone inside the ruins of the Manitoba Conservative headquarters; a can 
of tar and some feathers appear in the foreground] 

[Nov. 5, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1017 [Two beavers wearing army gas masks celebrate the news of the passage of a federal 
pollution bill; trash and dead fish surround their dam] 

[Dec. 27, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1018 [1
st
 frame:] “Holiday Spirit” [an impaired driver behind the wheel] [2

nd
 frame:] “Holiday Spirit” 

[same driver as an angel] 

 

[Dec. 29, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-1019 “Leave the States for a European vacation?..Do you realize how dangerous that could be?” 
[said by an American man to his wife as they’re held at gunpoint; other images of gun 
violence surround them] 

[Jun. 11, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1020 “Sorry for taking so long with your bag…but we just can’t afford to take any chances!” [said by 
an airport security officer to a crazed man holding a missile under his arm] 

[Apr. 12, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1021 [A miniature policeman on Ronald Reagan’s right shoulder, shining a flashlight through 
Reagan’s head to illuminate a rat carrying a bag of cash and a missile]  

[Dec. 19, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1022 “Better prepare a few rooms…about four billion I’d say…” [said by St. Peter at the pearly 
gates while reading a newspaper with the headline, ‘Reykjavik Summit a bust’] 

[Oct. 16, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1023 [1
st
 frame:] “They periodically descend in swarms…move across the countryside…then 

become dormant again.” [said by a husband to his wife, who responds, “…Hoppers?”] [2
nd

 
frame:] “Politicians” [husband’s reply] 

[Oct. 18, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1024 “Take two Aspirins…Get plenty of rest…and don’t make any more speeches about U.S. aid to 
the Contras” [said by a physician to Ronald Reagan] 

[Oct. 23, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1025 “Fill ‘er up…” [a pit stop gas jockey prepares to fill a ‘Sask Prov Election ‘86’ race car with fuel 
from a large tank labeled ‘Hype’] 

[Aug. 22, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1026 “Take a number…” [said by a man to three giant gorillas with ‘Potash Prices’ ‘Deficit’ and ‘Oil 
Prices’ on each of their bellies as they wait in line to climb up to the dome of the 
Saskatchewan Legislative Building; they watch as a gorilla with ‘Wheat Prices’ on it shakes 
the dome] 

[Apr. 10, 1986]; 
[Dec. 26, 1986] 

30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1027 [1
st
 frame, said between a physician and a farmer:] “Let’s try a little word 

association!...Crop…” “…Failure” [2
nd

 frame:] “Grass…Loan…Star…” 
“…Hopper…Default…Vation” [3

rd
 frame:] “Profits…” “…?” [4

th
 frame: farmer still bewildered] 

[5
th
 frame:] “…Farm-stress syndrome.” “?” [farmer continues to be bewildered] 

[Jul. 26, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1028 “So…ultimately the wheat over-production crisis will be resolved through the logical interplay 
of international market forces…it makes eminent sense…” said by an economist to a starving 
Ethiopian] 

[Apr. 24, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1029 [A rat, dressed as a Ku Klux Klan member with ‘Apartheid’ written on its cloak, whistling while 
walking away from a dead lion atop a plinth engraved with ‘The British Commonwealth’] 

[Jul. 24, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1030 “I said ‘Who’s the fairest of them all?’ “ [said by John Turner into a mirror; inside the mirror is a 
wizard, reading a book entitled Straight From the Heart by Jean Chretien] 

[Sep. 9, 1986] 30.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-1031 [A fatigued bull, dressed in a suit, crawls away from Wall St., New York City, as a bear, also 
dressed in a suit, tips his hat as he approaches the city] 

[Sep. 13, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1032 “…evolution of democracy” [image of the Statue of Liberty with Ronald Reagan’s face; to the 
left of the text reads a scratched out “..Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness”; to the right 
of the image reads, “The Innocent Have Nothing to Fear”] 

1986 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1033 [1
st
 frame:] “Hey…nobody’s perfect!” [said by Ronald Reagan, holding a document with ‘South 

Africa’ written on it] [2
nd

 frame:] “Let’s not rush to judgment!” [Reagan with a document that 
reads ‘Philippines’] [3

rd
 frame:] “Ready…Aim…” [Reagan, wearing an army helmet, speaking 

into a walkie talkie while holding a document that reads ‘Nicaragua’] 

[Feb. 21, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1034 “Where would I find Ferdinand Marcos’ ‘How I Won the Philippine Election’?” [asked by a man 
to a bookstore clerk near the store’s fiction section] 

[Feb. 20, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1035 [A rail employee who just struck his thumb with a hammer, standing next to a large sign that 
reads, ‘Canadian Railways – Safety First!’] 

[Feb. 19, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1036 [Finger puppets of a cowboy threatening a jester with a baseball bat; below them is a stage 
marquee for ‘The WCC Show’] 

[Feb. 8, 1986] 45 x 31.5 cm 

GM-DA-1037 “…More?” [asked by Ronald Reagan, ladling soup from a pot labeled ‘Budget’, to a large 
three-star general with an over-flowing bowl while peasants wait in line] 

[Feb. 7, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1038 “…Quick! Gimme yer hubcaps!!” [said by a robber to a Brinks security truck driver; the truck is 
full of bags of Canadian money] 

[Feb. 6, 1986] 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-1039 “Dear Jean Chretien…It is with a heavy heart that I must accept your resignation…” [dictated 
by a celebrating John Turner to his stenographer] 

[Mar. 4, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1040 “He’s old all right…He can remember when a dollar was 100 cents!” [said by a girl to a boy 
about an elderly man sitting near them] 

[Mar. 5, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1041 “Good Morning…International Monetary Traders Inc .Ah, hello Mr. Mulroney!...What!...You’re 
upset with our current appraisal of the Canadian economy?... Listen…why don’t I transfer you 
to our person in charge of Canadian analysis?...It’s for you…” [said by an executive of the 
trading company in a phone conversation; he hands the telephone to a custodian] 

[Mar. 6, 1986] 32 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-1042 “…And to show you that his heart’s in the right place…Prime Minister Botha sends you this 
personally signed Christmas greeting…” [said by a South African jail guard while showing a 
Christmas card to several inmates, all sharing the same jail cell for dangerous offenders ten 
years and younger] 

[Dec. 17, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-1043 [1
st
 frame:] “A terrifying group of foreign fanatics has massed below our southern border!!” 

[said by an alarmed staffer relaying information to Ronald Reagan] [2
nd

 frame:] “…So far they 
seem contained to Mexico City!” [said by informant over the telephone while observing angry 
British soccer fans at the World Cup of Soccer] 

[Jun. 21, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1044 “OK…In the final scene here the handsome prince walks over to Sleeping Beauty …falls in 
love…and wakes her with a cordial handshake…” [said by a film director to two actors while 
holding a document entitled, ‘Tory Porn Guidelines’] 

[Jun. 20, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1045 [1
st
 frame:] “Of course you can control pornography through legislation…” [said by a film 

director] [2
nd

 frame:] “…All you need is a…” [said by a religious woman] [3
rd

 frame:] “…Clear 
consensus from society as to what is…” [said by a judge] [4

th
 frame:] “Truly obscene!!” [said 

by a flasher] 

[Jun. 14, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1046 [A garbage truck, with ‘20
th
 Century’ on its side, speeding toward an elderly woman watering 

flowers, with ‘Mother Nature’ on her apron]  
[May 31, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1047 “Remember when our only worry was whether or not we’d close all the windows?” [said by an 
elderly man to his wife as they watch the rain fall out their window; the man holds a 
newspaper with the headlines, ‘Radioactive Rain!’, ‘Toxic Rain!’ and ‘Acid Rain!’]  

[May 14, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1048 “Our credibility and morale remains high!...Optimism abounds throughout the land!...Goodwill 
and joy…” [said by Brian Mulroney, in the persona of the fictional television character Mr. 
Roarke from Fantasy Island] “The Polls, Boss! The Polls!” [said by Mazan Kowski in the 
persona of Mr. Roarke’s assistant, Tattoo; cutline reads “Summer Programming”] 

[Aug. 30, 1986] 31.5 x 45 cm 

GM-DA-1049 [1
st
 frame:] “The Liberal Party is planning a major policy conference to which we’ll invite all the 

greatest minds of this country…” [said by John Turner to his assistant] [2
nd

 frame:] “Better 
invite some politicians as well…” [replied by the assistant]  

[Jun. 7, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1050 “…Also since the start of the NHL playoffs…your daughter has run off with a punk band…your 
son’s joined a sinister religious cult and the dog’s had quintuplets…In other news…” [said by 
a woman to her husband who is entirely engrossed in watching the hockey game on 
television] 

[May 3, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1051 “ ‘Sure’ I says ‘There’s lots of terrorism…but there’s gotta be some way we can see Europe 
this summer’…” [said by a tourist to a European local; his wife and daughter stand inside a 
tank near him] 

[Apr. 23, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1052 [A man about to step into an open manhole while ogling a woman, dressed in a bikini, 
sunbathing; man is holding a newspaper with the headline, ‘Suntanning potential health 
hazard doctors say!’] 

[Jul. 10, 1986] 32 x 45 cm 
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GM-DA-1053 “…And the ‘Crisis of the Week’ is…May I have the envelope please…The ‘Drug Epidemic’!!!” 
[said by an awards show presenter in a television news studio]  

[Sep. 18, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1054 “Our drug testing program will greatly reduce the rate of substance abuse…Already we have 
a name for this process…The ‘Trickle Down Effect’” [said by Ronald Reagan] 

[Sep. 23, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1055 [A one-dollar bill for the Republic of Canada, featuring a bunch of bananas and a man, 
wearing a plaid shirt and toque, eating a banana] 

[Jan. 21, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1056 [1
st
 frame:] “Sure it’s painful…but sometimes you just gotta place the blame..” [said by Brian 

Mulroney, looking at a polling graph] [2
nd

 frame:] “…Right where it deserves to be placed!” 
[Mulroney]; [3

rd
 frame: Mulroney hangs his head] [4

th
 frame:] “The Press did it.” [Mulroney’s 

head up] 

[Jan. 23, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1057 [Brian Mulroney attempting to construct a ‘Free Trade’ jigsaw puzzle poorly]  [Jan. 30, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1058 “…Remember when it used to be buffalo as far as the eye could see?...” [said by one gopher 
to another as they observe a sea of pigs surrounding a Gainers pork processing plant] 

[Feb. 17, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1059 [1
st
 and 2

nd
 frames:] “…Polls show that tourists don’t come to Canada to see moose, 

mountains and Mounties…They want the zany, madcap, sizzling nightlife offered by 
tantalizing, dynamic cities…” [said by a man] [3

rd
 frame: man pauses for thought] [4

th
 frame:] 

“So NOW what’re we gonna do?” [man looks befuddled] 

[Feb. 14, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1060 “ ‘…Finally, the world descended into fiery chaos and everyone was martyred happily ever 
after.’ I love happy endings!” [said by Moammar Khadafy while reading from a book entitled, 
Bedtime Stories by Moammar] 

[Apr. 19, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1061 “Imagine…suddenly we can do things the average person only dreams about!” [said by a 
recent lottery winner to his wife] “…Let’s mail a letter!” [the woman’s reply while pointing to a 
Canada Post office; a newspaper with the headline ‘Postal Hike!’ lays on the ground near 
them] 

1986 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1062 “…How quaint” [said by the driver of an armed tank, with ‘Save the Whales’ painted on its 
side, to his passenger as they pass a man standing on the road holding a placard with the 
same message] 

[Nov. 13, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1063 “CIA Headquarters?...Better warn the president he may be in for a bit of a public relations 
problem…” [said by an informant while observing a statue in Tehran of Ronald Reagan 
holding a box of missiles, with ‘Hero of the Revolution’ engraved into the plinth] 

 

[Nov. 18, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-1064 [A NASA astronaut holding an open box labeled ‘The Right Stuff’ upside down, with a few 
crumbs falling from it] 

[May 8, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1065 “…First comes the stuffing…” [said by Ferdinand Marcos, wearing a chef’s hat and apron as 
he stuffs ballots in a ballot box; side caption reads, “How to COOK an Election by Ferdinand 
Marcos”] 

[Feb. 12, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1066 [Brian Mulroney, dressed as Santa Claus, piloting a sled pulled by a pig that is destined for 
Baie-Comeau; a large barrel of pork is stowed behind Mulroney in the sled] 

[Aug. 26, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1067 [A federal employee, walking under a ladder toward a directional sign with ‘Free Trade’ written 
on it; surrounding him are a broken mirror, a door with ’13 ‘ on it, and a group of black cats 
who have walked past him] 

[Sep. 19, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1068 “Sodom & Gomorrah & Toronto” [a woman holding a purse and a wad of cash, running toward 
the location of Sunday shopping] 

[Dec. 5, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1069 [Ralph Goodale doing a hand-stand, Allan Blakeney riding a unicycle, and Grant Devine 
juggling as part of an Election 86 talent show; two judges offer low scores while the third 
judge is asleep] 

[Oct. 15, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1070 “Granted…it is heating up…but it’s still just a trade war!” [said by an elderly woman as she 
observes her husband in the attic, standing at attention and saluting  while wearing his 
antique army helmet, tunic and boots, his underwear, and holding a rifle]  

[Jun. 4, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1071 “I prefer to think of it as Parliament evolving with the times.” [said by one Member of 
Parliament, wearing Mickey Mouse ears, to another wearing a clown suit as they walk away 
from the Parliament Buildings which are adjacent to ‘Parliamentland’ that includes circus 
tents, a roller coaster and a ferris wheel] 

[Jun. 25, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1072 [Ronald Reagan, pounding his fist on his desktop wildly as he tries to smash a fly with ‘Libya’ 
on its side; the fist-pounding is precariously close to a large, wired button labeled ‘The Button’] 

[Mar. 27, 1986]; 
[Dec. 26, 1986] 

30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1073 “One for all! And…” [Ronald Reagan, dressed as one of the Three Musketeers, holding a 
document entitled ‘Libya Embargo’ as the other two musketeers run in the opposite direction] 

[Jan. 9, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1074 “The Foreign Press” [said by a Soviet military officer as he tightens a vertical vice on a 
reporter] 

[Oct. 8, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1075 “…And now, sat tuned for the agriculture report…” [said by a television news anchor as 
introduction to the report given by a cloaked figure holding a bell] 

[Apr. 22, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-1076 “…’On your right are the Parliament Buildings of Canada…symbol of reasoned debate and 
ennobled analysis’…” [said by a tourist, reading aloud from a tour guide, to her husband, 
holding a newspaper with the headline, ‘Stevens Affair’ as he observes two politicians being 
chased away by two angry people] 

[May 10, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1077 “…Running for Office” [Kurt Waldheim running away from an angry mob holding Nazi-related 
documents] 

[May 17, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1078 “Relax…it’s technologically foolproof!!” [said by a nuclear station engineer regarding a large 
button with a sign that reads ‘Do Not Touch!’ above it; a man behind the engineer has lost his 
balance and is close to pushing the button with his flailing hand] 

[May 9, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1079 “…And to my no-good nephew…whom I’ve always detested…I leave all my Canadian 
currency…” [read by the executor of a will to family members of the deceased] 

[Feb. 4, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1080 “‘We’re gonna be rich’ he says!...’I’ve gone and invested our life savings in tuna futures!’ he 
says!!...” [said by a woman, angry at her husband who is cowering in his armchair] 

[Jan. 16, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1081 “Why is this man smiling?” [a mentally-disturbed farmer, smiling while holding a pitchfork and 
a paper doll chain that he has recently cut, surrounded by newspapers laying on the ground 
with headlines including, ‘Farm Debt Crisis’, Wheat Prices Plummet’, and ‘Grain-handling in 
Chaos’] 

[Oct. 9, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1082 “Brian…Are you familiar with the saying…’When the chickens come home to roost’…?” [said 
my federal finance minister Michael Wilson in a phone conversation to Brian Mulroney while a 
giant chicken with ‘Fed. Deficit’ written on its chest, is perched on Wilson’s desk chair] 

[Oct. 17, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1083 ‘Mr. Turner, there’s a political pole in the waiting room…Mr. Turner?...” [said by an assistant to 
John Turner, referring to a Polish national standing at the office door; Turner is hiding under 
his desk which is littered with political opinion poll reports] 

[Nov. 1, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1084 [1
st
 frame:] “The innocent…” [said by a participant of the Salem witch hunt] [2

nd
 frame:] 

“…Have nothing…” [said by a member of the Ku Klux Klan] [3
rd

 frame:] “…To fear.” [said by a 
scientist holding a ‘Drug Testing’ beaker] 

[Nov. 8, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1085 [1
st
 frame:] “Superpower negotiations continued today over issues whose staggering 

complexity defies the imagination…” [said in a television news broadcast] [2
nd

 frame:] “…You 
blinked!” “…Nyet!” “Did too blink!” “…Nyet!” “…C’mon…you blinked!” “…Nyet!!” [argued by 
Ronald Reagan and Mikhail Gorbachev] 

 

[Oct. 29, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-1086 [Brian Mulroney, grabbing in mid-air a speech bubble coming from Cabinet minister Suzanne 
Blais-Grenier that reads, “…You may quote me on this…The Mulroney Government 
deceived…”] 

[Jan. 8, 1986] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1087 [Construction site of the Port-Cartier Federal Prison, the building forming the shape of a pig] [Oct. 25, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1088 “Furthermore…it’ll make a great foundation for the world economy!” [said by an asp to Eve in 
the Garden of Eden about a large barrel of oil sitting near them] 

[Apr. 9, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1089 “…Should cabin pressure fall, oxygen is available…By the way, did I mention how much I 
admire and respect the Conservative Party?...” [said by an airline flight attendant] 

[Jun. 3, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1090 [A truck carrying a large bomb with ‘International Terrorism’ written on it, barreling through a 
border checkpoint for ‘1986’] 

[Jan. 3, 1986] 32 x 45 cm 

 Box 10   

GM-DA-1091 [1
st
 frame:] “These guys are stealing our land and homes. We must take revenge!” [said by 

one Indigenous man to another, observing a ship of settlers nearby] [2
nd

 frame:] “Say! This 
tobacco stuff is amazing!...I just know it’s gonna catch on!” [said by settler, while smoking 
rolled tobacco, to Indigenous man who has a knowing smile on his face] 

[May 27, 1986] 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1092 [Disgruntled animals boarding the ark, dry-docked on the prairie, while Noah reads a 
newspaper with the headline, ‘Western Canada economic forecast’] 

[Apr. 18, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1093 “I say there should have been a law banning immigration years ago!” [said by an angry man, 
sitting on a park bench, reading a newspaper with the headline, ‘Refugees choose Canada’] 
“…Centuries ago.” [replied by an Indigenous man, also sitting on the bench] 

[Aug. 16, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1094 “What’s really scary is that we Canadians could lose control of our culture…” [said by a man, 
wearing a ‘Miami Vice’ t-shirt, to his reading a newspaper with the headline, ‘Free Trade’ while 
they stand near businesses with advertising signs for Coke, GM, Ford, McDonalds, and a 
‘Rambo’ movie] 

[Jun. 5, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1095 “Vanishing Species…” [a Playboy bunny, identified as “Bunnikins Hefnerius Americanus” and 
described as “Species flourished during the sixties. Drastic decline attributed to Gloria 
Steinem and Jerry Falwell. Passing mourned almost exclusively by species ‘Piggus 
Chauvinus’.”  

[Jul. 5, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1096 [Katimavik founder Jacques Hébert, dressed in a robe and slippers, holding a ‘Save 
Katimavik’ sign in one hand and tossing a wrench over his shoulder to a large, multi-cogged 
machine with ‘Parliament’ on it]  

[Mar. 26, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-1097 “..America the beautiful…” [sung by a Central American drug lord as he is about to deposit a 
large sack of money in the bank] 

[Jul. 22, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1098 “Extinction = Miserly Conservative Squares” [said by an Einstein-like mathematician as he 
points to an equation on a chalkboard that reads, ‘Canadian Research and Development 
Funding E=mc²’] 

[Nov. 6, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1099 “Mom!...Dad’s come home with a glow on!!!” [said by a Soviet boy while pointing at his father 
who has entered the house from the Chernobyl nuclear site]  

1986 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1100 “…Don’t the papers print any happy stories anymore?” [asked by Chilean dictator Augusto 
Pinochet as he reads a newspaper with the headlines, ‘Dictator Fall!!’, ‘Baby Doc Down’ and 
‘Marcos Toppled’] 

[Feb. 28, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1101 “Sorry…Mr. Nielsen’s on another line at the moment…” [said in a telephone conversation by 
Erik Nielsen’s secretary as Nielsen stands nearby, listening to audiotape while wearing 
headphones] 

[Feb. 1, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1102 [Store owner standing at his cash register; on the wall behind are framed images of the 
store’s  ‘First Dollar’ and ‘First 357 Magnum’] 

[Dec. 11, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1103 “Step one…we convince Bill Stevenson to join the Communist Party…” [said by an American 
four-star general to another general and a government official during a Covert Operations 
meeting; the general holds an image of the Kremlin] 

[Sep. 17, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1104 [Chilean dictator Augusto Pinochet and the Undertaker, riding a tandem bicycle away from a 
cemetery] 

[Sep. 16, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1105 “Solidarity Forevvver…” [sung by three physicians, riding in the back of a luxury automobile 
with a ‘OMA on Strike’ signed taped to its door] 

[Jun. 19, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1106 “Postal Deficit Reduction (Proposal VI)” [a Canada Post employee hanging out of a helicopter 
in flight, shaking out letters from a mailbag into the air] 

[May 16, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1107 [Grant Devine, wearing fireman’s protective gear, carrying a bag of marshmallows and a 
wiener on a skewer, running towards a large fire; a sign that reads ‘Labour Relations’ points 
Devine in the direction of the fire] 

[Jan. 29, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1108 “Birds of a Feather” [a turkey curiously leans up against an American cruise missile] [Feb. 26, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1109 [Alberta premier Don Getty as a toreador, ducked behind a muleta he holds with ‘Western 
Separatism’ written on it]  

[Aug. 23, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-1110 [A large Soviet bear whose mouth has been zippered shut, unable to answer questions from 
the press, a member of which is reading a newspaper with the headline, ‘Nuclear Disaster’] 

[May 2, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1111 “It’s guys like this who give politics a bad name!” [said by Libyan leader Moammar Khadafy 
(alt sp. Gadafi) while reading a newspaper with the headline, ‘Waldheim Victory’] 

[Jun. 12, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1112 “…Dog days of summer” [Brian Mulroney as a dog, walking down a declining sidewalk 
mimicking a poll line graph] 

[Jul. 8, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1113 “Our next trophy goes to an athlete we can all look up to…” [said by a presenter at the 
Professional Sports Awards when introducing an athlete who is high on cocaine] 

[May 15, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1114 “If you can believe it…there are countries actually supporting terrorism…” [said by Ronald 
Reagan in a television broadcast, being watched by a Contra soldier] 

[Jan. 15, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1115 “This hasn’t been a picnic for me either, y’know…Already my golf handicap’s gone up five 
strokes!!...” [said in the Emergency Room by a physician, standing at a counter with an ‘OMA 
on strike’ sign taped to it, while responding to an incoming patient] 

[Jun. 26, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1116 [1
st
 frame:] “This government’s policies on plagiarism are totally covered in our recently 

published booklet” [said by a government official holding a book entitled, Gov. of Sask. 
Plagarism Policy] [2

nd
 frame: official accidently rips off the book’s cover, revealing the title, 

Gov. of Ontario Plagarism Policy] 

[Nov. 14, 1986] 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1117 “Smile!” [said by a politician, as he and a diplomat force an athlete to pose with them for a 
media scrum] 

[Jul. 23, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1118 “Your move…” [said by a young man, holding a dice, to a young woman as they stand on the 
squares of a board game, all of which read ‘No Job’; cutline reads, “…The Youth-Employment 
Game”] 

[May 6, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1119 [Ronald Reagan, reading a report on credibility; “The Gipper”, written beside him, has been 
crossed out and replaced with “The Gapper”] 

[Nov. 21, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1120 [Brian Mulroney, dressed as a mechanic, oiling a machine with ‘Canada’ written on its side; 
the oil can has ‘Blarney’ written on its side]  

[Sep. 10, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1121 “Our South African policy?...Cautious, reasoned and informed diplomacy…Why do you ask?” 
[overheard coming from the White House as a missile carrier drives past on its way to 
Nicaragua] 

 

[Jul. 25, 1986]; 
[Dec. 26, 1986] 

31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-1122 “And if Keith Davey were here beside me now, I know he’d join me in denying these 
rumors…” [said by John Turner to a television camera as a saw is cutting a hole in the floor 
beneath him] 

[Sep. 27, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1123 “Great news!...We’re almost there!!!” [said by South African P.W. Botha as he reads a guide 
to Little Big Horn and leads a group of South African soldiers on horseback] 

[Jul. 19, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1124 “…Commonwealth Games” [Margaret Thatcher, easily holding a tug-of-war rope with one 
hand while her opponents all struggle while pulling in their direction; a flag at the rope’s 
midpoint reads ‘Sanctions’] 

[Jul. 16, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1125 “…And in this corner…wearing the blue trunks and a pained expression…” [said by a boxing 
ring announcer while introducing Brian Mulroney; his opponent is a gigantic beast with ‘Deficit’ 
written on the back of its robe] 

[Jan. 18, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1126 “Generally speaking…your stuff is more believable…” [said by Mother Goose to a man 
dressed like a Quaker or pilgrim, reading a newspaper with the headline, ‘Sask. Election 
Promises’] 

[Sep. 26, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1127 [A man walking away from a building set in the open Saskatchewan prairie with a sign that 
reads, ‘Open For Business’, however ‘Business’ has been crossed out and replaced with 
‘Deficiency Payments’] 

[Oct. 7, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1128 “So then I thought…what the heck…everybody else is doing it…” [said by John Turner about 
a book he authored entitled, My Life with John Turner] 

[Oct. 3, 1986] 32 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1129 “Gimme an ‘A’!!” [shouted by Moammar Khadafy, dressed like a cheerleader, as he spells out 
‘ARMAGEDDON’] 

[Jan. 14, 1986] 29.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1130 “…Appears this could be a real race for the rural vote.” [said by a cow to the farmer milking 
her as they observe politicians from Saskatchewan’s Liberal, Conservative and NDP parties 
all trying to court her] 

[Sep. 20, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1131 “Have you read the papers?...These guys are all taking drugs!” [said by a chronic smoker to a 
chronic drinker while watching professional football on television] 

[Jul. 11, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1132 “Say!...You do nice work…” [said by one grim reaper to another while standing in a cemetery, 
the second with ‘Substance Abuse’ written on its cloak] 

[Nov. 22, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1133 “…As our recent polls indicate…the American public is a little miffed over the latest 
presidential policy gaffe…but they still love the guy…” [said by a television news 
commentator; the television sits amidst a nuclear war zone] 

[Nov. 25, 1986] 31.5 x 44.5 cm 
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GM-DA-1134 “…Looooking good!” [said by a heavily-armed Uncle Sam to a Canadian beaver, holding a 
shotgun and reading a book entitled, Vigilante Justice Primer] 

[Nov. 26, 1986] 30.5 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1135 “Normally only three wishes are granted but in your case we have to make an exception.” 
[said by a fairy godmother to Brian Mulroney, surround by documents referring to polls, the 
Stevens Affair, deficit, tariffs and letters of resignation] 

[Jun. 6, 1986] 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1136 [1
st
 frame:] “…Hope it rains, Martha” [said by a farmer to his wife in 1936] [2

nd
 frame:] “…Hope 

the European agricultural economists can influence a reduction in prime sector subsidies 
allowing in turn the U.S. Senate sub-committee to recommend a contingent reduction in rural 
equity enhancement programs, easing domestic pricing trends, Martha.” [said by a farmer to 
his wife in 1986] [photographic copy] 

[Dec. 12, 1986] 26.5 x 39 cm 

GM-DA-1137 [A South African member of the Ku Klux Klan, sitting at a desk with a ticking explosive device 
sitting in an ‘In’ box on the desk and IBM, Honeywell and GM boxes sitting in an ‘Out’ box] 
[photocopy] 

[Oct. 24, 1986] 28 x 43.5 cm 

GM-DA-1138 [Erik Nielsen being ejected from an elaborate machine with ‘Tory Polls’ written on its side] 
[photocopy] 

[Jul. 2, 1986] 28 x 43.5 cm 

GM-DA-1139 [A blind employee of ‘Pollsters Inc.’ leading, a blind Brian Mulroney, a blind member of the 
press, and a blind Canadian citizen, respectively] [photographic copy] 

[Jan. 31, 1986]; 
[Dec. 26, 1986] 

11 x 21 cm 

 1987   

GM-DA-1140 “The Duchess looked resplendent in a mauve and lilac silk dress with a large straw hat and 
matching ribbon…” [said by a television news reporter at the site of a Royal visit which has 
been vacated by the presence of an alien spacecraft that has descended on it] 

1987 30 x 44.5 cm 

GM-DA-1141 “Then again…it’s worth a try…” [said by Mila Mulroney, holding a newspaper with the 
headline, ‘Elvis still tops polls!’ to Brian Mulroney, dressed as Elvis Presley, leaving 24 
Sussex Drive] [photocopy] 

1987 28 x 43.5 cm 

 1980   

GM-DA-1142 “Have a nice trip to Regina senor…Just remember, don’t drink the water!” [said by an 
employee of the Tijuana Travel Agency to a Mexican national] 

[Aug. 28, 1980] 41 x 51 cm 

GM-DA-1143 “…You sure he’s seen the official seating plan?” [said by Pierre Trudeau, dressed in a king’s 
crown and robe, to Jean Chretien about Peter Lougheed, also dressed in king’s crown and 
robe; Trudeau and Lougheed both attempt to sit on the king’s throne] 

[Sep. 10, 1980] 31 x 48 cm 
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GM-DA-1144 [Regina citizens, standing near a street sign for Douglas Avenue, waving goodbye to a City of 
Regina work truck after the cancellation of the proposed Assiniboine Avenue flyover] 

[Sep. 12, 1980] 35.5 x 45.5 cm 

 Undated Cartoons   

GM-DA-1145 “Interest rates being what they are…I thought you’d like to see my collateral!” [said by a 
farmer to a farm loans officer, as his farm animals accompany him in the office] [photocopy] 

[198-?] 25 x 29 cm 

GM-DA-1146 “A needy supplicant before the department of culture and youth Culture Talks panel” [a female 
guitar player, on her knees, pleading to the panel members above her] [photocopy] 

[198-?] 28 x 21.5 cm 

GM-DA-1147 [Robert Stanfield, examining a new pair of long underwear taken from one of several boxes of 
Stanfield’s underwear; a newspaper with the headline ‘Energy Crisis’ lays nearby; the lyrics 
‘Let it snow, Let it snow, Let it snow’ appears above Stanfield’s shoulder] [incomplete] 

[ca. 1980] 28.5 x 44 cm 

GM-DA-1148 [1
st
 frame:] “Got a concept for a strip I’d like to share.” [said by a young girl] [2

nd
 frame:] “It’s 

got sort of an op-ed ambience with political commentary, social observation as well as…” 
[said by girl] [3

rd
 frame: a beaver sings O Canada in the distance] [4

th
 frame:] “…A subtle 

undercurrent of Canadian content.” [said by girl] 

[ca. 1980] 24 x 51 cm 

 Brockville Recorder and Times cartoons   

GM-DA-1149 “It’s from Sun Life…Your policy is due!” [said by a woman to René Lévesque, smoking while 
sitting at his desk;  an ashtray littered with cigarette butts sits atop the desk] 

Jan. 28, 1978 40 x 27.5 cm 

GM-DA-1150 “Are you absolutely certain we didn’t get rooked??” [said by one official from the Ontario 
government to another while officials from Denison Preston mines dance happily beside them 
re: a seven billion dollar uranium contract] 

Mar. 4, 1978 27.5 x 36.5 cm 

 Drawings used in The Leader-Post, Regina   

GM-DA-1151 [A woman pulling at the ankles of a man, wearing a business suit and suspended horizontally 
in the air while clinging to a pole] [appeared in Weekender section] 

[Jan. 31, 1981] 20 x 31.5 cm 

GM-DA-1152 [A muscular man, wearing a tank top and ball cap, holding a steering wheel with one hand 
and waving the other hand] [appeared in Weekender section] [photocopy] 

[Jun. 20, 1981] 28 x 26.5 cm 

GM-DA-1153 [Older man, cigarette hanging from his mouth, holding a smoking pan in one hand and a 
turner in the other hand] [Appeared in Weekender section] 

[Oct. 24, 1981] 28 x 21.5 cm 

GM-DA-1154 [Customs officer behind a desk] [appeared in Weekender section] 

 

[Jun. 12, 1982] 38.5 x 25.5 cm 
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GM-DA-1155 [Drunkard leaning up against a tree] [appeared in Lifestyles section] [newsprint] [Nov. 24, 1982] 38 x 19 cm 

GM-DA-1156 [Cupid with hearts behind him] [appeared in Lifestyles section] [newsprint] Feb. 14, 1983 30.5 x 38 cm 

GM-DA-1157 [Court jester, holding a jester puppet on a stick with one hand, and a cigar in the other hand] 
[appeared in Weekender section] [photocopy] 

[Jan. 21, 1984] 35 x 28 cm 

GM-DA-1158 [Jouster, mounted on a horse, wielding a pair of scissors as his lance] [appeared in 
Entertainment section] [photocopy] 

Mar. 7, 1985 20.5 x 28 cm 

 Drawings that may have been used in The Leader-Post, Regina   

GM-DA-1159 [A physician, with clipboard and stethoscope, standing beside a cabinet with bottles of 
medicine atop it] 

[198-?] 21.5 x 29 cm 

GM-DA-1160 [A large woman with pigtail braids, holding dumbbell weights] [198-?] 25.5 x 20 cm 

GM-DA-1161 [A Hollywood director holding a megaphone in one hand, and his other hand on the shoulder 
of a bewildered farmer standing next to him]   

[198-?] 32 x 23 cm 

GM-DA-1162 [A chef, travelling on roller skates while carrying a plate covered with a cloche] [198-?] 27.5 x 25 cm 

 Rough sketches   

GM-DA-1163 [A man on water skies, airborne] [198-?] 18 x 19.5 cm 

GM-DA-1164 [A German man, wearing lederhosen, holding a beer stein] [198-?] 20.5 x 22 cm 

GM-DA-1165 [A early-style automobile with ‘Provincial Lotteries’ on its door; a gangster-type man stands 
nearby]  

[198-?] 19.5 x 29 cm 

GM-DA-1166 [A woman, reading a book and holding a wooden spoon]  [198-?] 30 x 19.5 cm 
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